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Preface
Volume I of this work appeared in 1909, II in 1914,
III in 1927 (with an Appendix to vol. II), IV in 1931,
and now vol. V appears in 1940. It will be seen that
m y Grammar has come out. with m a n y interruptions:
the intervals have been rilled up with other works,
thus between II and H I "Negation in English and
Other Languages" 1917, "Language, its Nature, Development and Origin" 1922, "The Philosophy of Grammar"
1924, "Mankind, Nation and Individual" 1925, and
between IV and V "Essentials of English Grammar"
1933 (4th impression 1938), "Linguistica" 1933, and
"Analytic Syntax" 1937, not to mention various books
in Danish, m y British Academy lecture on Monosyllabism 1929,fiveS P E tracts and several papers in
Danish and foreign periodicals.
But though this Grammar has thus been interrupted
for several long periods, m y work on it has gone on
continually, m y drawersfillingconstantly with quotations and observations for use in future instalments.
W h e n looking through the manuscript of this volume
before sending it to the printers I cut out hundreds of
quotations, and I a m afraid I should have omitted
many of those that were left. M y consolation is that I
have often been assured by fellow-students that they
were glad to have so m a n y quotations in the previous
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volumes, and I m a y perhaps hope the same will prove
true of this volume, especially with regard to illustrations of unorthodox grammar.
In m y endeavours to place grammatical phenomena
in a true light I have been obliged to discard some
of the traditional terms such as "absolute construction"
and replace them with really descriptive terms, but I
trust that m y innovations will cause no serious trouble.
I m a y repeat here some passages from previous prefaces. "It has been m y endeavour in this work to represent English Grammar not as a set of stiff dogmatic
precepts, according to which some things are correct
and others absolutely wrong, but as something living
and developing under continualfluctuationsand undulations, something that is founded on the past and
prepares the way for the future, something that is
not always consistent or perfect, but progressing and
perfectible — in one word, h u m a n " (Vol. I). "I m a y
remind British and American readers that it is not m y
business to tell them what is correct or pure Enghsh,
but only to register and, if possible, to explain the
actual facts of English usage in various periods. But
it is m y impression that it would be a good thing if
what might be called a Grammar of Relativity could
be everywhere substituted for the Grammar of Rigidity
taught in most schools all over the world" (Vol. I H ) .
"The arrangement of grammatical matter is sometimes
extremely difficult on account of the numerous crossassociations which determine the structure of a language" (Vol. II). I take here one instance only of this:
the infinitive as adjunct belongs under the theory of
adjuncts (Vol. II) as well as under the theory of infinitives (Vol. V). Similar examples are frequent; overlappings are inevitable and have necessitated a great
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many cross-references to other chapters and other volumes. But in taking up again matters previously dealt
with I have been able to avail myself of new material
and sometimes of new points of view as well.
Many chapters of a big volume of Morphology,
written partly by myself, partly by three young scholars
on the basis of the material collected by m e during
fifty years are nearly ready for printing. A few instalments of m y work have already appeared, on the
ending -ster in Modern Language Review 1927 (and
Linguistica), on back-formations in EStn vol. 70, 1935,
and on -en in Acta Linguistica 1939.
As I have not the same instinctive feeling for English
usage as a native, I have often been obliged to consult
English friends. To these I offer m y best thanks, as
well as to three successive English lecturers in the
University of Copenhagen, Ian Maxwell, F. Y. Thompson, and A. F. Colborn, who have each of them read
some of m y chapters and offered m e much valuable
information and criticism. (But some parts of the book
have not been thus revised.) I owe a debt of gratitude also
to Niels Haislund, who has transcribed most of the manuscript and now has assisted m e in reading the proofs
very carefully. I a m also indebted to the printers for the
rapidity and care with which they have set up m y work.
Last, but not least, I must thank the directors of
the Carlsberg Foundation, who by their generous subvention have enabled m e to pay m y assistants and to
have this volume printed in m y own country at a
time when it would have been impossible to print it in
any of the belligerent countries.
Lundehave, Helsingor (Elsinore), in March 1940.
Otto Jespersen.
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Chapter I

Introductory
1.1. My grammatical system has not sprung readymade at once from m y brain. It has developed gradually and, though in its essential features unchanged, has
been modified in minor points, as has also m y terminology, which in several points deviates from what is
generally accepted. The chief stages in this development are found in the following works: Sprogets logik
1913, A Modern English Grammar, vol. II 1914, D e to
hovedarter av grammattiske forbindelser 1021, The
Philosophy of Grammar 1924, Essentials of English
Grammar 1933, The System of Grammar 1933 (also as
part of Linguistica), Analytic Syntax 1937. Some points
have also been touched upon in vols. Ill and IV of m y
Grammar, 1927 and 1931.
As some of m y views have been, partly misunderstood, partly even misrepresented (e. g. by Funke in
Englische Studien vol. 60 and by Ehrling in Journal of
English and Germanic Philology 1939) it will not be
amiss here briefly to recapitulate m y system in what
I have no doubt will be itsfinalshape.
I think we must keep strictly apart three things,
which present, it is true, certain points of similarity,
but which are nevertheless three distinct planes, as it
were, and should not be mixed up, as is too often done.
I call them here A , B, and C.
I.2i. A . Word-classes, or, as is often said, Parts of
Speech. Here m y classification deviates but little from
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that found in most grammars. I maintain that everything should be kept in view, form, function and
meaning, though form is here, perhaps, the fundamental criterion. Thus I arrive at extinguishing nouns
(with the subclasses substantives and adjectives),
verbs, and particles, which latter class comprises adverbs, prepositions and conjunctions, prepositions being
essentially adverbs governing nouns, and conjunctions
being essentially adverbs governing clauses. Besides
these classes we have pronouns, which form what the
Danish grammarian Wiwel terms a "tvserklasse", a
"transverse" class running as it were across the distinction of substantives, adjectives, and adverbs. A n d finally w e have interjections, capable of forming a sentence by themselves, which is done by the other words
only exceptionally. All these classes are difficult to define sharply and exhaustively, pronouns more than the
others; nevertheless in practice the classification itself
rarely offers occasion for doubt.
1.22. In distinguishing substantives and adjectives
we meet for thefirsttime the notion of specialization,
for I point out that in those cases in which we have
words of the two classes corresponding to one another,
e. g. American sb. (with the plural Americans) and adj.,
Spaniard and Spanish, black sb, (with the pi. blacks)
and adj., philosopher and philosophic, the former denotes
more special ideas than the latter. As the notions denoted by substantives comprise generally more qualities
than one and are thus more "substantial" than those
covered by adjectives, which single out one quality
possessed by a greater number of things, I maintain that
substantives are "on the whole" and "broadly" (this
restriction found in PhilGr 75 and 81, is often overlooked) more special than adjectives. There is, as expressly indicated (ib. 75), an important exception to
this rule, namely nexus-substantives, whether verbal
such as arrival or adjectival such as pride or cleverness.

1.3i.]
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These are words sui generis and make difficulties whatever view w e m a y hold of the principle of classification.
While A deals with isolated words—a dictionary indicates whether a word is a substantive or an adjective,
etc.—the planes B and C deal with words in connected
speech.
1.3i. B. Junction, i. e. a combination of words which
does not denote predication, but which serves to make
what we are speaking about more precise. Here we meet
with the distinction of ranks. A very poor widow contains a tertiary {very), a secondary (poor) and a primary
(widow); corresponding examples are extremely cold
weather, a furiously barking dog. In other combinations
we m a y have quaternaries or quinaries, e. g. a not (5)
particularly (4) well (3) constructed (2) plot (1).
But though in these examples the substantives are
primaries, the adjectives secondaries, and the adverbs
tertiaries or belong to still lower ranks, the distinction
has nothing to do with word-classes as such. A substantive m a y in some combinations be a secondary
(class prejudices) or a tertiary (we travel third class);
an adjective m a y be a primary (the brave deserve the
fair), and an adverb occasionallyfiguresas a secondary
(the above remarks). Similarly with pronouns (see vol.
II ch. X V I , which should have the superscription Ranks
of Pronouns instead of Functions of Pronouns): some
pronouns are always primaries, e. g. I, me, who, others
m a y according to circumstances have different rank;
the is secondary in the book, tertiary in so much the
better: this is primary in this is good, secondary in thi
book: any is a primary in you may take any of them,
a secondary in any book and a tertiary in is this any
better?, and a quaternary in Is that any less true than
the opposite?
The distinction of rank applies not only to single
words, but also to word-groups: after dinner is a secondary in his after-dinner pipe, and a tertiary in he
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smoked after dinner. Thus we have clauses as primarie
as secondaries and as tertiaries.
In favour of m y view I m a y here reprint what I
have elsewhere said on the terminological advantage
of m y system: top is a substantive, in top branch it has
according to some grammarians become an adjective or
an adjective-equivalent, but in the top one this substantive which has become an adjective-equivalent is
again substantivized. Instead I say: top is always a substantive, but in the top fell down it is a primary, in the
top branch and the top one it is secondary to the primary
branch or one. For primary I formerly sometimes used
the word principal.
1.3a. In the most important class of junctions
(restrictive) we find different degrees of specialization:
a poor widow is more special than a widow, and a very
poor widow is still more special. This has never been
contested, but greater doubt attaches to m y contention
that this specialization is produced by words which are
in themselves less special than the words they serve to
specialize: poor is less special than widow, and very even
less special. It has been objected that poor cannot be
less special than widow, because there are more poor
people than widows—but the word poor is applied to
other things than h u m a n beings: w e m a y speak of poor
crops, stocks, countries, food, gifts, houses, work, results; so that this objection is a poor one. Still I do not
lay too m u c h weight on this particular part of m y
theory, as it is often difficult to say which of two ideas
applies to more things than the other.—In non-restrictive junctions like the exclamation My dear little Ann.'
there is no specialization; dear and little do not serve
to tell which of several Anns I a m speaking of (or to),
but simply to characterize and show emotion; they are
ornamental and to some extent parenthetical, but they
are nevertheless secondary in relation to the name. In
this sagacious little man the word this alone defines

1.4i—1.4s.]
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(specializes), while sagacious and little describe par
thetically; but in he is a sagacious man the secondary
sagacious is restrictive.
1.4i. C. Nexus, i. e. a combination implying predication and as a rule containing a subject and either a
verb or a predicative or both. Besides these a nexus
m a y contain one or more objects, often a direct and an
indirect object. O n the distinction between junction and
nexus in general see AnalS 33.2.
1.4a. Can anything be said about the degree of specialization of these various elements? Yes, but only
with regard to the relation between a subject and its
predicative, which latter is always less special than the
subject, see the latest treatment of the question in
AnalS ch. 35; if there is perfect identity and thus coextension, no one can tell which is the subject and which
the predicative. But we could not say that a verb is
less special than the subject, or that there is any such
relation between subject and object. Rather it m a y be
said that the meaning of a verb is specialized by the
subject and object with which it is connected as well
as by an adverb used in the same sentence (see vol. Ill
ch. 11 ff., PhilGr 158, and AnalS 33.6).
1.4s. From these remarks on the degree of specialization found in a nexus it follows necessarily that it is
impossible to apply the distinction of rank to a nexus
in exactly the same way as in a junction. Nevertheless
it seems perfectly natural to speak of rank in such
combinations as the dog (primary) barks (secondary)
furiously (tertiary) exactly as in the furiously barking
dog. The analogy seems impeccable. Further we say that
not only the subject, but also the object must be
considered a primary in relation to the verb: the object
is as it were a hidden subject (Madvig) or a subject
placed in the shade (Schuchardt); if it were not so we
should fail to understand the frequency with which
these grammatical notions pass into one another
(PhilGr 160).
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For the secondary member of a nexus I formerly
used the term adnex, which is generally superfluous, as
is also the term subnex for a tertiary member of a nexus.
1.44. I now restrict the name of object to its use in
a nexus, where it m a y be the object of a verb, including
an infinitive and a participle, as well as of a gerund or
a verbal nexus-substantive. Formerly I used the term
in conformity with most English grammars also of what
is governed by a preposition; this I n o w prefer calling
its regimen. But in AnalS I extend the symbols S for
subject and 0 for object to analogical cases bike Away
with you! 3 p S ! and He takes care of her \ he is in love
with her S W 0.
The regimen of a preposition is reckoned as a primary.
A nexus m a y be independent, forming a sentence, or
dependent. The former was dealt with chiefly in vol.
H I , the latter will form the main subject-matter of the
present volume.
1.5. In this volume I often have occasion to employ
the syntactical symbols explained in Analytic Syntax
1937. The chief symbols occurring in this volume are
S = subject.
V = verb.
W = composite verbal expression like care for, take
care of, etc.
P = predicative.
0 = object (direct).
0 1 = indirect object, in the former book denoted by
an italic O.
I = infinitive.
G = gerund.
X = nexus-substantive.
Y = agent-substantive or participle.
p = preposition.
v, s, o = "lesser" verb, subject, object.
r
= result; a = active, b == passive.
1, 2, 3, 4, etc. rank.

1-6—1.7.]
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£S, JO = half-subject, half-object.
S00 generic subject (French on))
( ) particulars serving to explain the item immediately
preceding the parenthesis.
A raised 2 denotes a secondary derived from a primary
(a genitive).
Lowered 2 and 8 after S and 0 denote a second or
third subject or object in the same sentence.
1.6. As already remarked, the main subject-matter
of this volume will be the dependent nexus.
This will fall into the following chief headings:
A Simple Nexus as Object (chs. 2—4).
A Simple Nexus as Regimen of a Presposition (ch. 5).
A Simple Nexus as Tertiary (ch. 6).
Nexus-Substantives (ch. 7).
The Gerund (chs. 8—9).
The Infinitive (chs. 10—20).
Clauses (ch. 21).
A n Implied Nexus (agent-substantives and participles;
ch. 22).
Nexus as Object
1.7. If we compare the following sentences,
(1) They judged m e a happy man.
(2) I befieve him as honest as myself.
(3) This will make her happy.
(4) They elected T o m their chief.
(5) H e slept himself sober.
(6) I want this done at once.
(7) I believe him to be an honest man.
(8) This will make the watch go.
(9) I want this to be done at once—
and if we ask in each case what is the object of the
verb, m a n y grammars say that in the first six it is the
word placed immediately after the verb, and the rest
is called a "complement" of the object, or an "adjective
or noun used predicatively of the object" (Sonnen-
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[1.7.

schein); in the sentences (7) 'to (9) some writers speak
of the infinitive as one of two objects.
The correct analysis is that all these are analogous
and contain not two objects (as in "I gave (made) her
a ring"), but only one, which is a nexus containing the
same two parts as a nexus that forms a complete sentence or clause; compare with (2) "I believe that he
is as honest as I" and with (8) "this will have the effect
that the watch goes". In (5) it is particularly easy to
see that it is wrong to look upon the first part (himself)
as the real object of slept: w e have here an object of
result (vol. Ill 12.2): the result of his sleeping is that
he became sober ("himself sober").
The symbolization of the sentences given above will
consequently be as follows—leaving out some minor
parts of the sentences:
(1, 2) S V 0(S 2 P).
(3, 4, 5, 6) S V Or(S2P).

(7) S V OfS^).
(8) S V Or(S2I).

(9) s v or(s2rb).
The parallelism is seen very clearly when the same
verb is followed by both kinds of nexus-objects:
Sh Ven 1152 It shall ... Make the yoong old, the old
become a childe | Caes IV. 3.280 That mak'st m y blood
cold, and m y haire to stare | Walton A 2 that made m e
so early up, and indeed, to walk so fast | ib 44 [he] hath
not only made her [an otter] tame, but to catch fish |
Byron D J 13.13 Her charms made all m e n speak, and
w o m e n dumb | Thack P 410 a winning frankness of
manner, which made most people fond of her, and pity
her | Ruskin P 2.179 a crowd round m e only made m e
proud, and try to draw as well as I could | Wister R 11
he felt himself dishonored, and his son to be an evil in
the tribe | Russell SocReconstr 144 education would
aim at making them able to think, not at making them
think what their teachers think.

1-7.]
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The recognition of this parallel is not tantamount to saying
that in Goldsm "an enemy w h o m he knew more powerful than
himself" the infin. to be is omitted ( N E D know 11 c). Very
often it is not possible thus to supply to be, and it would serve
no purpose to single out as a separate class those combinations
in which this addition is possible.

The difference between the construction considered
here and an ordinary object with an adjunct is seen,
for instance, in "I have often heard spoken French":
0(21) ("spoken French is more difficult to understand
than written or printed French") and "I have often
heard French spoken 0(S 2 P) (by Italians)", and, perhaps more clearly still in "I found the empty cage" and
"I found the cage empty"; with the latter compare
"I found Fanny gone": S V 0(S 2 P) (thus did not find
her!). Examples of this combination are seen, e. g. in
Defoe R 2.55 they came there and found the men gone |
Mackenzie S A 139 Twenty minutes later, Mary found
Pierre gone and her grandmother reading The Times
(similarly Fielding T 3.6, Galsw SS 316, Wells Blw 50,
etc.) | Goldsm V 1.101 the two ladies had been at our
house to see us, andfindingus from home, came after
us hither | Di N 387 | Bennett P 100 Charlie is certainly
not coming home to find me away | Pennell L 1481 found
m y two mascots missing.
Cf. below 23.38 on negative.

Chapter II

Simple Nexus as Ordinary Object
A simple nexus consisting of a subject (S) and a
predicative (P) without any verbal form m a y be the
object of a verb.
The arrangement is according to the different categories of verbs taking such a nexus as their object.
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2.1i. Verbs of Perception.
In the following examples those are placed after ||
in which the predicative is an adverb or a prepositional
group.
Sh R 3 II. 1.90 [he] came too lagge to see him buried
| Zangwill G 333 Mrs Maper saw herself an empress |
I will see you hangedfirst| Dryden V 358 he perceived
you jealous | Galsw IC 47 Emily perceived the crisis
past | Chesterton M W 19 To his astonishment, he discovered the whole garden empty | Sheridan 320 I have
heard her spoken of as a youthful wonder | Stevenson
K 118 Presently I observed Mr. Riach and the seamen
busy round the skiff | Macaulay E 4.99 w e often hear
it said that the world is constantly becoming more and
more enlightened | Tenn 249 W h o ... learns her gone
and far from home | Locke F S 171 he woke up to find
it daylight || Di D o 69 he would watch the children
away | id D 42 he had watched m y mother out | Scott
A 1.323 I'll see you as well through this business as I can.
Note that the S m a y be what in an active sentence
would be the indirect object, as in M a x w W F 89 W h e n
he saw anybody kissed or given money, or offered food,
he uttered his cry, " M e too!" Cf. Y o u should have seen
him taken care of by that old woman.
2.I2. Know: Sh Alls I. 1.111 A n d yet I know him a
notorious har | Shelley 137 they knew his cause their
own | G E M m 83 I never knew him wrong | Doyle S
6.180 Did you ever know him ill?
But after remember as in Beacon sf L 201 I remember him
such a good-looking fellow! w e have an object with an apposition rather than a nexus-object.

2.2i. Think, believe, etc.: Sh Ven 156 That thou
shouldst thinke it heauie vnto thee | R o I. 2.92 I will
make thee thinke thy swan a crow | Austen M 312 m y
uncle thought you wrong | Sh Mids III. 2.353 this their
iangling I esteeme a sport | Galsw Ca 407 [they] esteem

2.22.]
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themselves Christians, but I have only once met a
Christian who esteemed himself a Jew | Tennyson 406
[I] dreamed m y knight the greatest knight of all | Bronte
V 121 She esteemed him hideously plain, and used to
profess herself frightened ... at the sound of his step 11
Johnson L 212 Savage then imagined his task over |
Hawth T 125 he almost thought them alive | G E M m
228 selfish people always think their own discomfort of
more importance than anything else | Di D 16 I thought
her in a different style from m y mother | Austen M 184
could she have believed herself in the way | Thack S 30
she would fancy the Church in danger if she did not go
| Di AmNotes 115 One might fancy the season over,
and most of the houses gone out of town.
Note the comma between S and P in Bosw 2.73 [he] used
to think a story, a story, till I shewed him that truth was
essential to it.

2.2s. Consider, hold, find (figuratively), make out,
Ch E 855 algate Ifindeit trewe | Galsw S P 164 instinctively she felt the painter right | Sh H 4 A I. 3.90
I shall neuer hold that m a n m y friend, Whose tongue
shall aske m e for one peny cost | B y D J 5.116 She now
conceived all difficulties past | Macaulay H 1.85 For these
things history must hold the King himself chiefly responsible | Stevenson M 4 he held blood thicker than
water | Galsw S P 45 She made a pretty nurse, and his
practised eye judged her a good one | Wilde W 38 you
want to make her out a wicked w o m a n || Sh Gent III.
1.25 when they haue judg'd m e fast asleepe | H m l II.
2.267 I hold ambition of so ayry and bight a quality,
that it is but a shadowes shadow | G E M m 239 neighbours considered the house in quarantine | Kipl S 81
you consider cricket beneath you | G E S 18 she held
her engagement to him at an end | Fox 2.53 As to
Cromwell, John Mill does not always agree with Carlyle,
who tries to make him out always in the right.

12
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Note the infinitive in Collins M 518 They considered me to
blame for allowing the discipline to be relaxed—cf. "he is to
blame".
Some of the synonymous verbs m a y take as before
the predicative: he considered this a good omen, or, as a
good omen = V 0(S 2 pP). Hold seldom takes as (cf.
Di T 2.28 they held Hfe as of no account); on the other
hand regard (and look upon) require as: he regarded
(looked upon) this as a good omen.
O n as with a predicative see vol. IV 23.1.
2.23. Conclude (obsolete ?): Osborne 71 you would have
concluded him drunk with joy | Walton A 6 shall I
conclude her simple ? | Swift 3.381 they concluded m e
certainly dead || Sterne M 1.144 m y uncle Toby would
have concluded m y father in a rage.
Mean: M a u g h a m H B 128 That will mean three
rooms empty all through the winter || that will mean a
heavy load off m y mind.
2.3. Call, etc.
Sh H m l IV. 5.102 the rabble call him Lord | Galsw
SS 47 we've labelled her 'Traitress' | They baptized
(christened) him James.
Note the curious plural in Defoe R o x 16 calling the maid
all the foolish jades and sluts that she could think of J ib 156 I
called myself a thousand fools; cf. Stevenson T 251 H e called
them all the fools and dolts you can imagine—implying different
names.
2.4i. Declare and synonyms: || Mi PL 5.158 these
[works] declare Thy goodness beyond thought J Macaulay E 4.253 Hastings declared the sitting at an end
[very nearly an object of result] | Stevenson M 235
he declared the farce over | N P 1903 a manifesto declaring the general strike at an end | Matthews F 174 the
doctor did declare her out of immediate danger.
Synonyms of declare: Marlowe T 1.1338 wil I ...
write myself great Lord of Affrica | Defoe G 70 the

2.4i.]
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ladyes can write them [their sons] fools and fops or
men of brains and sence | Marlowe J 2180 I will warrant
Malta free for euer | North 255 to be chronicled the
plague and destroier of thy countrie | Sh Alls II. 3.14
fellowes that gaue him out incureable (cf. T p V. 223) |
Cowper L 1.60 the world would vote the critic useless |
N P 1914 the world would vote the m a n m a d | Walton
A 139 I grant it probable | Chesterton Thursday 34
You want a dress which will guarantee you harmless |
Wells Blw 151 H e it was hadfirstruled m e insane and
immune from reproof | Galsw F S 823 His doctor had
passed him sound in other respects | Mackenzie R R 243
that he [a doctor] would at once certify his niece insane
after such a remark | he found the prisoner guilty.
2.4s. Confess and synonyms:
Heywood P 339 auow them true | Bunyan G 119
I confessed myself guilty | Bronte V 36 W e should
acknowledge God merciful, but not always to us comprehensible | Trollope W 96 he would never own himself beat | Stevenson T 99 I own myself an ass | Gissing
R 3 Admit yourself a merchant || Mackenzie C 261
Nine years passed, making it more difficult every day
to admit herself in the wrong.
Feign and synonyms: Eastw 425 he counterfeited
himselfe madde | ib 442 I must faine m y selfe extreamly
amorous | Defoe M 232 I pretended myself very ill.
. Show, prove, etc.: Heywood P 314 That answer
sheweth you a rygbt syngynge m a n | Sh Wiv II. 3.56
you haue show'd your selfe a wise physician, and Sir
H u g h hath showne himselfe a wise churchman | Austen
M 381 that would only prove her affection not equal to
sacrifices | Tennyson 174 Your language proves you still
the child | Hardy L 73 events seemed to be proving
him right | Shaw 2.103 Does that prove you wrong? |
Mason 3G 170 how should he correct her without betraying himself a prig? || Austen P 323 a diffidence
which marked her little in the habit of giving invita-
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tions | Wister R 61 an Indian whose splendid trappings
denoted him of consequence.
2.5. Speak, argue: Scott Iv 73 Report speaks you a
bonny m o n k | Mered R 43 it speaks him anything but
a coward | L a m b R 27 a noble frankness, which bespake him yet a virgin from the world | Di P 17 a
widow, whose rich dress and profusion of ornament bespoke her a most desirable addition to a limited income |
Shaw J 140 not to know it argues yourself unknown j|
Austen P 258 anything that spoke him of irreligious
or immoral habits.
2.6. Keep, continue: you must keep this a secret |
wiU you keep Mr. N . informed of the affair? | keep the
pot boiling | Swift 3.379 else he would continue m e a
prisoner | Fielding T 4.126 to continue her longer engaged in a hopeless passion for him | Lewis B 153 Four
days later he remembered that he had stopped smoking,
but he was too busy ... to keep it remembered ||
keep the child awake (alive, in good health) | Bunyan
G 10 Mercy preserved m e alive | Austen M 7 we must
not continue her in the family.
This use of keep with 0(S2P) is different from that in "keep
the enemy in sight, in view, keep one's hand in the pocket,
keep an article in stock, a m a n in prison", which must be
symbolized V O 3(pi) as the preposition with the noun is
purely local.

2.7i. Have: Clear instances of nexus-objects are found
with a second participle; the meaning of "I had a watch
given to m e " or "he had two horses shot under him"
is similar to that of the passive "a watch was given to
m e " or "two horses were shot under him", but the
interest centres on the person.
Examples: Sh H 4 A III. 3.113 I had m y pocket pickt
| H 6 A III. 1.83 M a n y haue their giddy braynes knockt
out | Merch III. 1.106 Antonio hath an argosie cast
away comming from Tripolis | Osborne 50 Just now" I

2
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have news brought mee of the death of an old rich
knight | Swift J 226 I had a petition sent m e t'other
day | ib 493 last night I had a present sent m e of the
finest fowl | Fielding 5.543 I never had a robbery committed in m y house [ Quincey 272 if a m a n ... never
had his hfe attempted | Coleridge Sh 108 a feeling of
having done a wrong, or of having had a wrong done
to us | Di D 189 King Charles the First had his head
cut off | MacCarthy 2.36 they had chains put on them |
Stevenson T 115 he had no time given him to recover |
Doyle 3.244 Old Acton had his house broken into last
Monday | Maugham PI 2.168 I shouldn't like to have a
meal stood m e by a w o m a n | H e had a son born to
him.
2.72. A frequent combination is have ... left:
Defoe R 320 they had no way left then, but to accept it | Swift 3.339 while either of them had any thing
left | Fielding 3.572 his heart had scarce strength
enough left | Swinburne L 105 do you think R has two
years' vitality left him?
2.7a. In thefirstsentence of the following quotation
we have probably a simple perfect = 'have lost', but
in the second we have a nexus-object: Sh H m l IV. 7.25
And so haue I a noble father lost, A sister driven into
desperate tearmes. The latter analysis holds good in
IV. 4.55 {I] haue a father kild, a mother staind.
Note the combination with had had and have had in
Medwin S 45 I had had lent to m e the translation of
Burger's Leonora | Kaye Smith G A 300 a story which
Clen had had given him years ago as a prize in the
Sunday-school | Stevenson T 205 I should have had
nothing left m e to desire but for the eyes of the coxswain | Priestley G 344 There was the money that
drunken sportsman, George, had said he had had stolen
from him.
2.74. W e have also a nexus-object in the familiar
phrase: Di D 552 [she] has something the matter with
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her spine | Shaw 1.139 I almost wish you had something
serious the matter with you (cf. vol. I H 18.53).
2.7s. It is well known that the perfect has developed
from such a construction as he has thefishcaught (i. e.
as caught), whence later he has caught thefish(see vol.
IV 3.1). But in some combinations w e still have the
position substantive (pronoun) + participle in such a
way that the meaning is hardly different from the perfect, though emphasizing the present state more than
the perfect does. This is frequent with verbs meaning
'beat, surpass', etc. In the same sense the verb have
m a y be used by itself: You have me there = you have
me beat.
Examples: M a x w W F 145 if it comes to literature
you defeat m e — y o u have m e beat at once | Galsw Ca
932 A h ! she [a horse] had the ' A n g m a n [another horse]
beat | Helen Keller 322 if she thinks she has m e beaten |
Dreiser F 197 A n d I had him beaten, too! (also 199) |
Stevenson T 213 the corner where he had m e trapped \
Jameson F 34 if you go about looking like that, some
w o m a n will have you snaffled before you know what's
happened to you | Bennett Ace 106 Alan felt that he
had her cornered (also Locke C A 127, 143, 307) | Galsw
T w o Fors. Interl 31 Y o u surely had m e scared.
Similarly (in U. S.) has got ... beat: Lewis B 149
That's got everything in the world beat | ib 215 the
only reason she's got Drew beaten is because she has
got some brains | M a u g h a m T L 271 You've got m e
beat. Cf. vol. IV 4.3(5).
The construction seen in "he had a box made" will
be dealt with under object of result (3.6). O n the wordorder in such a nexus see 4.35.
2.8i. Like: (I like m y tea very sweet, see below) |
Galsw SS 259 the sort of thing you'd like written about
yourself | id F S 1026 Is there anything you would like
left out? || Meredith E 236 H e likes his friends about
him | Farnol A 408 I should like it over as soon as
possible.
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2.82. Bear: Galsw TL 195 I can't bear the affair
talked of || Maugham PI 3.96 I could hardly bear him
out of m y sight.
2.9i. Wish, want, etc. (these approach the object of
result; we m a y speak of object of designed result):
Sh M c b III. 1.38 I wish your horses swift and sure
of foot | Cses IV. 2.8 to wish Things done, undone |
Cowper L 1.247 I have sometimes wished myself a
philosopher | Locke Ordeyne 182 Don't tell Mrs. M
anything you wish forgotten | Thack N 753 shall her
husband not wish you happy | Austen S 240 we wanted
her gone | G E A 412 if you don't want anything done
first | R u P 2.134 he wanted m e taken charge of on
the hills | Galsw P 20 I don't want m y hair seen till
Mother comes | Dane L 11 she didn't need any typing
done 11 Sh H 5 IV. 3.30 wish not a m a n from England |
Swift P 122 he wishes her in Abraham's Bosom | Gibbon M 256 I wish you back to Sheffield Place | Poe
106 wishing the whole tribe of scarab«i at the devil |
Di D o 405 she only wishes the dinner at an end | Shaw
P 166 w h y do you wish him away? | Mered R 227 he
began to wish himself in love | Harraden F 36 irritable
old ladies wanting the windows closed and the blinds
down | Galsw E C 476 I want it off m y chest | Stevenson
M 44 I want you far away | Compare also Tenn 37
to woo thee mine.
2.92. See (in the sense 'take care that it be done',
also approaching the object of result):
Sh M c b I. 2.50 He see it done | Goldsm 68 I desired
him to see justice done his father (Trollope W 43) |
Goldsm 651 to see their horses and trunks taken care of |
Scott A 1.142 pray, see it [the room] got ready | id
Iv 65 the steward left the hall to see the commands of
his patron obeyed | Di P 211 I know his employers
will see it paid | Walpole W 311 "I will go and lie down"
... "I'll come with you and see you cosy."
2.93. W e m a y mention here also: I saw her to her
Jespersen, Modern English Grammar. V.

B
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carriage [accompanied her], to the steamer, saw her of
saw her home | Williamson L 36 I saw the ladies into
the best hotel in the town.
In a similar sense help: Bunyan P 17 if he could
not help him off with his burden | ib 37 I will help you
off with your irons | help him on (off) with his coat |
assist her off her horse.

Chapter III

Simple Nexus as Object of Result
First verbs which in themselves denote the production of a result:
3.1i. Make: Sh As IV. 1.27 I had rather haue a fool
to make m e merrie, then experience to make m e sad |
John III. 1.279 it is religion that doth make vowes
kept | A V Acts 26.24 m u c h learning doeth make thee
m a d | Sheridan 282 trying to make themselves understood | Hardy F 449 the convulsion had made her herself again | Walpole Cp 369 You've made us all laughed
at || Roister 25 That word maketh m e aliue again |
Sh H m l H I . 1.69 the respect That makes calamity of
so long life | C y m b 1.1.42 The king ... makes him of his
bed-chamber | BJo 3.231 to make all the wenches in
love with m e | ib 1.57 what makes thee so out of love
with fasting-days? (also Sh H 4 B II. 2.15) | A V Phil.
2.7 [Christ] made himselfe of no reputation | Fielding
4.134 what it was that made m e in this condition |
Hughes T 2.163 what makes you in such a hurry? |
Thack N 897 it made Mrs. Mack and her son-in-law
on more than ordinarily good terms j Wells T B 1.239
you could forbid it—make it against the etiquette |
Russell Soc Reconstr 117 they have destroyed almost
all that made Germany of value to the world.
Note the familiar expression in Strachey E V 292 the lack
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of provisions now for the first time began to make itself felt—
which differs from began to be felt in so far as here the lack of
provisions is represented as something actively influencing the
sufferers.

3.12. Render (chiefly with adj. as P): Sh Caes II. 1.
0 ye Gods! Render m e worthy of this noble wife ||
Bronte J 295 I wanted to render you as madly in love
with m e as I was with you | N P 1924 the delay would
render the League's warlike operations of doubtful effect.
Transform: S h H 4 B II. 2.77 see if the fat villain haue not
transform'd h i m ape. Very rare, generally with to or into.

3.2. Elect: they elected him President || Thack N 843
J. was elected of the Royal Academy this year.
Create: the government created Sir Edward a peer.
(Cf. Sh Err III. 2.39 would you create m e new, mentioned vol. II 15.33 with new-furnish, etc.).
Appoint: Swift 3.192 he appointed m e master of the
sloop.
Proclaim: Sh John II. 1.310 proclaime Arthur of
Britaine Englands King.
Crown: Sh H 6 B I. 1.48 Henry shal crowne her
Queene of England | Tenn 396 they crowned him King.
Dub one a knight.
Cf. declare and synonyms, above 2.4!.
Order: N E D 1794: to order a proper monument
erected.
3.3. Next we have a certain number of verbs of
movement, in which the original physical meaning is
more or less effaced when they take a nexus as their
object; some of them are used in this way in a few
special combinations only.
Bring (often with acquainted, the phrase developed
from bring together): BJo P IH. 1.269 If thou wouldst
bring m e known to Mecamas | Congreve 235 we brought
'em acquainted | Swift J 51 Leach offers to bring m e
acquainted with the author (also R u S xxxrv, Hawth
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S 240, etc.) | Fox 1.121 experience would gradually
bring things right.
Send: God save the King! Send him victorious, etc. |
Thack N 499 her eyes send m e wild | Galsw D 229 she
sends m e m a d | id T L 49 A strange m a n would send
him crazy | Kennedy C N 62 a smile of deliberate insolence which sent her pale with fury.
Drive: this will drive him m a d (crazy)—from an extension of drive one out of his senses (e. g. Hazlitt A 84) |
Goldsm 666 he'll drive m e distracted (f).
Throw (rare): Bennett A 66 the interview with her
father threw her late.
3.4. Set: Marlowe J 2174 I'le set Malta free | Thack
N 39 the book which set poor dear T o m wild to go to
India | Bennett A 141 she sets the kitchen-clock five
minutes fast.
O n set the clock going see vol. IV 12.2(1) and below
under Gerund.
Put: Put one wise (mentioned in Galsw S w 60 as an
Americanism) is becoming pretty frequent in recent British writers, e. g. Bennett L R 247 I'll put you wise about
German mutinies | Galsw S w 37 A n engine-driver ...
had put Jon 'wise' to the mystery of getting level combustion | Mackenzie P R 290 I was going to put him
wise to the job on the trip across || Defoe R o x 306 it
put m e so beside myself that I rose up in a rage | Di
D 724 he said this to put us in good heart | Wells V 72
trying to put every one at their ease.
Put out: Defoe G 148 we put a boy out apprentice |
id Rox 184 he was put out apprentice ... to a mean
trade.
Lay in frequent combinations with adjectives like
bare, dry, open, waste. Mi S A 1239 lest I ... lay thy
structure low.
Turn: Di D 68 these thoughte turned m e burning
hot | Galsw D 182 the clutch of his hands turned her
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faint | Beaconsf L 405 is it the dress that turns them
out such swells?
Spread: Freeman Th 408 the prospect of having to
spread her butter mighty thin for the rest of her life.
3.5. In connexion with these verbs of movement we
m a y mention take, get and have, the first chiefly frequent
with prisoners) as P in the object.
Get: Sh Alls I. 3.8 Get you gone (also Ml E 441, Greene
J 4.366, etc.) | Goldsm 618 so get you both gone together
into the next room | Austen M 224 he will do everything
in his power to get you made [a lieutenant] | Caine 0 81
I get myself reported | McKenna Sh 172 the great thing
was to get the book talked about | Shaw P 132 Get
your wound attended to | ib 275 do you think there is
time to get him shaved | id D 210 I did it to get her rid
of m e j | Shelley L 952 we will soon get her well here |
Collins M 361 it would be a relief to m e to get the
meeting between us over. Cf. get to form a passive vol.
IV 8.8.
3.6i. Have: Sh Gent III. 1.98 If she doe chide, 'tis
not to haue you gone | Swift 3.88 the Court, impatient
to have m e gone | Defoe R 2.70 those three savages,
which they had prisoners (rare) || Sh H m l IV. 3.57
He haue him hence to night | Bunyan G 107 they would
not be at quiet till they had m e away | Di N 629 a
strong feeling to have it over | Stevenson J H F 218 the
King had his son into his treasury | Collins W 589 W e
had the boy upstairs | Di D 579 he went to a dentist's
in London, and had a tooth out | Huxley L 72 I have
had all m y teeth out | I'll have him up for that [ = before a magistrate].
It m a y be doubtful whether we have an object of
result in
H e will not have his name known (e. g. BJo A 2.483) |
Di P 149 I shouldn't hke to have it known that she was
so much attached to me.
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3.62. The chief use of have that concerns us here is
that found in combinations with second participles:
/ had a box made means 'I caused a box to be made',
'I made some one make (me) a box'.
Examples: Ch G 133 She ... H a d next hir flesh
y-clad hir in an heyre | Marlowe T 1512 Or els I sweare
to haue you whipt stark nak'd | id F 1261 I had them
brought hither | Sh H 4 A III. 1.116 He not haue it alter'd
| Defoe P 41 to have their fortunes told them | Swift
J 121 The country members are violent to have past
faults inquired into | Goldsm V 1.160 w e should have
our pictures done too | Sheridan 280 if you have a mind
to have justice done you | Quincey 33 Once in three
or four months he would have the horses saddled and
brought out | Bronte V 197 a dressmaker. She had m e
measured [ Stevenson J H F 148 how I have had London
ransacked | Bennett R S 17 I must have that seen to |
Shaw M 89 There is some mistake: where can I have
it set right?
These constructions (which should be compared with
those in 2.7) serve in some measure to avoid a passive
infinitive (has the book bound = has the book be bound,
which would be parallel to the use with an intransitive
verb: has the boy come, cf. 2.7).
3.63. It m a y be worth while to print separately some
examples of combinations hke had had, etc.
Di M 8 he had had her christened Mercy | id D 205
he was some years older than when he had had his
picture painted | Butler W 8 His uncle had had him
taught Latin and Greek | id E R 305 gold, which I had
had made into small bars | N P 1923 During the days
just past, he had done, or had had done for him by bis
assistant, a considerable number of odds and ends of
routine work | Bennett P 51 Have you had m e taught
to do anything else ? | Wells F 25 m y father still possesses
the stout oak box he had had made to emigrate withal.
O n the word-order in such nexuses with have see 4.3S.
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After Other Verbs
3.7. As a matter of fact any verb, whether transitive
or intransitive, m a y be combined with a simple nexus
to denote the result or consequence of the action or
state implied in the main verb. This idiomatic usage
is highly characteristic of the Enghsh language, though
found to nearly the same extent in Danish.
In the followingfistssuch verbs are arranged alphabetically.
3.7i. The P of the nexus is an adjective:
Williamson S 187 a draught of air banged the door
shut (American; in England more often: banged ... to)
| Kipling J 2.84 I could beat thy headflatas a dead
frog | to beat someone hollow | Jerrold C 4 The dog
would ... bite us all m a d | they had bled the natives
white | Bronte W 192 strong winds had blown some
[trees] nearly horizontal | she boiled the eggs hard |
Galsw SS 314 why, it would bore you stiff! (very common,
found e. g. in Locke, Oppenheim, Rose Macaulay, Maxwell; also bore ... blue) | Bronte J 107 I had brushed
m y hair very smooth | Wells V 309 We'll clean up everything tidy | he copied the poem fair | Term 226 I cried
myself well-nigh blind | Scott A 2.5 ye'll cry yoursel
as hoarse as a corbie | crop (cut) the hair close | Kingsley H 253 She cut the interview short | Sh Mcb V. 3.11
the diuell damne thee blacke, thou cream-fac'd loone! |
Ven 552 she will draw his lipsrichtreasure drie | Marlowe E 961 | Sh M c b I. 3.18 He dreyne him as drie as
hay | Oth II. 3.84 he drinkes you with facillitie your
Dane dead drunke | Macaulay H 2.173 they were drinking themselves drunk with the Zoyland cider | dye the
dress black | Sh Cor I. 3.92fillIthaca full of mothes |
Stevenson M B 321 Mrs Turner canfillhim full of sordid
scandal | Locke C A 132 I strode to the window and
flung it open | Maxwell B Y 89 the blood rose in her
face and flushed it scarlet | Sh T w II. 5.12 we will foole
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him blacke and blew | Golding SD 533 frightened almos
silly | Sh L L L IV. 3.334 A louers eyes will gaze an
eagle blinde | Di T 1.46 the fabulous mill which ground
old people young | Kipl S 58 hammering it [the trunk]
open | Myers M 229 he jerked it [the door] open | M c
Kenna Ninety 173 kicking the door shut behind him |
Maugham Alt 1401 you killed it stone-dead j Swinburne E 571 With a bridegroom that kisses the bride's
mouth dead | Lewis B 258 I'd perjure myself black in
the face | Sh Err II. 2.194 They'll pinch vs blacke and
blew | Jameson F 128 H e pressed his mouth tightly
shut | Burke A m 32 The ocean remains. Y o u cannot
pump this dry | Bennett A 32 H e pushed the gate open |
Meredith H 78 we'll put it [the clock] right (adv.?) |
he rolled the grass very smooth | Holmes A 189 you can
row yourself blind and black in the face in ten minutes
| Swift 3.308 to rub their skins smooth | Benson A 201
the kiss that sealed her his | Di D o 143 to se* Walter's
fortunes quite square | R u Sel 1.254 w e can shake our
common sense free of such teaching | Kipl L 26 he had
shaken himself clear of his enemy | Swift 3.283 to shoot
m e dead | Tenn 413 let m e shrive m e clean, and die |
Canfield Her Son's Wife 100 opening drawers and
slamming them shut | Di N 738 Y o u ... have not yet
slept yourself sober | Bennett H X I V Most people sleep
themselves stupid | Di F 633 Conscience smote the
gentle Twemlow pale | A m N P 1912 he snapped his watch
shut | G E M 1.142 he should stain his face brown |
Shaw StJ 21 She m a y strike the lot of us dead | Swift
3.347 (and often) I stripped myself stark naked (cf.
Ch E 1958) | Lawrence L 1941 don't beheve in stripping
wounds bare | Spect 197 a gentleman that had studied
himself d u m b | she swept the room clean | Osborne 94
till wee had both talked our selv's weary enough to goe
to bed | Norris P 53 he can talk you blind about literature | Rose Macaulay P 175 he used to talk one sick
about how little scope he had in his parish | Masefield
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S 315 it is like a trumpeter trumpeting the graves open |
Sh Ado IV. 1.142 the wide sea Hath drops too few to
wash her cleane againe (cf. As III. 2.442) | Kipl L 190
the constant strain had worn his nerves thin | Sh Mcb
IV. 3.2 weepe our sad bosomes empty | Wells B 20
he was wetting his stump of pencil as wet as he could j
Stevenson V 18 she could wonder herself crazy over the
human eyebrow | work: Sh H 4 B IV. 4.119 the labour
of his minde Hath wrought the mure, that should confine it in, So thinne that life lookes through | Hewlett
0 455 he worked himself crimson in the face | Tylor
A 341 thought tends to work itself clear | Galsw S w 277
Then Jon wrenched himself free | Ridge S 40 good temper
written large on everyone's face (cf. Mi F. of C. N e w
Presbyter is but Old Priest writ large).
Note the different points of view in they shot him dead and
they burnt him alive—two different w a y s of putting h i m to death.

3.72. The P of the nexus is an adverb or a prepositional phrase:
Priestley G 556 She acted everybody clean off the
stage | Carlyle S 115 blow thee suddenly out of Space
ib 121 | Di N 49 when the guard had blown himself
quite out of breath | Pinero B 263 Fletcher's been
boring our heads off on the subject of arbitration |
Di H 53 they'll bother her head off | Doyle S 1.108 he
bowed her into an armchair | Wells F m 12 he wanted
to buy m e out of m y bungalow | Bronte W 56 you've
combed m y hair quite out of curl | Di P 351 The sister
... cried her eyes out | id D 42 Peggotty curtsied herself out of the room | id Ch 171 And here we are, to
play it [the new year] in and dance it in | Gissing G 62
when he has dined himself into good humour | Sh C y m b
III. 3.38 discourse The freezing houres away | Wiv
I. 1.179 the gentleman had drunk himselfe out of his
fine sentences | B y D J 3.66 A genius who has drunk
himself to death | Tenn 225 he drank himself into his
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grave | Kipl L 207 he had drunk all the officers under
the table | Zangwill N P 1897 eating his father out of
house and home [Maugham T L 157 and Benson A 101
out of hearth and home, in the same sense G E L 229
he'll eat you up] | Stevenson M 220 to explain away
his interest | Sheridan 335 a surgeon w h o designs to
frighten a httle money out of him | Mrs Browning A 10
A n d kissing full sense into empty words | Sh T p U.
1.181 laugh m e asleepe | M c b V. 7.12 ... weapons |TJ
laugh to scorne (AV Mark 5.40) | Spect 162 Will laughed
this off atfirst| Fielding T 3.77 she could neither laugh
nor reason her cousin out of these apprehensions | Maxwell S 118 Dyke jovially laughed away this notion |
Collins W 298 Y o u can't tie yourself out of the scrape
now | Swinb L 163 It is a bad. time for us all; we must
live it down as we best m a y (common) | Sh Cor V. 2.68
a Jacke gardant cannot office m e from m y son | Congreve 234 pretty miss, don't let 'em persuade you out
of your innocency | Shaw StJ 55 The organ is playing
the people out of the nave after coronation | Browning
1.257 make haste ... to pray The one spot from his
soul away | BJo 3.228 a preacher that would preach
folk asleep | Carlyle S 128 the hot Harmattan wind has
raged itself out | Sh Merch IV. 1.139 Till thou canst
raile the scale from off m y bond | BJo 3.228 they read
themselves asleep on those books | Doyle St 132 the
man's novel, with which he had read himself to sleep |
Fielding T 1.214 she hoped to reason herself entirely out
of her unfortunate passion | Tenn 277 Ring out the
old, ring in the new | Kipl L 147 All the church bells
in London could not ring Maisie back to him | Carroll
L 13 there'll be no one here to scold m e away from the
fire | Scott A 1.208 were I caliph for a day, I would
scourge m e these jugglers out of the commonwealth
with rods of scorpions | Carroll L 15 Lily was nearly
screaming herself into afitJ Di O T 174 to shake the
snow off his coat | Macaulay E 4.28 Clive shamed them
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into courage | Shaw 2.90 I shamed the Guardians out
of accepting your tender | Austen E 106 he sighed and
smiled himself off | Bunyan P 54 the m a n had sinned
himself quite out of hopes of Gods mercy | Sh Oth IV.
1.200 she will sing the sauagenesse out of a bear |
Macaulay E 4.306 nurses sing children to sleep with a
jingling ballad | Maugham Alt 217 till he had slept his
liquor off | Lawrence L 137 Poor Httle thing, she's
sobbing her heart out | Stevenson T 14 stare m e down |
Shaw 2.149 your father is trying to starve you into returning to Oxford | Sh Ant V 2.313 m y baby at m y
breast, That suckes the nurse asleepe | Di D 221 poor
relations ready to swarm the Doctor out of house and
home | Bronte W 24 I'll not do anything, though you
should swear your tongue out | Bennett B 234 swear
the doctors to secrecy | Shaw D 18 swearing a Peculiar
into prison | Greene F 2.41 talk yourself asleep | Austen
E 172 she had talked her into love; but, alas! she was
not so easily to be talked out of it | Maxwell F 13 You'd
talk the hind leg off a donkey (Bennett H L 48 off a
horse) | Shaw A 143 Talking money out of other people's
pockets into his own | R u S 46 you m a y tease or tickle
it [a mob] into any [feeling] | Locke G P 273 Anybody
can think himself into hell in half an hour | he walked
us off our legs | Doyle S 1.12 he waved m e to an armchair | Shelley 182 the season fair and mild W h e n April
has wept itself to M a y | Wells V 236 she attempted by
a sheer act of will to end the scene, to will herself out
of it anywhere | Spect 17 they worked them out of the
favour of the people | Trollope Aut 224 the author has
written himself out.
Some of these are not very far removed from ordinary
objects after verbs of motion -f an adverb, cf. for instance:
Caine M 400 Philip beckoned him close | Wells V 330 it seemed
to her that if they put their hands jointly against the Alps
and pushed they would be able to push them aside | ib 331
he forced his attention back to the map.
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Compare also Mi A 30 admit me of thy crew [= one of thy
crew], which means the same thing as admit me into (in) thy
crew.

3.73. The P in a nexus-object m a y be a subjunctpredicative (on the meaning of this term see vol. H I
18.8): Di D 132 a state of delight, that made his face
a burning red | ib 723 an affection that made his eyes
red, and his hair all kinds of shapes | Bennett W 2.335
she found the mistress the colour of a duck's egg \ Browning 2.215 I wish they'd find a way to dye our hair
your colour \ Di D 245 I never saw him such good company.
Border cases
3.8. Here, as in most chapters of the grammar of any
language, it is well-nigh impossible to circumscribe the
limits of the phenomenon of nexus-object so as to exclude a different analysis of some cases. Thus, as there
is an adverb close alongside of closely, w e m a y say that
we have the adverb in "he shaved his beard close",
which sentence was given above as an example of a
nexus-object with close as an adjective, and the same
uncertainty m a y prevail in combinations hke "he spelt
the words all wrong", "cut the interview short" and a
great m a n y other idiomatic expressions, the meaning
of which cannot be understood immediately from the
meaning of the components by themselves, e. g.
They cut each other dead in the street | R u P 1.315
he would have run the margin fine | Kipl L 36 I ran
itfine| N P 1912 The authors have cast their net wide \
Di D 117 you take things so easy. N o use taking 'em
otherwise | Kipl S 149 you caught it pretty hot | Bennett
A 223 If I catch anything [i. e. cold, disease] I catch it
bad and get it over quickly.
Other border cases are combinations in which an
adjective is added in a kind of apposition to a substantive to describe one particular state of the thing, as in:
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they roasted an ox whole | eat the meat raw | swallow
the tabloid whole | I drink m y tea very weak | Galsw
T 118 she likesflowers,and likes them strong (cf. above
2.8J | Thack N 53 we like our turtle good, I can tell
you—good and a good deal of it | Lawrence L 188 You
shall have even five [cups of tea], if you don't mind
the last two weak | he had the answer ready | Hope
D 6 he wore his hair long, and his trousers short and
his hat on the back of his head.
A pun between the two employments of long is found in:
Zangwill G 143 m e n of genius have long hair. It comes cheaper;
they wear it long for the same reason that they wear their
hats long.

Chapter IV

Various Remarks on Nexus-Objects
Nexus-Object after of
4.1. An object consisting of a simple nexus is sometimes preceded by the preposition of, chiefly after a
gerund (cf. 8.42).
Bacon A 35.28 for the making of the earth fruitfull |
Spect 781 I mean, by the enjoyment of m y possessions,
the making of them useful to the publick | Sterne M
1.171 nor do I maintain the wiping of a looking-glass
clean to be a syllogism | Carlyle P 177 All works, each
in their degree, are the making of madness sane | Dowden Shelley 441 the rendering of justice cheap, speedy,
and secure | Spencer F 12 a making of existing words
more precise | Benson A 362 happiness lies in the making of others happy | Lawrence Publ M L Ass 1909.243
The naming of him Hjalti in the saga is only an invention of the saga-man | Mason Ch 53 the service they
[men] give to the keeping of them [women] beautiful |
N P 1928 the maintenance of France intact.
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Case in a Simple Nexus as Object
4.2. The question of case can only arise with pronouns; the natural thing is to put both members of
the nexus-object in the obhque case; still w e find in
rare instances the nominative (here placed after ||). In
thefirstquotation the nom. m a y be due to the distance
from make; in the others to a vague feeling of the
second member as a predicative, or possibly to hypergrammatical teaching, which makes educated people shy
of using an isolated obhque form (in the same w a y as
than me is corrected into than I, etc.).
Sh R 2 IV. 1.174 God save the King, although I be
not hee; A n d yet, A m e n , if heauen doe thinke him
mee | Austen M 265 if there is a girl capable of being
uninfluenced by ambition, I can suppose it her || Sh
R 2 IV. 1.216 God Make m e , that nothing haue, with
nothing grieu'd, A n d thou with all pleas'd, that hast
all achieu'd ] Mrs. Orr, Handb. to Browning 56 thinking of its happiest m e n and women, fancying herself
they | Wells CI 469 the one wise thing before her, which
was to make herself Philip's only w o m a n and he her
only m a n | Kipl Coll Verse 107 To the hush of our dread
high-altar Where the Abbey makes us W e [ = makes us
what we are].
The following example m a y be ranged with those
collected in vol. H I 17.86 (loose nexuses after and), cf.
6.8S: Wells CI 1411 see Dickon with a white face staring
blankly ahead of him, his eyes glassy with unshed tears,
and I beside him waiting until it should please him to
speak.
Word-Order in Nexus-Objects
4.3i. As a rule what is here symbolized S precedes P
in a nexus-object, in the same way as the subject generally is placedfirstin a complete sentence.
To obtain this order it is necessary, if S is an infini-
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tive (which in its turn may have objects, etc., attach
to it) or a clause, to represent these preliminarily by
it so as to prevent the sentence from being 'top-heavy'.
Compare the similar use of it as a preparatory subject
in an ordinary sentence. This it is symbolized s (Anal.
Synt. 8.9; 28.4 "lesser subject").
With the following exemples m a y be compared the great
number printed by J. Ellinger in Anglia Beiblatt, Sept. 1928.
Sh Ado n . 1.67 I hold it a sinne to match in m y
kinred | Mi P L 4.427 God hath pronounc't it death to
taste that tree | Fielding 3.495 the captain apprehended it
impossible to avoid the Goodwin sands | Cowper L 1.69
they who account it good sport to traduce | Sheridan
277 I make it a rule never to look into a newspaper'J
Stevenson J H F 81 I shall consider it m y duty to break
in that door ) id T 250 I think it most probable ...
that you'll all have the deuce to pay | he made it clear
enough that he did not care a pin for us.
The formula for "I find it difficult to believe this"
is S V 0(s2 P S,(I O,)).
Very rarely the S of a nexus-object is an interrogatory
clause as in Hart B T 262 W e need not let which one
she actually procured give us great concern (better: let
it ... which one . . . ) .
Note the curious word-order in the following sentence in
which a relative clause is separated from its antecedent in
order to have the P as early as possible: Swift J 248 w e ought
not to m a k e a m a n a Bishop w h o does not love divinity, or
a General w h o does not love war.
4.32. The P may be placed before the S if it is short
and forms as it were one sense-unit with the verb. W e
have here practically the same rule as in the two combinations pull out the tooth and pull it out.
With an adjective as P: push (force, swing) open the
door— but push it open:
More U 46 untyll they haue worne threde bare their
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apparell | Caxton R 92 make good by suffycient witnes
that I haue trespaced; cf. ib 102 | Conway C 46 by now
they must have made good their retreat (note the
meaning 'effect') | Sh Merch II. 6.49 I will make fast
the doores | Lr III. 2.7 strike flat the thicke rotundity
o' th' world | H 4 A III. 2.91 Make blinde it selfe with
foolish tendernesse [here the metre m a y have been the
reason; now rather 'make itself blind'] | Spect 93 to
let alone all disputes (cf. let it alone) | Walpole Cp 135
she must ... make clear his plans both for himself and
her | Sh Mcb IV. 3.232 Cut short all intermission | Scott
Iv 159 your highness must break short the present
m u m m e r y | Allen W 39 what he can do to make happy
this sweet soul he loves | Spect 171 keeping holy the
seventh day | Thack N 267 Honeyman whisks open the
piano in a moment | Di D o 232 to set open the desk |
Browning 1.408 split open the kegs of salted sprats |
lay waste the country | Dickinson W a r 113 with the main
idea of bleeding white the defeated countries.
Compare on the other hand:
Keats 2.138 burst them [the portals] wide | Ward F
178 walking to the door and throwing it wide \ cut him
short.
4.33. Examples with adverbs:
Sh Wiv I. 1.204 we shall drinke downe all unkindnesse
| Austen M 308 explaining away that shape of the head
| G E M 2.43 it seemed to m e that I could think away
all m y duty | Hughes T 2.261 to snore off the effects
of his debauch | Mulock H 2.215 H e had lived down all
slanders | Archer A 154 w e have still to live down our
wars with the United States | Gissing B 366 M laughed
down his excuses.
4.34. Such constructions with P preposed enable one
to do without the pronoun it as a prehminary indication of an infinitive, etc., thus:
Bacon A 7.31 I thought good to call our company
together ( Stevenson B 10 I think shame to leave him
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lying (cf. the ordinary think it a shame to ...) j De
R 208 the reader will not think strange if I confess
[now with it] | Bronte V 360 thinking no harm to put
off prayers till afterwards.
This is particularly frequent withfit,where it m a y
be due to a desire to avoid the cacophony of it fit:
Bacon A 22.3 our law-giver thoughtfitaltogether to
restraine it | Swift 3.389 if those thinkfitto be of another opinion | he has seenfitto escape.
4.35. It will be well to deal separately with the wordorder P S after the verb have, because there m a y be
some confusion with the perfect:
Sh Merch III. 5.71 The foole hath planted in his
memory A n armie of good words | ib IV. 1.366 Thou
hast not left the value of a cord | Bunyan P 23 he had
nothing left him but rags ... he had presently left him,
nothing but raggs | ib 41 I had given me a roll sealed
to comfort m e by reading | Trollope Aut 241 All those
who are struggling for success have forced upon them
the idea that their strongest efforts ... | Galsw D 94
she could not have had graven on her heart a vision
more indelible | O'Brien Russell 261 After her conviction I wrote and had printed a memorandum which is,
I presume, preserved at the H o m e Office | Holmes A 62
Scientific knowledge, even in the most modest persons,
has mingled with it a something which partakes of insolence.
Note that in / had given me ... the pronoun would
have been myself if had given had been the pluperfect
of give.
Have must necessarily come immediately before the
participle if the sentence begins with an interrogative
or relative pronoun (which then must symbolized £S,
see AnalS 16.4); here the formal distinction between
have + nexus-object and the perfect is obliterated, at
any rate in writing. In the twofirstsentences the addition of him and us and in some others the composite
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forms have had broken and have had taken make the
meaning perfectly clear:
Sh Ado II. 1.260 all that A d a m had left him before
he transgrest | R 2 V. 2.62 It is a matter of small consequence, Which for some reasons I would not haue
seene | Defoe Rox 49 to receive the dismal news, which
I had brought to m e about five o'clock | Peacock M
259 W h a t do you wish to have explained? | Di D 103
m y old plate which Peggotty ... would not have had
broken for a hundred pounds j Wells H 73 a bunch of
the best roses which Sir Isaac hated to have picked |
Stevenson T (p. ?) W h a t hope had I left of reaching
England? | Walpole Cp 52 holes in the bedroom ceiling
... holes that your father would never trouble to have
mended.

Split Object
4.4. The simple nexus which is the object of a verb
m a y itself be spht into two, separated by the main
verb, if for some reason its S is placed at the beginning
of the sentence. This m a y be due to stylistic reasons:
Di D 21 the black beard he shaved close every day.
Thus the infinitives in Walton A 177 to do so, they
account a profanation | Hunt A 121 To frame a written
B he pronounced a thing impossible.—Note without to
Sh W i v I. 3.32 steale ... Convay the wise it call:
convey as quotation-word is the P of the dependent
nexus.
More often it is due to the necessity of placing an
interrogative or relative pronoun first:
W h o m did he made happy, did you say? | Sh Per
I. 4.96 giue them life, w h o m hunger staru'd halfe dead |
Mi P L 5.603 I have begot w h o m I declare m y onely
son I Lowell St 274 a certain everydayness of phrase,
which Dryden never wholly refined away | Galsw FS
266 this woman, w h o m he had always thought so soft
and mild.
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The distinction between he had bound the book (pluperfect) and he had the book bound disappears after an
interrogative or relative pronoun: the book which he had
bound, but only in writing, for in the spoken language
the former would be [hi* d baund] and the latter [hihaed baund]. Cf. 4.35.
Incomplete Nexus-Object
4.5. In very rare cases we find nexus-objects without the S expressed, as in Bunyan G 4 he woundeth,
and his hands make whole | Carlyle F R 98 Morellet could
be so happy in making happy | Longfellow 260 (and
Shaw P 229) Though the mills of God grind slowly,
yet they grind exceeding small | W h e n you sawfit,you
left me.
It is hardly possible to say, e. g. "Love makes blind"
or "Mere wealth does not make happy", which would
sound as a kind of proverbs, but in ordinary language
one always says "Love makes a m a n blind", "Mere
wealth does not make people (or one) happy", etc.
Nexus-objects without S are frequent in relative contact-clauses, e. g. this is the m a n we thought honest |
he sold all the books he had just had bound | Harraden
S 17 I want to show you a beautiful photo I've had
taken. Other examples in vol. I H 7.24.
Split Subject
4.6i. A necessary consequence of the view given in
1.7, according to which them happy is considered
the object of made in "he made them happy" is that
in the corresponding passive sentence "they were made
happy" they, though formally the subject which determines the form of the verb (/ am made happy, etc.),
is not the whole notional subject: this consists of two
parts they and happy (cf. PhilGr 119, vol. i n 11.9, AnalS
ch. 16). W e use the term Split Subject for such cases.
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The formula for "she was thought innocent" is JS V11
|S(P), for "they were, made happy" £S V* iS(Pr).
Examples: Sh W i v V. 5.124 I do begin to perceiue
that I a m made an asse | Tro V. 4.13 that same dogfoxe Ulisses is not prou'd worth a black-berry | A V 1
Tim 2.7 I a m ordained a preacher | Swift J 218 This
noble person and I were brought acquainted by Lady
B. | Franklin 11 M y elder brothers were all put apprentices to different trades | Masefield M 194 all confusion
was let loose | Di N 610 Mrs N had been taken very
faint | id D 83 the boys were all struck speechless (id
D o 45 was stricken speechless) | Macaulay E 2.88 He
was sworn in Privy-councellor | Shaw 2.169 H e is instantly smitten self-conscious | London A 94 The black
had been knocked helpless | Norris S 279 Wilbur was
for a moment smittenrigid| Shaw P 144 a grinning
fellow, burnt almost black by the sun | G E M m 142
There are m e n who don't mind about being kicked blue |
Zangwill G 242 not though that backbone were picked
clean of every scrap offlesh| the door was blown shut
(heard in Scotland and America; in England the
phrase is: ... blown to) | Williamson S 53 the door
was slammed shut upon us all four | Mered T 81 Poet,
novelist, essayist, dramatist, shall be ranked honourable
in m y Repubhc | Bennett H L 372 you might be taken
dizzy again.
N o passive is possible to "I want it brought to m y
office," etc., corresponding to the Danish "dette 0nskes
(bedes) bragt til mit kontor".
Corresponding to the cases mentioned in 2.7s Carlyle
F R 63 an expedient has been propounded, and ... has
been got adopted | ib 257 the blaze of insurrection is
got damped down.
4.62. Examples with adverbs and prepositional
phrases:
Di D 99 mornings when we were rung out of bed
nights when we were rung into bed again | Stevenson
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MB (p. ?) all danger might be considered at an end |
Austen P 130 how heartily they were wished away by
some of the family | Phillips P 57 Love can be sweated
out of a m a n by hard riding | Macaulay E 4.326 his
friends were coughed and scraped down | Spect 168 one
of the footmen had been frighted out of his wits by a
spirit | Keane World's Peoples 32 if thefleshis found
to their taste.
A special case is with child as predicative of the passive
be got (rare nowadays):
Spect 75 the story of a lady's being got with child by
one of these | Masefield W 50 Bessie, the gipsy, got with
child by Ern.
4.63. Examples of subjunct-predicatives: B y D J 6.85
Her neck ... was found The colour of a budding rose's
crest | Gissing R 152 the hills, which now were coloured
the deepest, richest green | Shaw 2.208 her complexion
has been burnt biscuit color.
Simple Nexus as Subject or Predicative
4.7. In rare cases a nexus of the type (SP) m a y stand
as the subject or predicative of a sentence:
Three such rascals hanged in one day is good work
for society | These difficulties overcome makes the rest
easy (these two from Curme, Syntax p. 156, where they
are given as "nominative absolute in subject clauses",
together with examples of participles in ing, which I
should take as gerunds) | Goldsm 662 I shall perhaps
make an acquaintance, and that's no small victory
gained over one who ... | [N. Jacob Lie 266 That's
another nightmare ended] | Trollope B 452 that is one
difficulty over | Kennedy C N 97 It would be a weight
off m y mind | Galsw F M 243 It's a great weight off
m y mind.—It's rather a weight on m y wife's, I'm afraid.
With these should be compared the examples collected
in vol. Ill 11.12: too m a n y cooks: adjunct instead of
nexus.
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Chapter V

Simple Nexus as Regimen of a Preposition
A preposition may take a nexus (S P) as its regimen.
In ordinary language this is chiefly the case after the
preposition with. This is not strange as with means
nearly the same thing as the participle having, and have
is often used with a nexus-object: the parallelism is
seen clearly in A V 1. Cor. 11.4 Euery man, praying or
prophecying, hauing his head couered, dishonoureth his
head. But euery w o m a n that prayeth or prophesieth
with her head vncouered, dishonoureth her head.
5.1i. The P in such a nexus is very often an adjective: Sh H 4 B IV. 4.103 Will Fortune neuer come with
both hands full? | T p II. 1.214 to be asleepe with eyes
wide open | Cowper L 1.310 I sit with all the windows
and the door wide open | Kipl S 252 you sneak back
with her kisses hot on your lips | Di N 44 speaking with
his mouth very full of beef and toast | Shaw I W 363
W h y should I wash m y hands if I a m quite comfortable
with them dirty? | Locke S 322 W., with the fear of
Zora heavy upon him.
5.12. The P i s afirstparticiple:
Sh Ado II. 1.254 I stood hke a m a n at a marke, with
a whole army shooting at m e | Walton A 204 they are
to befish'dfor there, with your hook alwaies touching
the ground | Di N 39 he sat with his arms hanging
straight down by his sides | id T 2.185 with his long
brown hair, all untrimmed, hanging loose about him
[N.B.: untrimmed in apposition; hangingP in a nexus] |
Bennett C 1.282 Another procession came up, with
standardsfloatingand drums beating | Galsw C 159
I can't write with you standing there.
A second participle:
Ch T 4.358 A n d with his chere and loking al to-torn
... with his armes folden, H e stood ... | Mi S 119
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with languished head unpropt | Bronte J 170 he fell
asleep with his candle ht | Di F 845 taking leave of you
here^ with your whole course unexplained | R u P 1.21
all the glory of Monday, with church seven days removed again | Browning 1.199 Morning? It seems to
m e a night with the sun added | Stevenson T 130 and
with no time lost, I returned to the shore | Kipl S 270
the beastly look on Stalky's face, with his nostrils all
blown out | Barrie A d m Cr 46 a haughty, aristocratic
Enghsh house, with every one kept in his place | Maxwell W 258 with her proved to be false, the sense of
reahty came to an end | Dreiser A T 2.345 he was arraigned for sentence, with Mrs. Griffiths [N.B. O1] given
a seat near him and seeking to make notes.
5.13. The P of the nexus m a y be a possessive pronoun (N.B. in the form that is usually used as a primary), a subjunct-predicative (see vol. Ill 18.8), or a
relative clause:
Mackenzie S A 33 she could not fret for long with
Edward hers now whatever happened | Kennedy R 333
There was a smell of rain in the air: a hint, already,
that the brightness would not last. "Storms!" thought
Philip ... "I don't wonder, with the sky that colour" |
Galsw Ca 454 you couldn't have everything on four
pound ten a week—with the price of living what it
was | Ferber S 251 no truck garden is going to make its
owner rich these days, with labour so high and the
market what it is | Walpole O L 198 with her heart as
it is anything can happen.
5.14. The P m a y be a substantive, but then we generahy have to (f), for, or as before it (cf. vol. IV 23):
Sh Tro IV. 1.29 let him dye: With euery ioynt a wound
| Zangwill G 187 a drama ... with the central figure
not a w o m a n | Merriman V G 61 Navarre, more priestridden than R o m e herself, with every m a n a Carhst
and every w o m a n that which her confessor told her to
be || Spenser F Q I. 1.28 with God to frend | Cowper
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L 2.313 with you for an interpreter I shall be afraid
of none of them | Masefield W 22 it [hfe] begins again
with you for friend | Collins M 285 capable even of
keeping the peace, with Rachel for one of the combatants
| Shaw M 21 want to write a great play with A n n as
the heroine J Beresford R 136 a return to the patriarchal
system—with m e as the patriarch | N P With Lloyd
George as Prime Minister anything m a y be expected.
Note the order in N P 1916 the liberal party, with as
its most effective leader, Mr. N . N .
5.1s. Very often the P is an adverb or a prepositional
group:
Deloney 58 having an old ragged doublet ... with
his hose out at the heeles^ Di L 51 a dirty m a n with
his hat on | Trollope W 210 young ladies with their
veil down | Galsw F 94 It was pitch-black outside, with
the moon not yet up | id W M 292 H only she could
stay like that and wake up with it all over! | Shaw P
257 Y o u cannot very well receive Sidi with your sleeve
half out | Benson A 351 hke a house shut up with
bhnds down and shutters closed | Locke C A 313 With
m e there she wouldn't be frightened || C h B 310 For I
a m perilous with knyf in honde | Swift J 230 I he with
nothing but the sheet over me, and m y feet quite bare |
Bosw 2.75 he will be Atlas with the burthen off his back
| G E M 1.71 With sister Glegg in this humour, there
was a cheerful prospect for the day | Galsw D 75 he
couldn't open it [letter] with Sylvia on one side of him,
and old Tingle on the other | Stevenson T 128 With
the m e n in the temper they were in, it seemed an even
chance if we should see the lad again | Galsw SS 309
She oughtn't to be restless, with that case out of the
way | Galsw T L 144 W e don't get m a n y hke him now,
with everybody in such a hurry | Shaw T T 148 You
play with your cards on the table.
In vol. II 14.15 I quoted Scott Iv 233 he sate with
his mouth a-gape | Coleridge B 43 with words and
images all a-glow.
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You as S in the nexus must be stressed in combinations hke Shaw T T 48 D o you expect m e to sleep
with you in the room?—otherwise the meaning would
be different.
5.16. It will be noticed that with has in most of these
combinations a very vague meaning, very far removed
from that in "he came with his wife"; it serves only
to introduce an accessory or collateral circumstance, as
seen very clearly in: James R H 179 she came the whole
length of the immense room, with every one looking at
her ... walking up to you with five hundred people
looking at her.
Hence it is possible to have two with's:
Butler E R 247 with George ever with m e I have not
been able to forget you | Elizabeth Expiation 100 It'll
be so different with you with me, Aggie darhng. Note
also: H e went abroad with a young lady with his poor
wife hardly cold in her grave.
5.17. A n interesting consequence of this vague meaning of with is that it is not infrequently followed by a
combination which reahy neutralizes the ordinary meaning of with, exactly as we saw above "found her gone,
found her not there" (1.7), as in Swift J 267 she
stood, like us, with her hat off while the Queen went
by | Gay B P 74 a skiff ... With her rudder broke, and
her anchor lost | Di D 247 So, with a great weight taken
off m y mind, I turned into a by-street | id F 846 she
sat looking in his face, with the colour quite gone from
her own face | Masefield W 89 Look queer, the street
will, with the lock away | London A 134 they might
reach the coastrighthere, and with both of us absent
rush the plantation | Walpole SC 279 it was so quiet
with the trams not running and the shops ah shut |
Bennett R S 275 with Mr. Earlforward out of the way
she would be her own mistress | Benson D 2.113 I
hope I'm not just the same now, with ah the prettiness
and youth removed | Galsw T L 32 he drank a special
kind of coffee with no coffee in it | Walpole C 232 I'll
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work for it with my coat off | Masefield S 262 With
m e away, the Captain dies and the ship is lost | Russell
Soc Reconstr 117 to imitate what they beheve w e really
are, with only the hypocrisy omitted | Christie, Murder
Bl. T. 194 I know that it is not decent to be speaking
hke this with m y wife dead only a few days, and murdered at that.
5.2. Sh H 6 A H I . 3.72 They set him free, without his
ransome pay'd | Fielding 3.417 without any trial had
[hardly possible now] | Di N 341 attempting to quit
the room, without her permissionfirsthad and obtained | Froude R C 12 without permission given or
asked for, he brought to m e a large parcel of papers |
Galsworthy D 79 three days later, without another word
exchanged on the subject they started | Benson D 2.195
like a rose, full-blown, but without one petal yet fallen |
Maxwell W F 39 I had you to myself—without somebody always between us | Shaw StJ 8 Joan was burnt
without a hand lifted on her o w n side to save her |
id A 181 She wih relapse into the gutter without m e
at her elbow ( = if she has not m e at her elbow).

Simple Nexus after other Prepositions
5.3. With after this idiom is frequent with Milton,
probably in imitation of Latin (post Romam conditam,
etc.), thus P L 5.248 after his charge receivd | 10.332 after
Eve seduc't | Co 48, P L 1.798, 3.552.
Cf. with the adjective before the sb Mi P L I. 573
since created man.
From other authors, where Latin influence is not so
probable:
More U 55 after farmes pluckyd downe, and husbandry decayed | Redford W 239 After place gyvyn |
ib 245 After eare gyvyn | ib 251 After eye given | Bunyan
G 26 after much time spent | ib 46 crimes ... committed
after light and grace received | ib 47 after hght and
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mercy received (also id P 51) | Cowper L 2.91 after
great civilities shown us, and m a n y advances made on
the part of the Throcks, we visit them | Di F 880 I
shouldn't hke to leave you, after ah said and done,
worse off in life than I found you | Ward M 222 it seemed
that, after all said and done, the society of a w o m a n ...
[colloquially: after all is said] | Dickinson C 36 after
proof made of their efficacy.
With before: Heywood P 193 before one dewty done.
5.4. After of:
Eastw 482 hast thou ever read of any lady and her
waiting-woman driven to that extremity? | Poe S 303
under the circumstances of a large reward offered |
Di D 565 the consciousness of m a n y talents neglected,
many opportunities wasted, many erratic and perverted
feehngs constantly at war within his breast, and defeating him | Galsw D 236 with a sensation of every
limb gone weak.
Frequently as in Sh Wint V. 2.16 as they had heard
of a world ransom'd, or one destroyed | Quincey O 275
Had any gentleman heard of a dauphin killed by smallpox?
5.5. After other prepositions:
Dryden Alex. F. 1: the royal feast for Persia won |
Defoe Rox 156 I would have given half I had in the
world for him back again [not possible now] | Shaw M 22
the tears are not for us, but for a father wasted, a son's
breeding thrown away | Locke G P 6 her heart was always pricked with remorse for hurt inflicted | Hope Z
219 he wished her joy on a rival gone | Meredith E 67
she landed him with regret, as at a holiday over |
Malory 249 B y this done he was so faynt that unnethes
he myght stand for bleeding | Thack V 336 returning
the salute by twofingersapplied to his crape hat-band.
So far as I know, the phenomenon of a nexus-object after
a preposition has never been viewed in this light before; see
further examples in Palm P § 20 (after grace saide, etc.: simply
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contractions of "after grace having been said", etc.), § 21
("stands in the place of a verbal noun"), § 49, 50, 142; Poutsma
I p. 718; Kruisinga § 561 "the subject of an absolute participle ... with"; Curme C G 160 "the preposition serving both
as a preposition and as a conjunction".—For French parallels
see E . Lerch, "Pradikative partizipia fur verbal substantiva",
42. beiheft zu Zs. f. roman. philologie, Halle 1912.
5.6. Sometimes the grammatical analysis is not certain, and one m a y hesitate between the nexus-construction just considered and an ordinary junction with the
adjunct postposed:
Russell Soc. Reconstr. 89 to acquire ... the triumph
of strong resistance overcome | ib 96 some sense of resistance overcome | Dreiser F 320 silent sorrow for many
fine things gone j Mason 3G 50 the friendliness which
comes from a pleasant secret shared | Kaye Smith T
112 the hour when he could look round on his ambition
realized.
5.7. The use of a nominative in the following quotations seems to point to a transition to the construction
to be considered in our next chapter:
Di F 388 I, with poor father's grave not even cleared
of undeserved strain and shame, and he trying to clear
it for m e (cf. vol. Ill 17.85) | Shaw T T 53 ... with Sweetie
sitting in the stern, and I stretched out at full length
with m y head pillowed on Sweetie's knees | Chancellor,
Mystery of Norman's Court 1 I saw again a glamorous
Egyptian night, with Helen and I standing together in
the sequestered peace of Henry Jefferson's garden | Cf.
also Sayers N T 76 What's to become of Miss Hilary
now, with her mother and father gone so quick, and her
onlyfifteen,and nobody to keep her in check.
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Chapter VI

A Simple Nexus as Tertiary
8.11. The phenomenon we shah deal with here consists in a simple nexus (containing a subject and a predicative) placed as tertiary (subjunct) in a sentence.
The ordinary names "absolute participle" and "absolute nominative" are inadequate, see Analytic Syntax
34.2 (Franz, Sh-gr2 § 660 mentions the construction
under the heading participle even where there is no participle! Curme, Synt. 152ff.speaks of "Absolute Nominative in Adverbial Clauses" even when the case
employed is an accusative, as on p. 154. H e uses the
term clause in a much looser way than I do, thus for
everything that might have been expressed by a clause
in m y sense).
The analytic formula for the construction is 3(S P)
or 3(P S). He being dead is 3(S P(Y P2)). Provided everything was conducted in style (below 6.44) is 3(P S(S2
V 3)). In some complicated, cases the construction m a y
be a quaternary, etc.
8.12. For the history of our construction (but only
as far as participles are concerned) see Morgan Callaway,
The Absolute Participle in Anglo-Saxon. Baltimore 1889.
Charles Hunter Ross, The Absolute Participle in Middle
and Modern Enghsh. Baltimore 1893 (chiefly statistics).
Cf. Jespersen Growth § 125: It was introduced at an early
period in imitation of the Latin construction. It is comparatively rare in Old Enghsh, where it occurs chiefly
in close translations from Latin. In thefirstperiod of
Middle Enghsh it is equally rare, but in the second
period it becomes a little more frequent. Chaucer seems
to have used it chiefly in imitation of the Itahan construction, but this Itahan influence died out with him,
and French influence did very httle to increase the
frequency of the construction. In the beginning of the
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Modern Enghsh period the absolute participle, though
occurring more often, than formerly, 'had not become
thoroughly naturalized. It limited itself to certain
favorite authors where the classical element largely
predominated, and was used but sparingly by authors
whose style was essentially Enghsh.' (Ross, p. 38). But
after 1660, when Enghsh prose style developed a new
phase, which was saturated with classical elements, the
construction rapidly gained ground and was finally
naturahzed in the language.
O n the other hand some of the applications are confined to literary style, though Onions is too categorical
when he says (AS 67) that "except for stereotyped phrases
hke 'weather permitting', 'God willing', the colloquial
use of the Nominative Absolute is almost restricted to
it being ..., there being ... Its use with a pronoun as
subject is limited apparently to cases in which being or
having is the Participle ... But poetical usage is free;
Tennyson, for example, writes: 'We sitting, as I said,
the cock crew loud'." Sweet N E G § 2351 uses even
stronger language: "uncolloquial, but is by m a n y felt
to be un-English." Neither author mentions the frequency of the constructions exemplified below (6.4X, ah told,
etc.). Some American professors of rhetoric and composition also reprehend 'absolute constructions' (though
using them themselves, see Steinbach in American
Speech 4.170 ff.).
6.2i. The case of the S of these combinations was
originally the dative (in imitation of the Latin ablative) as in O E Chron 797 Code fuUomiendum 'God helping'. But in M E ah distinction between the dative and
the nominative disappeared except from pronouns, and
even here the nominative came to be gradually employed
instead of the dative, the reason being that it preceded
the participle, etc., and that it was felt to be the subject; another circumstance that m a y have favoured the
nominative is that sometimes an apposition to the real
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subject is hardly distinguishable from our constructi
e.g.
Sh H m l III. 2.145 F: Enter a King and Queene, very
louingly; the Queene embracing him; Q 2 : Enter a King
and a Queene, the Queene embracing him, and he her j
Fielding T 2.42 The lovers stood both silent and trembling, Sophia being unable to withdraw her hand from
Jones, and he almost as unable to hold it | Doyle S 1.36
they separated, he driving back to the Temple, and she
to her own house | Caine C 382 John had seen Glory on
the racecourse in Drake's company: he proud and
triumphant, she bright and gay and happy | Ward M 36
the httle picture of Ashe and Lady Kitty together—
he bending over her in his large, handsome geniahty,
and she looking up.
6.22. With this m a y be compared sentences constructed in such a way that something looking hke a nexustertiary is continued with its S as the real subject of
the sentence. This was formerly pretty frequent and
may still be found in journalese, though it is of course
condemned by purists hke Fowler:
Deloney 40 Hee seeing no remedy, committed himselfe to their mercy | ib 50 Her husband seeing this,
would needes know the cause | Swift 3.107 H e fell down
at m y feet; and the other seeing the fate of his comrade,
made his escape | ib 284 Some of them coming forward
near the place where I lay, gave m e an opportunity of
distinctly marking their form (often in Swift) | Goldsmith V 1.83 for the neighbours hearing what was going
forward, cameflockingabout us | Fielding 3.435 The
snuff-box being produced, was atfirstcivilly, and indeed,
gently refused | Behn 318 H e having writ and sealed
this, tossed it into the balcony | Bronte V 173 Her son
seeing me, came forward [note the c o m m a here and in
some of the preceding] | Thack P 581 These questions
answered, and Pen being at a loss for more, luckily
recollected his privilege as a member of the Press.
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6.23. In a nexus-tertiary the two cases were used
concurrently for some time; Ross quotes instances of
the dative from Langland (B 3.280), Hoccleve, Paston
Letters 1432 and Pecock, while the nominative is found
in Cursor Mundi, in Chaucer (once or twice; E 700 What
coude a sturdy housbond more devyse ... A n d he
continuing ever in sturdinesse?), Gower (once), Wyclif
(once), Hoccleve, Paston Letters (1452, 1454, etc.), Malory (eight times). From m y own collections I m a y quote
the following nominatives:
LondE 198 they taking (doubtful) | Bale T 735
The lawe of Nature I thynke Wyll not be able to wynke,
Agaynst the assaultes of them They hauynge so hygh
prelates A n d so manye great estates, From hens to
Hierusalem | Lyly C 284 I urging him to give some
answer, hee tooke vp a booke | Sh John H I . 1.329
And in their rage, I having hold of both, They whirl
asunder and dismember m e | T p V. 1.28 They being
penitent (also Cor V. 4.37, R 3 IV. 2.104, Errors H I .
2.87) | Mi P L 10.1001 Let us seek Death, or hee not
found, supply With our o w n hands his office on our
selves (with thou as subject ib 9.312, 9.884) | Walton
A 181 perch ... they being—hke the wicked of the
world, not afraid | Swift 3.2 But, m y good Master Bates
dying in two years after, and I having few friends, m y
business began to fail | Goldsm 662 She still places herself before him, he turning away.—Other examples m a y
be found here and there in the following paragraphs.
As the nominative here fulfils the ordinary business of a
nominative, there is no reason w h y we should follow Ross and
call it a "dative in disguise": we might just as well use that
term in speaking of J in "I like that".

6.24. In recent renderings of dialectal or vulgar
speech, we pretty oftenfindan obhque case of a pronoun
in our construction; this, however, is not a continuation
of the old practice, but is due to the general dislocation
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of the feeling for cases, e. g. GE Mm 97 me being a
widow | Wells N 468 Look at all you've built u p ! —
m e helping | Barrie M 118 Maybe the dominie can clear
it up, him being a scholar [also ib 30, 398] | Kaye Smith
G A 242 this aun't the praaper time, m e being but a
weak human man.
This is even found sometimes where no representation of low-class speech is meant:
Bronte V 343 the most maddening of masters (him
before m e always excepted) | Bennett L R 140 But you
see, him being here, in the r o o m — I had to be careful |
id ImpPal 260 [rich knight:] If I'd shut m y mouth,
absolutely they'd have used that to support their story
m e being a very large holder of North Atlantics | Mannin
Conf 57 as we strode along, I doing m y best to keep
pace with him, and him reading aloud from some political economist or other, he would drag out a handful of
nuts and munch them.
6.25. Gill, Logon. 1619, mentions the nominative construction only. W e are therefore surprised tofindMilton using oblique cases a few times: P L 7.142 by whose
aid This inaccessible high strength, the seat of Deity
supreme, us dispossessed, H e trusted to have seized |
SA 463 Dagon hath presum'd, M e overthrown, to enter
lists with God.
These obhque cases are generally supposed to be
direct imitations of Latin syntax rather than a natural
survival of the old construction. It should, however,
be noticed that Milton uses the nominative with the
first participle, and that all the early examples of the
nominative are with this participle, as the feeling of a
subject is naturally stronger there than with the second
participle, where it m a y be taken as a virtual object:
P L 9.130 For onely in destroying I finde ease To m y
relentless thoughts; and him destroyd [ = when I have
destroyed him] ... all this wih soon follow. The diversity in Milton's usage m a y thus have some foundation
Jespersen, Modern English Grammar. V.

C
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in linguistic psychology. As a matter of fact, I do no
remember seeing a single instance in M o d E of the
nominative with a second participle (without being).

First Participle
6.3i. Ch B 4382 His sevene wyves walkynge by his
syde | Harpsfield M 32 Whereat euery m a n holding his
peace, then beganne he to speake | Sh Err V. 1.224 Our
dinner done, and he not coming thither, I went to seek
him | Sonn 151.5 For thou betraying me, I doe betray
M y nobler part | Wint TV. 4.710 She being none of your
flesh and blood, yourfleshand blood ha's not offended
the king | Goldsm V 2.201 Mr. Wilmot now entering,
he seemed not a httle pleased | Tenn 105 Year after
year unto her feet, She lying on her couch alone, ...
The maiden's jet-black hair has grown | Thack P 146
Stoopid and Mr. Foker walked home with him; the
Major gallantly giving his arm to Miss C. | Bennett L R
145 he walked quickly to a waiting car, Sid following |
id B 112 they faced each other, their knees almost
touching | Galsw Ca 177 The two still knelt, tears running down their cheeks | M a u g h a m P V 219 They took
the hih at a run, a m a n with a lantern going before each
chair | Maxwell E G 347 So it went on, the pressure never
relaxing.
6.32. Who as S is rare and now quite extinct: Harpsfield M 32 Lorde Marney; who making him no aunswere
neyther, he seuerally asked the same question | Swift
3.287 another horse came up; who applying himself to
thefirstin a very formal manner, they gently struck
each others right hoof | id P 23 ladies under twenty,
who, being in honour obliged to blush, it m a y produce
a new subject for discourse.
6.33. In some frequent constructions thefirstparticiple
precedes the S of the nexus-tertiary:
Carlyle H 98 a Poet in word; or failing that, perhaps
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still better, a Poet in act (failing also Butler W 33
and Lawrence L 143) | Maxwell E G 82 Faihng you, I
shah take Temple [the servant] ( = if you won't come).
The use of which is, of course, literary:
Lawrence L G 28 Chapel provided Alvina with a whole
outer hfe, lacking which she would have been poor
indeed | Carlyle F R 493 categorical answer ... shall
be given. Failing which, King and Ministers step over
to the Salle de Manege.
Failing in this position approaches the value of a
preposition; this explains the rare use of an obhque case:
Maxwell H R 208 he used to go in search of his daughter, or, failing her, his wife | Shaw D 53 a simple enquiry
addressed to the nearest policeman, or, failing him, to
any sane person.
6.34. A complete transition to being a preposition
from this construction has taken place with during,
pending; cf. F pendant, G. wahrend.
Hardy F 31 T have just cahed to see you,' said Gabriel, pending her further speech | Norris P 42 Pending
the installation they hved at a httle family hotel.
The complete transition is seen in the possibility of
saying: during and after the crisis.
Notwithstanding is used in a corresponding way, either
before or after its S, which is now looked upon as its
regimen; if followed by a clause it m a y now be considered a conjunction; see under Clauses, 21.48.
H e came, notwithstanding his dislike | Sh R 2 II.
1.260 His burdenous taxations notwithstanding | Defoe
R 284 he was so weak, notwithstanding he had so exerted
himself in the fight | often in Fielding | Sterne 46 |
Sheridan 190 you love her, notwithstanding your tempers don't exactly agree | Maugham Alt 1047 notwithstanding they were expecting it they were startled.
6.35. A n obsolete way of placing being as P before
a clause, which then is S of the nexus-tertiary, to indicate a reason, is seen in
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Sh H 4 B II. 1.199 you loiter here too long being you
are to take souldiers vp | A d o IV. 1.251 Being that I
flow in greefe, The smallest twine m a y lead me.
This corresponds to the modern use of seeing or
considering, which must be analyzed differently (unattached participle with object).
Second Participle
6.4i. The use of a second participle as P is still in
living use in some set phrases:
[Ch F 297 The service doon they soupen al by day |
id T 4.911] | Sh H m l II. 1.96 That done, he lets m e goe
| Cowper L 2.307 | Di D o 133 that done, he shut down
his window (also e. g. Doyle St 26, with this Bunyan
P 63, Di D 627, Haggard S 18) | Hope Q 78 ah said and
done, his was the master mind there (also e. g. Maxwell
S 31) | Harpsfield M 33 the difficultie of his cause considered, none was there ... | Austen P 467 all things
considered, I began to think it reasonable (frequent) |
Kiphng S 279 we'd only lost ten men, all told (also
e. g. Dreiser F 300) | Ertz G 125 she is willing to pay
twenty-four pounds a year, all found | M a u g h a m P 10
Frowning, his jaw set, he carried her to the bed and sat
her down upon it | Hope Z 29 the m a n fell back to let
m e pass, his eyes stillfixedon me.
While the meaning of these participles is passive, it
is active in:
Thack P 174 Arthur gone, he would only be allowed
to make visits hke other acquaintance (also e. g. Walpole W 214, Myers M 115; cf. being gone below 6.5X).
6.42. The following constructions seem somewhat less
natural:
Goldsm 5 all debts collected and paid, out of 14000
pounds we had but 400 remaining | id V 2.22 This scheme
thus blown up, I had some thoughts of fairly shipping
back | B y D J 2.146 And, thefirstbreakfast spoilt,
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[she] prepared a new one | Di D 69 these provisions laid
in, we went on ) Thack P 3 These perused, the Major
took out his pocket-book | Bronte V 424 But, this impulse yielded to, I speedily put her out of the class |
Hope Z 180 he suddenly turned to me, his left hand
resting in his belt, his right outstretched | Locke St
213 Fehcia remained on the balcony deep in thought,
her girlish love purified by the brotherly kiss | Maugham
P 99 she gazed, her hands clasped to her breast | Rogers
Wine of Fury 47 Inside and the door closed, he looked
at her as though waiting for her to speak | Kiphng K
332 when, patients disposed of, the doctor would smoke |
Galsw W M 152 the cup once sipped, would he consent
to put it down?
Perfectly unnatural, from the present point of view,
are constructions with the second participle like the
following:
Ch A 423 The cause yknowe, and of his harm the
rote, Anon he yaf the seke m a n his bote | Redford W
1010 This seene to ... | Sh Tp I. 2.128 a treacherous
army leuied | L L L V. 2.206 Vouchsafe ... to shine
Those clouds remooued j H 5 IV. 1.108 his ceremonies
layd by, in his nakednesse he appeares but a m a n ; cf.
also H 4 B IV. 5.77.
In ah such cases it would now be necessary to insert
being, see below 6.52.
The construction with a second participle preceded
by a relative pronoun is totally obsolete:
Dekker F 569 that store, Which gone, lifes gone |
Sh H 8 II. 1.42 [Kildare] who remoued, Earl Surrey was
sent thither | Goldsm V 2.98 which done, m y conductor
bade m e good night.
Milton's "Thus said, h e turnd" (PL 3.736) has probably
never been natural.

6.43. Generahy the participle is placed after the S
of the nexus; the opposite order (as in Ch Pari 82 for-
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geven ahe hir wikked dede) is rare except with given
and granted, as in Carlyle H 74 Given your Hero, is he
to become Conqueror, King, Philosopher, Poet? | R u
Sel 1.178 given a certain group of colours, by adding
another colour at the side of them you wih either improve the group or injure it | Butler Er 238 Given earth,
air, and a due temperature, the plant must grow | Gissing R 19 granted health, I might hope | Parker R 3
there seemed no flaw in the evidence, once granted its
circumstantiality.
It may, however, be doubtful whether these combinations (which m a y have originated in the way in
which mathematical problems are set, cf. Kingsley Y
93 Given therightsof the fewrich,tofindthe condition
of the m a n y poor) are reahy to be considered as nexustertiaries or more correctly as independent sentences
after the pattern of "happy the victor" (vol. H I 17.9,
Anal. Synt. 9.6); at any rate we often find and + an
independent sentence after given ...: Holmes A 12
Given certain factors, and a sound brain should always
evolve the same fixed product | Wells T 8 Given so
much, and what was not good in F's manner became
an added merit. Cf. the use of and in vol. H I 17.85 and
below, 6.8S.
6.4*. The same position is frequent when the S is a
clause, in which case granted and provided approach the
function of a conjunction.
Benson D 2.243 given that he hved through the
danger, it was doubtful if he could ever hve an active
hfe again | Walpole S T 75 Granted the weather was fine,
nothing could be more delightful | Austen S 56 she did
not oppose the parties arranged by her husband, provided everything were conducted in style | Di D 125
Provided I was not in Mr. Murdstone's [society], I was
never sought out or inquired after | R u P 3.138 there
is no reason for grumbling, provided always you have
entered in at the strait gate.
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In the same way considered used to stand before a
clause ( N E D examples from 1385 to 1788), where now
considering is said.
Given m a y sometimes be taken as the ordinary passive participle in apposition to the subject, the construction being the
same as in: "he is given time". This explains the obhque case
in the third quotation: McKenna SS 51 Given time, he would
win by dogged perseverance | Dickinson S 143 given that
[power], you have morals, art, religion | N P 1916 I did not
need to read beyond those words: given them, I could reconstruct the story fromfirstprinciples.

Perfect Participle (Active)
6.5i. The P of a nexus-tertiary m a y be a perfect
participle:
Fielding 4.17 and w e having feed them [porters] the
instant they entered the room, they bowed and smiled
| Wordsw P 14.206 Imagination having been our theme,
So also hath that intellectual Love | Burke A m 27 the
colonists having once found the possibihty of enjoying
the advantages ..., such struggles wih not henceforward seem so terrible || Harpsfield M 214 thefirstwas
slaine ... ah his felowes being fledd | Lyly E 51 Hir
father being gone she sent for hir friend to supper |
Sh Gent H 6.40 But Valentine being gone He quickely
B y some she tricke blunt Thurio's dull proceeding.
Being with the Second Participle (Passive)
6.52. This more clumsy construction begins to appear
in the 16th century. It is found twice in More's U,
where thefirsted. has (25): " W h e n the deuyne was
done" and (63) "the murder ones done, he is in lesse
care", the second ed. has "the seruice beynge done"
and "beynge ones done". Harpsfield M 184 has: I haue
not gone scot free, m y goodes and cattels being confiscate, and m y selfe to perpetuah prison adiudged.
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There is perhaps only one example in Shakespeare:
H 4 A V. 2.22 A n d his corruption being tane from vs,
we ... shah pay for all.
One of the reasons w h y the old construction without
being was abandoned, m a y have been the ambiguity of
many participles: in a sentence hke the following one
m a y atfirstbe tempted to take completed, etc., as past
tenses (finite) instead of participles: Macaulay E 4.235
The revolution completed, the double government dissolved, the Company installed in the full sovereignty
of Bengal, Hastings had no motive to treat the late
ministers with rigour.—If a sentence begins: "The
watch found on his body" one would naturally expect
a continuation in which this was the subject, but "The
watch being (or having been) found on his body" is
unambiguous as a tertiary and naturally makes one
expect a continuation like "it was concluded that ...".
This paraphrase, however, is only found in a strictly
temporal sense; it would be impossible in cases hke the
following, in which the participle has more of a descriptive character: Sh Cor I. 3.15 ... return'd, his browes
bound with oake | W a r d M 349 Mary sat still beside the
writing-table, her hands crossed on her lap, her eyes
absently bent upon them.
6.53. Other examples of being with second participle:
Marlowe J 2291 a dainty gallery, Thefloorewhereof,
this cable being cut, Doth fall asunder | Bacon A 28
Dinner being done, the Tirsan retireth againe [but ib
29 twice without being] | Goldsm V 1.36 This duty being
performed, m y son and I went to pursue our usual
industry | Franklin 140 Peace being concluded, and the
association business therefore at an end, I turn'd m y
thoughts again to the affair | Di P 373 This being done,
a gentleman in black ... proceeded to cah over the
names of the jury (also ib 443) | Stevenson K 291 he
fell into a stih deeper muse, even the claret being now
forgotten | Maugham P V 105 A n d when, the table being
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set and dinner brought in, he put aside his book ...
she was startled ....
Having been with the Second Participle
6.6. In m a n y of the examples just given people would
now prefer the fuller, though clumsier, indication of the
time relation by means of having been, as in:
Scott Iv 147 This proclamation having been made,
the heralds withdrew to their stations | Di P 430 These
preliminaries adjusted, the punch was tasted, and
pronounced excellent, and it having been arranged that
Bob Sawyer and Ben Allen should be considered at
liberty ... they started fair | Freeman T h 162 The
slide was then removed and, another having been substituted, the nozzle was apphed to the right sleeve |
ib 184 These arrangements having been settled, the two
men adjourned ... for tea.
O n the use of theto-infinitiveas P in a simple nexus: " H e
proposed a picnic, he himself to pay the railway tickets, and
John to provide the food" see under Infinitive, 19.5.

Adjective
6.7i. The P m a y be an adjective; obsolete uses are
seen in:
Marlowe F 11 N o w is he borne, his parents base of
stocke | Sh As i n . 1.4 I should not seeke an absent
argument Of m y revenge, thou present (with absent Cses
IV. 3.156, R 2 I. 3.219) | (In imitation of this in a recent
poem: Phillips P 37 if this thing happened by some
chance, I in the house, you absent) | Mi P L 9.829 And
A d a m ... shah hve ... / extinct | Sh Sonn 146.14 And
death once dead, ther's no more dying then | Hope Z
227 they dead, two m e n only would remain.
It would now be more usual to add being:
Bronte V 37 M y mistress being dead, and I once
more alone, I had to look out for a new place | Wehs
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PF 11 [fathers] wih prepare intimate records of their
thought ... so that, they being dead, their children
m a y rediscover them.
To indicate time, it is now hardly possible to say as
in Bronte J 254 Tea ready, I was going to approach the
table.
6.72. But on the other hand such combinations are
frequent in descriptive additions to denote attendant
circumstances.
Thack P 202 saying her prayers at home ..., her
heart full of love and tenderness unutterable for the
boy | Kipl S 250 The eight seniors, their faces very set
and sober, were ranged in chairs | Wells F m 44 I lay,
eyes wide open | M a u g h a m Alt 277 while she, her eyes
hard and cold, stepped past him and went out | Walpole D W 236 The train moved off and she sat there,
her eyes bright and shining, her httle body stiff and
resolute | (Hope D 80 we won't teh, honour bright!).
Cp. also (with a substantive as P) W a r d M 14 he
looked up at her, his handsome face ah affection and
hfe.
Adverb or Prepositional Group
6.7s. The P m a y be an adverb or a prepositional
group. The following Shakespearean sentences would not
be possible nowadays:
Sonn 97.12 A n d thou away, the very birds are mute
(also ib 98,13, R 2 1 . 1.178) f R 3 1 . 2.233 To take her ...
The bleeding witnesse of her hatred by [ = standing by]
| ib III. 7.10 his owne bastardie, As being got, your
father then in France.
Nowadays the chief adverb used in such constructions is over:
Thack P 144 These prehminaries over, the three began to talk | Maugham T L 159 W h e n , their long journey
over, they were settled in the httle Scots town | Galsw
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Ca 169 The visit over, they would set forth home.
Combination with ... apart; the more colloquial expression is apart from ....
Collins W 618 in anticipation of their following m y
directions, which, accident apart, I knew they would
do | Di P 391 surely you don't reahy mean—really and
seriously now, and irritation apart—that you won't pay
these costs and damages | Huxley L 1.274 Jesting apart,
I heartily wish your plans success.
6.74. Examples of a prepositional group as P (more
or less literary):
Sh Merch H I . 2.96 To be the dowrie of a second head,
The scull that bred them in the sepulcher | Wordsw 76
One morn we strolled on our dry walk, Our quiet home
ah full in view | Carlyle F R 161 see Cam. Desmouhns
rushing out; his hair streaming, in each hand a pistol! |
Thack P 294 she came in ... a basket of roses in her
hand | Stevenson T 214 I waited, every nerve upon the
stretch | Priestley A 116 The kiss at end, they each
drew a deep breath | Bennett B 142 he wentfirst,the
Prince close behind him | Strong B 187 H e was lying
on his face, his right shoulder under the edge of the
rock, hisrightarm full length extended | Lawrence L
106 She stood silent, her head slightly on one side |
Maugham P 14 and lazily, her heart at ease with satisfied love, she hngered.
Here we m a y place also (with as as a preposition):
Walpole Cp 29 she had stood, her face as a rock, her
heart beating but her body without movement.
6.75. Pretty frequently we find words formed from
a (originally on) + a verbal stem as P in these constructions :
Locke H B 12 she [walked] by his side, ah her heart
and soul a-flutter.
But these wih be dealt with elsewhere in connexion
with the general theory of such words.
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Condensed Constructions
6.7s. This name (cf. vol. II 4.36) is given to short descriptive nexus-tertiaries like hat in hand = 'with his
hat in his hand', or 'with their hats in their hands'.
First examples of the extremely frequent use with an
adverb as P:
Sterne M 1.264 by m y child's coming head foremost
into the world | Plunge into the water head foremost (e. g.
Stevenson T 278; cf. ib 217 headfirst)| Bennett Cd 273
travel legs-foremost instead of head-foremost | Bennett
C 1.45 he was laid face down on the table | Kipl J 2.24 he
found the ape hanging, head down, from a bough |
Shaw A 162 I saw w e were going to win hands down
[frequent = 'without exertion'] | Locke H B 260 She
put the book ... pages downward on her knee | Di D o
217 the boat was lying bottom upwards | Stevenson T
103 The Hispaniola was rolling scuppers under in the
ocean swell | Kipl J 2.260 he stalked down the hillside, chin up and eyebrows low | Galsw T 211 cattle ...
the pale sickles of their horns, hke so m a n y thin moons,
fallen ends-up.
Note the frequency of compounds with side:
Sh A d o III. 1.68 So turns she euery m a n the wrong
side out | Swift J 4 everything is turning upside down |
Quincey 324 She turned it wrong side out | R u Sel
1.321 the wind ... turning leaves the wrong side out |
Kipl J 2.177 hke a pudding-bowl wrong side up | N P
1912 it swims upside down as readily as right side up |
Shaw D 297 to setright-side-upthe perverted conscience
| Huxley L 1.4 turning m y pinafore wrong side forwards | Turn the pocket inside out (e. g. Di F 24).
Next, constructions in which the P is a prepositional
phrase:
Di D 488 he came into the breakfast parlour, whip
in hand | id F 888 Between the two sat Riderhood, pipe
in mouth (also Tenn L 2.24) | Gissing B 175 Teacup in
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hand, he seated himself by her | Bennett C 2.25 She
thanked him, relief in her voice | Hewlett Q 71 she sat
in a low chair, tapestry on her knees | Galsw W M 214
Desert was sitting back to the engine in the near corner of an emptyfirst| Hope Q 297 strolling off, cigar
in mouth and hands in pockets | Bennett B 215 As they
came up, hand overfist,the dinghy's nose swerved aside
(also Aldington D 35) | They met face to face 11 Campbell Shi 84 Hogg says that for two-thirds of the twentyfour hours he [Shehey] was book in hand.
Head over heels is said to be a corruption of "heels
over head".
Of the three constructions
(a) H e stood, hat in hand,
(b) H e stood, bis hat in his hand, and
(c) H e stood with his hat in his hand,
there can be no doubt that (b) is the rarest, while (c)
is the ordinary colloquial expression and (a) is very
often preferred in literature.
6.77. Sometimes writers use complicated constructions in which several of the classes here separated are
combined:
Bronte V l l His meal over, and numerous questions
from his mother answered, he turned from the table to
the hearth | Rose Macaulay T 267 That settled, and his
children weh off his hands, Maurice felt that his only
link with family hfe was snapped | Walpole C 155 he
strutted, his head up, his brow stern, his hands crossed
behind his back | Lawrence L 98 as he sat there on the
sofa, his hands clasping his knees, his face under the
lamp bright and alert.
Meaning of Such Nexus-Tertiaries
6.8. It m a y be asked, what are these nexus-tertiaries
used for, what do they denote, and what is the purpose of using them ? The general answer must be that
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they serve the same purposes as ah other tertiaries (
verbs, single substantives, prepositional phrases, clauses) and that, just as with other tertiaries, it is often
difficult or even impossible to draw sharp boundaries
between the several applications. W h a t meaning to
ascribe to one particular nexus-tertiary very often depends on the particular meaning of the words combined
in it rather than on its grammatical form. Still we m a y
broadly distinguish the following classes and in some
instances give rules for their distinction.
(1) Cause or reason, (2) condition, (3) time, (4) descriptive circumstances.
6.81. Cause or reason, generahy corresponding to a
clause with as. This is particularly frequent with being,
but m a y also be found with otherfirstparticiples:
Sh Err I. 2.61 W e being strangers here, how dar's
thou trust So great a charge from thine owne custodie |
Sheridan 357 and it being dusk, I think nobody has
perceived m e | AHuxley Jest. Pil. 253 The wise m e n of
antiquity ... were afraid that—men being what they
are—their discoveries might be put to bad or futile
uses | Bennett B 15 he was unknown to London, this
being hisfirstvisit to Europe for over twenty years |
there being no taxis we had to walk 11 Massinger N V.
1.95 he look'd for Your lordship ... but missing you,
and she not yet appearing, his wise-head Is much perplex'd.
6.82. Condition. Such tertiaries are often placed before the bulk of the sentence. Here w e m a y place God
willing (e. g. Sh H m l I. 5.187) and frequent combinations
with failing:
Burke A m 18 concihation failing, force remains; but
force failing, no further hope ofreconciliationis left |
Mac H 1.33 his subjects promptly appealed to the laws,
and, that appeal failing, appealed as promptly to the
God of battles.
Further other things being equal.
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6.83. Time, generally placed before the bulk of the
sentence. Here we find most of the combinations with
adjectives and simple adverbs, as weh as those with
perfect participles. Dinner over is temporal, dinner being
over (orfinished)as a rule causal.
Maxwell E G 325 A n d the meal being over, he took
Mr. Kaye into the other room.
The temporal signification of a nexus-tertiary m a y
be strengthened by the addition of once, as in Sh Sonn
146.14 quoted above 6.7X, and Stevenson M 133 Once
the girl within, and the door closed, the same dexterity
wih relieve you of this last danger.
Here belongs ago, which is originally a participle of
the obsolete verb ago, the old form being agone. In
two years ago, long ago, some grammarians m a y be inclined to consider ago as a preposition placed after its
regimen.
Gone in that position is now rare:
Caxton R 6 [he] compleyneth of that is passyd many
yeres goon | Carlyle F 3.94 Ifinishedon Friday gone a
week | id F R 433 O n the Sixth of October gone a year,
King Louis ... made a Royal Progress (cf. Caxton R.
74 N o w two yere passid cam a m a n = past).
Cf. also turned: G E S M 247 she's to be married,
turned Michaelmas.
6.84. Descriptive details and attendant circumstances,
generally added after the main part of the sentence and
sometimes very loosely connected with it. Here belong most of those cases in which the P is an adverb
or a prepositional phrase, and all cases of condensed
constructions (above 6.76). It would often be difficult
to say what conjunction would be used if nexus-tertiaries
were to be expanded into clauses:
Harpsfield M 198 he had brought him from Westminster ... the teares running downe by his cheekes |
Sh H m l II. 2.253 [a prison] in which there are many
confines, wards, and dungeons; Denmarke being one
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o'th' worst J He remained in town, his idea being tha
he wanted everything settled before his departure |
Wells Sc L 47 About 59 per cent, by weight of the human
body is water, the proportion varying from tissue to
tissue | She went on knitting, tears trickling upon her
hand.
The common expression ... the result being that ...
m a y be paraphrased: and the result has (consequently)
been that ... Sometimes the idea is rather adversative
and might almost be expressed by means of though:
Shelley 715 A n d canst thou move, Napoleon being
dead ? | Walpole Cp 102 W h a t led him to the Chapel
doors, he being in no way a religious man?

Combinations with and
6.85. This leads us to the popular idiomatic constructions added loosely by means of and implying a contrast with what precedes and generahy indicating surprise. A great many examples have already been printed
vol. Ill 17.85. A few additional ones m a y be given here:
Caxton R 25 he ... was goon his way, A n d the hows
not pourueyed ne vitaylled | Swift J 202 A n d how can
I come away and the First-Fruits notfinished? | Austen
M 382 m y greatest danger would he in her consulting
Mrs Fraser, and I at a distance, unable to help m y own
cause | Wordsw 188 A n d have I then thy bones so near,
And thou forbidden to appear? | Di N 604 the tears
they often saw upon his face, half wondering to see
them too and he so pleased and happy | Shaw 1.182
H o w could I teh what had become of y o u — a n d night
coming on too | Maugham C 296 I couldn't let him go
all that way by himself, with no money perhaps, and
him having been always so grand and living in his own
house and driving his own trap || Fielding T 3.151 I
might have kept every farthing, and nobody any the
wiser | Stevenson K 212 there might have been twenty
squadron of dragoons there and we none the wiser.
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Constructions of this kind m a y be added after a withconstruction:
Di F 388 I, with poor father's grave not even cleared
of undeserved stain and shame, and he trying to clear
it for m e | Tarkington W o m e n 34 [suppose they] saw
him go off driving with her, with her hand on his shoulder and he showing that he liked it there and was used
to having it there | Shaw M 168 I dont know what I
shah do when you are gone, with no one but A n n in
the house, and she always occupied with the men!
Incomplete Nexus
6.9. A nexus-tertiary without S is pretty often found
with being to indicate a reason or explanatory circumstance. The ordinary speech-instinct wih here take it (S)
as understood, rather than consider holiday, etc., as a
postposed S.
Sh R o V. 1.56 Being holy day, the beggers shop is
shut | ib V. 3.249 Being the time the potions force
should cease | K e m p Nine D W 12 there were many
there, being size time | Swift J 160 I dined to-day at
Mrs. Vanhomrighs, being a rainy day | Di P 302 he
thought you'd rather walk, being a cold day | Caine
C 170 late as it was, being N e w Year's Eve, there were
groups about every corner | Sweet E 78 for being marketday at the nearest town, they were overlooked by plenty
of farmers. The formula for this is 3(S° P(Y P 2 ) 3), etc.
Cf. in vulgar speech Di D 684 If it had been m y ears,
what should I have done ? Being m y hmbs, what does it
signify ? O n infinitives in nexus-tertiaries see 11.16 and 19.5.

Chapter VII

Nexus-Substantives
A dependent nexus is often expressed by means of
nexus-substantives (PhilGr 136ff.,169ff.).These are of
two kinds, verbal and predicative.
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7.1i. As regards the formal relation between verbal
nexus-substantives and the corresponding verb w e have
the following classes:
l.No derivative ending.
1.1. Substantive == verb: love, work.
1.2. Substantive differs from verb in vowel: sale.
1.3. Substantive differs from verb in consonant: belief, use.
1.4. Substantive differs from verb in vowel and consonant: breach, loss.
2. Substantive formed with a derivative ending. In
m a n y cases the kernel, too, undergoes some change,
e. g. admire: admiration.
The following endings are used:
-age: marriage.
-al: arrival.
-ance, -ence: performance, correspondence.
-ion, -tion, -ation, -sion, -son: discussion, description,
admiration, declension, comparison.
-lock: wedlock.
-ment: development.
-t: deceit, thought.
-ure, -iture: exposure, expenditure.
-y: discovery.
In some cases w e have two derivatives with different
meanings: deliverance from deliver 'free', and delivery
from deliver 'distribute'; cf. move, motion, movement.
7.12. Predicative nexus-words are formed from adjectives (nouns) by means of the following endings; in
some cases the kernel is changed:
-ce, -cy: prudence, justice, agency.
-dom: wisdom.
-hood: manhood.
-ion, -tion, -sion: union, devotion, persuasion, connexion.
-ism: heroism.
-ness: kindness.
-ship: friendship.
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-ry: bravery.
-t: height.
-th: width, truth.
-(t)ude: solitude, quietude.
-y, -ty, -ity: honesty, poverty, humility.
Each of these manners of formation will be separately
treated in vol. VI, Morphology. There also we shah deal
with such combinations as give a guess, a push, heave a
sigh, have a bath, a look, a care, take care, a drive, a w
etc.
7.13. With regard to syntax, which is our concern in
this volume, w e havefirstto consider the way in which
what in a full verbal sentence would be the two primaries connected with the verb, its subject (S) and object (O) are treated in connexion with the nexus-substantive (X). W e see then that both S and 0 m a y be
combined with X in two chief ways, as a genitive (possessive pronoun) and by means of the preposition of.
This m a y occasionally lead to ambiguity, just as Latin
dei in amor dei m a y mean either S or 0. A n example
of this ambiguity is given by Hodgson, Errors in the
Use of Enghsh 91: A n attorney, not celebrated for his
probity, was robbed one night on his way from Wicklow to Dubhn. His father, meeting Baron O'Grady the
next day, said: " M y lord, have you heard of m y son's
robbery ?" "No, indeed," rephed the Baron, "pray w h o m
did he rob?"
In this sentence the genitive son's m a y be taken either
as S 2 or as O 2 before robbery X. Or, as the 0 of an
active verb is made into the S of a passive verb, we
may also say that robbery in one case has an active and
in the other a passive sense; the formulas would thus
be respectively:
S 2 X a (the son robbed).
O 2 X a = S 2 X p (the son was robbed).
N o ambiguity can arise in nexus-substantives corresponding to intransitive verbs: the doctor's arrival S 2 X ,
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the arrival of the doctor X pS. Similarly with existence
life, death, etc. The same apphes to all predicative nexussubstantives: Mary's kindness, height, etc.
Ambiguity is only to be feared when the nexus-substantive corresponds to a transitive verb, and even then
it is comparatively rare, and the tendency has been of
late centuries to get rid of ambiguity by the gradual
disuse of the genitive (possessive) = O except in a few
well-defined cases, as weh as by the use of less ambiguous
prepositions than of (by S, for, to 0).
7.14. The use of by with S is particularly interesting.
I regret that I a m unable to determine h o w old it is
(end of the 18th c. ?). N E D does not mention this use,
though incidentally its Supplement (sub by) gives an
example from 1779 (the representation of moonlight by
Homer); m y o w n numerous quotations date from the
19th c. By is chiefly used with expressions of (physical)
acts, not so m u c h with expressions of feelings.
The close connexion between this construction and
the converted S of a passive verb is seen in Gretton
H 1.161 a speech made by the n e w Viceroy ... and a
speech by a viceroy was so unusual.

Both S and O
7.2i. Let us first take instances in which both S and
0 are expressed.
S 2 = genitive (possessive pronoun), O with of: the
word-order is the usual one of an ordinary sentence, thus

S2XofO:
Bacon A 2.3 our rare admission of strangers | Sh
H 4 B IV. 5.194 to vpbraide m y gain of it [ = m y gaining
(of) it] | T p IV. 1.5 A h thy vexations Were but m y
trials of thy Ioue | Defoe P 87 discomposed at their
treatment of m e | Johnson R 122 our pursuit of happiness | Austen M 16 she was often mortified by their
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treatment of her | ib 41 the Miss Bertrans' admiration
of M r Crawford | ib 301 her reception of him was of
a sort which he could not have hoped for | Scott A
2.207 his detestation of its principles | Poe 250 this
ascendancy would depend upon the robber's knowledge
of the loser's knowledge of the robber | Thack N 722
Ethel's refusal of Lord Farintosh | Hope Q 180 he had
overcome her dislike of him | W a r d E 88 his instinctive
avoidance of her | Hardy R 179 I put up with your
courtship of another | Galsw F S 489 dwelt with pride
and pleasure on his ownership thereof [house].
7.22. Note character = 'characterization': Swinburne
L 23 her character of Frank was mainly unfair | Peacock
M 164 even if your character of them were true to the
letter.
And life = 'biography': Quincey 278 in his dog-Latin
life of himself.
With the quotation Thack P 773 his praises of Blanche
pleased and surprised our friend not a httle—should
be compared the instances of praise below 7.43.
7.23. S and O with different prepositions:
N P 1929 her [Lady Byron's] deahngs with Byron in
the long period of her courtship by and of him—her in
two senses.
7.24. S 2 = gen. (poss.), O with preposition other than

of:
Sh Caes H I . 2.20 Brutus [genitive] love to Caesar |
H m l I. 3.100 his affection to m e | Congreve 295 your
love to m y daughter | Fielding 5.582 her duty and love
to her father, her hatred to Bhfil ... her love for Jones
| Austen M 142 his preference for Maria | Meredith H
88 his dislike to that officer | Tennyson 320 thine obedience and thy love to m e | Bronte V 377 his resemblance
to m y confessor | Froude Rei. w. Carl. 12 m y reverence
and admiration for Carlyle's intellect (but ib. 26 m y
admiration of Carlyle) | Merriman S 43 the girl's dislike for him | M a u g h a m Alt 143 his hatred for that
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horrible old man | id MS 190 the power we have over
people by their regard for our opinion of them.
7.25. Different prepositions:
Russell, Pr. of Idleness 198 [the American] his admiration for muscle is more profound and genuine than
his admiration of brains | NJacob G 260 H e had remembered his hatred of his own father ... Eve's hatred
for him | Masefield M 33 his devotion to John, his passion for Ottahe, and his love of ah high and noble art |
Galsw Frat 144 his ingrained mistrust of and aversion
from Bianca | Bates Poacher 95 lost in admiration of
his smooth unvarying pace ... his admiration at that
stride turned to fear | his opposition to her marriage.
7.3i. S with of, O with of; this is very rare indeed:
Bacon (L 1.146) the overthrow of the states one of
another [ = 'the states' overthrowing one another'] | N P
1911 the Institute arose by the gift of a resident.of
Milwaukee of a sum sufficient to defray expenses.
7.3s. S with of; O with some other preposition:
Shehey 720 the desire of the moth for the star |
Trelawny R 75 Such is the hatred of the Nubians to
their rulers | Stevenson J H F 146 The hatred of Hyde
for Jekyll | Egerton K 81 the race dislike of white men
to black | Chesterton B 85 the love of Browning for
Itahan art ... was the love of a hving thing | McCarthy
2.447 there would have been no hatred of Protestant
to Cathohc | W e h s T M 97 the fear of the httle upperworld people for the dark | Westermarck M 368 the
bitter contempt of the Aryans for foreign tribes | N P
1934 Contempt of the young for the old is natural and
salutary.
The control of mind over matter X pS p O = the control of matter by mind X p O pS.
7.3a. S with by, O gen. (poss.):
Byron L 172 [memoirs] at the time of their perusal
by m e 0 2 X pS | Browning 1.431 Through the first republic's murder there B y Cosimo | Thack E 2.288 bis
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expulsion from power by the Tories | Kiphng L 122
bis tattooment by skilled operators | Shaw M 15 Nothing
can be more decorous than her entry and her reception
by Ramsden | Bennett B 219 since his sudden dismissal
by Theodore Racksole | Kaye Smith T 185 her smashing
defeat by Marhngate | N P 1929 Haiti as it was in the
days of its ownership by France | N P 1932 Mrs. Wright's
account of her courtship by Joseph Wright ... makes
it delightful to read. Cf. also Russell F O 474 our defeat
at the hands of the Boers 0 2 X ppS.
7.34. S with by, O with of. The usual word-order is
X pS p O :
Di N 549 the accidental discovery by Miss Knag of
some correspondence | R u F 110 national debts paying
interest are simply the purchase, by the rich, of power
to tax the poor | id S 1.423 the apehke adoption, by
one nation, of the habits of another | Shaw Ibsen 145
The success of such plays depends upon the exercise
by the audience of powers of memory and imagination |
Alden U 122 the offer by M r Fels of a farm of 1,300
acres has been accepted | Trohope A 86 Thefirstevil
was the possession by the Church of certain funds |
Allen A 144 The suppression by the pope of the order
to which he belonged | N P 1923 the payment by Germany of an annual sum to France | N P 1934 it will be
punishment by the guilty of the innocent.
Note NP 1926 Among the chief results of the war has been
the mutual discovery by one another of America and Europe
[= of one another by A. and E.].

The opposite order of the two prepositional groups:
Mih L 12 the self-government spoken of, is not the
government of each by himself, but of each by all the
rest | Macaulay H 1.12 The subjugation of a nation by a
nation has seldom been more complete | Lecky D 1.475
Every government of one nationahty by another is of
the nature of slavery | Lang T 54 the laughable pursuit
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of the Prince by the feminine Proctors | Skeat Ch. vo
V. 58 with reference to the treatment of the poor by
usurers | N P 1901 the massacre of Christians by Chinese
| M a u g h a m PI 3.7 on the seizure of power by the Bolsheviks.
7.35. S with by, O with some preposition other than

of:
Galsw SS 176 a complete answer to any claim by the
young w o m e n and her set to having 'morals about them'
| Lindsay C A 164 a monstrous arrogance that could
not tolerate any approach to her by others.

One Primary
7.4. Next, we consider those eases in which there is
only one primary. If this is put in the genitive or connected with the preposition of, there is always, theoretically at any rate, a possibility of a doubt whether it is
to be taken as S or 0. Very often, however, the combination is, in practice, unambiguous.
7.4i. S genitive X .
W h e n the genitive (possessive) denotes a person, or
several persons, there is always a presumption in favour
of its being taken as S:
His suggestion, decision, supposition, attack, discovery, admiration, love, respect, approbation, interruption | Carpenter P 59 the stigma of society's disapproval | England's conquests | with his help.
7.42. Object genitive.
Where the meaning of a verb is such that it has more
often a thing than a person as its subject, the genitive
(possessive) is taken as O:
His astonishment, surprise, amazement, amusement,
».
irritation, etc.
The genitive or possessive wih also be understood as
0 if more interest is naturally taken in the person who
is the object of an action than in the agent in the case.
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Thus in an Enghsh newspaper of 1923 I found, at a
few lines' distance, De Valera's capture and De Valera's
arrest mentioned as possibilities: it was of no importance
who was to capture the Irish leader. Other examples:
A man's trial (the fact that he is brought before a
judge) | his release | our defeat | Marlowe T 2883 our
ouerthrow | Sh Ado I. 3.69 that young start-vp hath
ah the glorie of m y ouerthrow [ = 'my being overthrown'] | Greene J4 394 let him know The order of his
daughters ouerthrow | Wordsw P 9.416 For the Sicihan
Tyrant's overthrow || Keats 4.129 the two Irishmen
were speaking of their treatment in England [ = 'the
way they were treated'] | Gissing B 235 that democratic movement which desired the Church's abohtion |
Collins W 174 in the happy hurry of a bridegroom, to
prepare for the bride's reception at his house (also
Hardy R 377, Hope Z 26) | Mackenzie C 409 Already
he was talking about the child's education | Shaw StJ
8 I a m ... responsible for her protection | ib 84 W e
have striven for your salvation.
7.4s. Gen. (poss.) either S or O.
A certain number of words are found used with the
genitive which in some cases denotes the S, in others
the 0. As the latter is an exception to the general rule
stated above, I give more quotations for it than for S.
loss: Sh R3 I. 3.202 thy childrens loss | Thack H 114
weeping over her child ... grief for its loss | Hope
R 139 his hat ... a natural protection against its
loss | Shehey 825 The battle's loss m a y profit those
who lose | Bronte V 34 if few w o m e n have suffered
as I did in his loss, few have enjoyed what I did in
his love | (also Mary Shehey F 48, Rose Macaulay 0
314, Walpole Cp 9, etc.) | N P 1924 Professor Mac
Dougall (whose loss to England is America's gain).
harm: m y harm = 'injury done by me' (S) or 'to me'
(0), see Sh-lex.
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service: m y service = 'service done by m e ' (S) or 'due
to me' (0), see ib; thus always: his (S) service was
required | a m a n in his (0) service.
obedience, see Sh-lex, twice = 'obsequiousness observed
by' and twice = 'obsequiousness paid to'; cf. Lr I.
2.135 of 0.
wrong: England's wrongs generahy means 'the wrongs
done to England', thus Di D o 333 this might have led
to a renewal of his wrongs | Gissing H 288 the story
of his wrongs | Marlowe F 1365 euery seruile groome
ieasts at m y wrongs | ib 1416 | Sh R 2 TL. 3.141 m y
cosens wrongs. But in the same play I H . 1.15 we
find "your foule wrongs" = 'the wrongs committed
by you'; thus also Mids H . 1.240 Your wrongs do set
a scandal on m y sex, and Austen M 249 in spite of
his wrongs towards her. (Cf. also Zangwill G 207 H
Jessie had wrongs [ = 'suffered wrongs'] w h y should
she not have avenged them herself?).
awe: Sh R 2 I. 9.118 m y scepters awe (0) | H 5 I. 2.224
wee'l bend it to our awe (0), but Hrnl IV. 3.63 thy
free awe Payes homage to vs (S).
memory is used in two ways in Hml, thus I. 5.85 'Tis in
m y memory locked—this is the c o m m o n usage ( S ) —
and IH. 2.140 a great mans memory m a y outliue
his hfe half a year—this is the rarer (O). A modern
example is Kaye Smith G A 298 His memory would
not be the continuous burden that his hving presence
was.
praise: Sh As n . 3.22 [He] hath heard your praises |
ib II. 4.38 Wearing thy hearer in thy mistris praise |
Sheridan 254 you don't join us in your friend Joseph's
praise | Austen S 117 [he was] so full of your praises
| ib 141 Edward had always spoken highly in her
praise | Walpole C 431 His praises now were in every
one's mouth (very common), cf. Thack P 17 regardless of ah the comments that were made in her praise
or disfavour.
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7.44. Gen. (S) and gen. (O) in close connexion:
Sh H 4 A V. 2.57 H e ... Trimm'd vp your praises
with a princely tongue, Spoke your deseruings hke a
chronicle, Making you euer better then his praise |
Collins W 307 on the possibility of taking legal proceedings for Laura's protection, in the event of her husband's refusal to ahow her to leave Blackwater | Kaye
Smith T 93 these strange tears were not shed for his
defeat, but for his victory | N P 1937 Falstaff's (O) dismissal was due to a spht between Shakespeare and
Southampton ... Prince Hal's (S) dismissal of Falstaff
(O) | Shaw StJ 9 It is the more impressive reversal by
a unanimous Posterity, culminating in her (O) canonization, that has quashed the original proceedings, and put
her judges on their (0) trial, which, so far, has been
much more unfair than their (S) trial of her (0).
7.5i. The objective use of the possessive is pretty
frequent after in order to:
Defoe R 294 in order to their dehverance | Fielding
3.602 in order to his humihation j Scott A 2.122 to convey the old m a n to a magistrate, in order to his examination and committal | McCarthy 2.463 the legislation which wih be necessary in order to theirfinaladjustment | R u F 34 in order to its discovery, the obedience must be begunfirst.Cf. 16.44.
(Another construction is seen in Carpenter C 26 a necessary
stage in order for the development of the consciousness of love.)

7.52. Where possessives refer to things, they will be
understood as O:
Sh Sonn 152.5 But w h y of two othes breach doe I
accuse thee | Err II. 2.17 thou didst denie the golds
receit | M c b I. 1.98 in his kingdomes great defence |
By 390 what was thy pity's recompense? | Bronte W
130 his letter ... I could not guess how its receipt
would affect Catherine | Di P 133 leaves ... during the
whole time of their perusal | Lytton K 351 sealing his
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notes ... gave order for their delivery | Beaconsfield
L 466 she walked towards a case of works of art and
appeared to be engrossed in their examination | Browning 1.392 If she wished not the rash deed's recalment
| Poe 176 an analytic ability ... take an eager delight
in its exercise | Gissing R 7 If the plant be rare, its
discovery gives m e joy | ib 223 m y books ... tasting
the happiness of their tranquil possession | Galsw SS
235 Soames, w h o had the same hope, was somewhat
shocked by its expression | ib 263 [literature] You
wouldn't sympathise with its suppression | Mackenzie
C 357 she would have urged strongly its acceptance
[it = this offer] | Myers M 103 to gain or lose by the
will's destruction.
7.53. In some c o m m o n prepositional phrases a genitive denotes O : come to one's assistance, rescue || Marlowe E 1340 comst thou in Edwards aide? | Dreiser A T
1.145 he went to their aid (U. S.), similarly ib 2.335 and
id F 63 || Goldsm V 1.30 plunged in to her relief ||
McCarthy 2.301 Mr. Bright came to Mr. Stansfield's defence | Johnson R 46 he started up in the maid's defence | Walpole Cp 287 This put Maggie up in arms in
his defence at once || Bronte V 120 unconscious of what
might be going forward in her honour | A dinner given
in his honour (in honour of the Committee) || Gissing
H 142 Very foolish of you to have allowed him to get
into your debt [ = 'into debt to you'] | w e are in his
debt [ = 'in debt to him'], but: a m a n must pay his
debts.
In my despite (Sh Tit 1.361, Cy TV. 1.16; ib I. 6.135,
H 6 A IV. 7.22), Sh Ven 731 in high heavens despite |
Wordsw P 10.545 in m y o w n despite, cf. ib 10.214 in
despite Of what the People long had been; thus common, also Sh.—Always in spite of—.
Of his creation as in N P 1926 H e had to face extraordinary difficulties which were not of his creation—
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should be compared with of his making (see under
Gerund 8.52).
7.54. Here I give a miscehaneous collection of examples of genitives (possessives) to denote O:
MWdo 1.26 he [deofol] tihte paera Iudeiscra manna
heortan to Cristes siege [ = 'to the slaying of Christ'] |
Sh John H I . 1.106 our oppression [ = 'the oppression
of us'] | H m l I. 5.24 Reuenge his foule and most vnnaturah murther | H 6 A I. 2.108 I burn with thy desire
[= 'desire for thee'] [ C y m b H I . 4.190 Least ... I be
suspected of your carriage [ = 'of carrying you'] from
the court | H m l IV. 5.80 and he most violent author
Of his owne iust remoue [ = 'his being removed'] | Tro
IV. 3.2 the hour prefixt Of her deliuerie to this vahant
Greeke | W i v H . 2.259 a thousand other her defences |
Sheridan 333 [a surgeon] should get the more credit by
bis cure [ = 'by curing him'] | Goldsm V 1.30 attempting
her rescue | Hope Z 163 His rescue was one of the objects of the expedition | Austen M 20 reheved from the
expense of her support | Bronte V 427 a lesson's remission | Kipling K 295 m y description [ = 'a description of me'] is in his hand | Galsw F S 265 H e sat ruminating over his rebuff | Maxwell Ch Night 280 Your
wishes are always m y commands [ = 'commands given
to me'] | Mackenzie C 359 Jenny read the full history
of her proposed adoption [ = 'of the proposal to adopt
her'] | Locke H B 200 King Constantine, whose sufferance for so long on the Greek throne is still a mystery
to the plain Briton.
Idea m a y be considered a kind of nexus-substantive;
his idea is generahy S 2 X, but m a y occasionahy be 0 2 X
(='the thought of):
Burns 1.122 Her dear idea brings rehef And solace
to m y heart | Di D 440 loving Dora. Her idea was m y
refuge in disappointment and distress.
Generahy with of: the idea of good, etc. | the idea of it!
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7.6i. Of may be used with either S or O: the survival
of thefittest| the s. of death (e. g. Dickinson, Immortality 51) | W h a t is the use of teachers? | A manual for
the use of teachers.
Charge is used with both S and O : to leave children
in charge of a nurse or a nurse in charge of the children.
"The latter is the more recent use" ( N E D ) | H e placed
the teacher in charge of the class | he placed the class
under the charge of the teacher | Butler Er 113 the two
jailors in charge of him | NJacob G 92 H e left his son
in charge of the capable nurse w h o had looked after
him for the past two years.—With a genitive: Bronte
V 9 he would leave her [a child] in a servant's charge |
put the sum down to m y charge.
In (within) sight of m a y be used = 'capable of seeing', or 'capable of being seen by'.
7.62. X of 0.
With of the presumption is in favour of 0 ; this goes
back to very early times:
A R 106 uor pe luue of him | Malory 138 not for the
ioue of h y m but for the Ioue of Accolon.
Modern examples:
Sh H 4 A I. 1.84 by looking on the praise of him |
Ado I. 1.237 Thou wast euer an obstinate heretique in
the despight of Beautie [ = 'in despising beauty'] | H 4 A
IH. 3.12 villanous company hath beene the spoyle of
m e | Spect 106 Sir Roger was proceeding in the character of him [ = 'characterizing him'] | ib at sight of the
good old knight | Austen P 1 a single m a n in possession
of a good fortune must be fn want of a wife | Di D 44
she was disabled by the wrongs of her sex from wearing
whiskers | Swinburne L 28 always deep in love of his
wife and admiration of her mother | Merriman S 216
she seemed to be alternating between hatred of this
m a n and love of him | McCarthy 2.610 the surrender to
Russia of the Bessarabian territory | Haggard She 8
women hated the sight of m e (also Galsw F S 535) |
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Thack P 2.315 it'll be the ruin of me (also Ward M
107) | Stevenson J H F 52 Shocking murder of an M . P.
| Shaw 1.63 I insist upon the withdrawal of that expression | she stood in awe of her mother | Kitty stood
in no fear of her.
Of before a clause Beresford G 131 he was planning
the recountal to Evelyn of how he had entered upon
his new hfe.
In the following cases, in would nowadays be preferred to of: Swift 3.62 the disbelief of a divine providence | Cowper L 1.228 establishing the belief of a
purgatory.
The 0 of a nexus-substantive m a y be an infinitival
nexus: Walton A 140 I have had from some chimical
man an affirmation of them to be very advantageous
X pO(SI). Cf. 18.8X.
7.6s. X of S.
But of m a y also stand before a subject, thus of course
in those cases in which a genitive is avoided: he did
not deserve the love of his parents | he incurred the
displeasure of his chief | the cures of some doctors are
marvellous | the approval of whoever knew him.
Note the difference between
an impartial estimate of Tennyson (O) and
an impartial estimate of Tennyson's (S), and between
he was overcome by admiration of his friend (0) and
he was overcome by the admiration of his friend (S).
7.64. X by S.
S with by, chiefly, but not exclusively with transitive
verbs; in most cases the S is a personal agent:
Cowper L 2.381 I have seen a translation by Hobbes
... because the translation of Hobbes has at least this
recommendation | Mackenzie S 1.145 there were cheers
for the victors by the vanquished | Ellis Early EPron.
1.224 the pronunciation actually in use by [ = 'used by']
the actors | McCarthy 2.332 that immemorial object of
desire, the government by the wise and good | Dreiser
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AT 1.145 the danger of discovery by the police | NP
1925 documents supphed by the Soviet Government
... M a n y of them were prepared for use by [ = 'for the
use of] the Soviet Government itself | N P 1918 the
prohibition of night work by w o m e n and children |
N P 1923 the unconditional adherence by the United
States to the League of Nations ... to propose the
entrance by their government into the League.
7.65. S with preposition other than of or by.
In certain cases we have from: he feared an attack
from the German army | kisses from his wife soon
restored his cheerfulness | she bore these reproaches
from her sister-in-law.
7.6s. X p O .
I add a few miscellaneous examples showing various
prepositions to denote the O of nexus-substantives:

love, dislike, hatred, etc.: Congreve 296 I have no m
love for your daughter than I have likeness of you
(cf. ib 295 love to) J B y D J 3.55 an ardent love for
peace (but ib 3,56 A love of music) | Austen M 108
a love of the theatre, an itch for acting | Di D o 69
he had even a dislike, at such times, to the company
of W . | Chesterton B 99 the hunger for bread, the
love of woman, the love of children, the desire for
immortal life | Merriman S 65 she is full of sympathy
and pity for these people | W e h s CI 521 an intense
hatred for her husband ... her hatred of him.
appetite, desire, etc.: Swinburne L 11 the appetite of
doing good | ib 12 this inherited appetite for goodness | Spencer E d 3 the desire of approbation overrides the desire for warmth and convenience (see also
Austen M 108 and Chesterton B 99 above).
admiration, disregard, contempt, etc.: Swinburne L 28
(above 7.62) | Bronte V 213 with such utter disregard
to the convenience of ah around | Wells J P 90 to cloak
a very keen hostility and contempt for the clergy |
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Merriman S 63 he cultivated a fine contempt for that
august body | Austen M 72 in everything but a value
for E d m o n d [obs.; = 'a valuation of'].
Others: an organized attack on the Government | N P
savage attacks on w o m e n | Bronte V 42 a civil answer
to a sensible question | in obedience to orders.
As of is not used before an infinitive, and only exceptionally before a that-cla,use, the O m a y in such cases
be added immediately to the nexus-substantive. Cf. vol.
H I 2.7.
The desire, inchnation, permission, intention, temptation, need, pleasure, promise, to see her | the supposition, assertion, behef, that he had run away.
Cf. also desirous to see her (13.62).
7.7i. Active and Passive Sense.
A nexus-substantive m a y be considered active when
the S is indicated, and passive when the O only is indicated. If neither is indicated the sense m a y be said
to be neutral to the distinction of active and passive;
see, e. g. marriage is a dangerous affair ( = 'marrying,
or being married'). This applies with special weight to
substantives corresponding to the verbs mentioned in
vol. Ill 16.4 (change, end, etc.).
7.72. In some cases the meaning is distinctly passive,
thus often after need and want: Bronte V 304 the revival needs confirmation | Di D 112 the many respects
in which you need improvement | Things needing explanation (^ these things need explaining) | Austen
M 47 I never saw a place that wanted so much improvement | Locke G P 174 A w o m a n wanted wooing, not
neglect.
Cf. the use of ing (9.28).
(But he wants, needs a drink: active.)
Other cases of passive sense: it was in the process
of solution | Collins W 335 without the danger of immediate discovery and pursuit | ib 5 alter m e to myself
almost past recognition | this thing is in demand | the
Jespersen, Modern English Grammar. V.
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bridge is under repair | he is on trial, under suspic
under arrest.
In the Morphology volume w e shah consider the
various ways in which nexus-substantives enter into
compounds with their S or O.
Secondaries and Tertiaries
7.8i. W h a t with a verb would be a tertiary (subjunct)
becomes normally a secondary (adjunct) with a nexussubstahtive, hence the adjectival form is used, cf. vol.
II '12.2: shifted subjunct-adjuncts and AnalSynt 20.2.
Thus (the doctor arrived speedily): the speedy arrival
of the doctor 2(3) X pS; (he denied her wordsflatly):his
flat denial of her words; (it is exceedingly difficult):
Defoe R 2.25 an exceeding difficulty. Vol. H 12.24,25
has examples like: his utter detestation of it | with
perfect ease | m y comparative insignificance ) his
thorough knowledge, etc.
Cf. also Bacon A 2.3 our rare admission of strangers |
Sh H m l I. 2.18 Holding a weake supposall of our worth.
O n the use offirstsee vol. IV 5.9.
7.82. In those cases, however, in which there is no
adjectival form available corresponding to an adverb,
this form must be used with a nexus-substantive. This
is particularly frequent with adverbs of place: our stay
here S 2 X 2(3):
Ch P F 694 at hirflightaway | Sh H 4 A IV. 4.16 with
O w e n Glendower's absence thence | H m l V. 2.227 I wih
forestall their repaire hither | Gent H I . 1.160 for thy
departure hence | Eastw 442 excuses for m y stay behinde | Defoe P 77 make sallies out | Fielding T 1.7
his return home | Cowper L 2.385 Y o u say nothing
lately of your intended journey our w a y | Austen M
216 in m y ride home | Di N 500 by the prudent disposal
here and there of certain ornaments | Seeley E 60 the
constant movement of the population westward | James
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S 52 by the presence there of that lady | to save up
troops for use elsewhere | travels abroad.
With regard to the quotation A m r N P 1927 "The death,
recently, of Professor Vilhehn Thomsen has caused deep regret" Cohinson writes: I might write that, but others would
prefer the adjective.

7.83. Similarly with longer subjuncts:
Cowper L 2.379 gratified with an arm-in-arm appearance with you in public | Bennett A 203 the existence
somewhere in the precincts of a dead body | the murder
in Paris of his brother | Russeh E d 215 This is the result
of hfe exclusively in towns: X pS(X 2 3 2(pl)).
7.84. W e have also adverbs of time, and even longer
subjuncts of time, combined in the same way with
nexus-substantives:
Fielding T 4.296 as you value your continuance a
moment longer in m y service | N P 1937 the visit this
week of King Victor Emmanuel ... m a y have considerable pohtical significance | N P 1937 The publication
last week of correspondence between ... || (NP) the
drama culminated in the murder of a harmless husband, late one evening, beneath the gaslamps of a prim
suburban street.
7.85. This leads to free combinations of nexus-substantives in which the circumstances connected with the
action are expressed: in some of these the addition may
even be considered an appositum to the S or 0; cf.
life alone vol. II 12.29.
Galsw S w 44 the disappearance one by one of all the
httle, old Banks | Mackenzie C 72 W h a t could be more
exciting than the entrance, one by one, of the ...
musicians | Sitwell M 109 [it] resulted in the formation,
httle by httle, of a group in the lounge | Dreiser F 323
In connection with their social adjustment, one to the
other | ib 35 he remembered ... the importance of it
sociahy to Ethelberta | Williams N 231 the adoption,
frankly and honourably, of the role of a potential second
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Mr. Baynes || Galsw F M 58 That wretched girl said
something of our hfe together | Cronin C 80 their happiness together | Wells B 107 we thought the walk
alone might do him good || Dreiser F 96 Davies realized
that in his absence writing a new turn had been given
to things | N P 1930 the Kaiser's desertion and condemnation unheard of his friend [Eulenburg] affords further
evidence of that lack of moral courage which was to
prove his own undoing.
7.86. But it should be noticed that similar free additions are found with substantives that cannot be
termed nexus-substantives, as there is no exactly corresponding verb:
This is the servant's evening out (a set phrase, which
might perhaps be symbolized l2* 12 m *, cf. AnalSynt 3.8)
| Bronte V 216 a week of evenings-out would not have
made m e a shade paler | Golding S D 449 It was not
her idea of a night out | Sayers U n n D 137 It's only
m y second time out | Bell Prec Pore. 150 it was Ann's
afternoon in | Bromfield M o d H 280 to help Irma with
the milking, for it was Carel's night in town | Lewinsohn Defeated 253 They had dinners out | he sat there
in his few hours off duty | Kennedy C N 147 the prospect
of an afternoon alone with his lady (also ib 180) | Walpole Cp 86 Ourfirsttime together alone | Lewinsohn
Defeated 236 He, too, valued their Sundays alone together | Mason R 153 their day together had remained
vividly in his thoughts | Bromfield M o d H 299 In their
years together he had been sullen and selfish | Wells
Blw 138 this surely was m y last night ahve | A correspondent in The Amr. Mercury Jan. 1926 asks for the
grammatical analysis of away in That year away from
home was unique in m y experience so far || N P 1937
they are typical letters home of an enthusiastic undergraduate | Wells V 7 She made up her mind in the train
home || a way out || Sh Mids IV. 1.166 this purpose
hither [ = 'to come hither'] to this wood.
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On* combinations hke thy home return \ my hence departure, etc., in which the adverb is placed before the
nexus-substantive (and the whole m a y be considered a
kind of compound) see vol. II 14.941; ib 14.942 on the
difference between downwards and downward progress,
and 12.271 on my often rumination, etc.
Nexus-Substantives. Appendix

7.9. Nexus-substantives are very often used to denote
something other than nexus proper, namely
(1) concretely, something produced by the act: a construction — 'building', a publication = 'thing published',
— o r characterized by the quahty: a beauty — 'beautiful
thing or person' (ah the beauties of the village), realities
— 'real things', the chief authority on church history,
she was the pride of the country and the delight of
everybody, a youth, afilth(Sh = 'nasty woman'), he is
a strong personality, cf. Mencken A L 3 35 a hospitahty
which often admits novelties for the mere sake of their
novelty.
Sometimes the concrete signification becomes so habitual that a new "abstract" (nexus-substantive) is formed:
acquaintanceship, relationship: Bosw 1.419 After death
... they talk of our meeting our relations: but then
all relationship is dissolved.
(2) a concrete thing connected somehow with the
quahty: he gained a scholarship of £ 200.
(3) Here we m a y mention the use in titles: Your
Majesty, his excellency, his worship, a justice of th
peace, and combinations like he is all mirth (vol. II
17.58).
(4) cohectively, a group of persons characterized in
this way: all the nobility were assembled, ancestry, a
conspiracy, the priesthood, Christianity = 'ah Christians',
N P 1924 Our manhood and our womanhood must be
educated up to the standard of knowledge which will
enable them to pass judgment. Cf. vol. II 4.94 on youth.
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Chapter VHI

The Gerund. Substantival Nature
8.I1. "Ing" is used here as a comprehensive technical term for those Enghsh forms which from a syntactical point of view must be considered as two different things, a gerund and a participle ("first participle",
generahy cahed "present participle").
O n the forms end (and others with nd) and ing see
Morphology.
The analytic symbol for the ing as gerund is G, as
a participle Y , see Analytic Syntax Ch. 2.
8.12. The gerund and participle offer so m a n y different problems that it is no wonder they have been dealt
with in a good m a n y grammatical books and papers.
The following are those I have found most useful:
A. Erdmann, Essay on the History and Modern Use
of the Verbal Form in -ing. Stockholm 1871.
R. Blume, Ueber den ursprung und die entwicklung des
gerundiums im enghschen. Jena diss. 1880.
H. Weyhe, Zu den altenghschen verbalabstracten. Hahe
1911.
G. O. Curme, History of the Enghsh Gerund. EStn 45.
349ff.,cf. also Anglia 38.1 ff. (Einenkel), 491 ff.
and 39.270ff.(Curme), and M . Callaway, The Origin
of the Gerund, Klaeber Festschrift 32 ff. (against
Curme).
G. Ch. van Langenhove, O n the Origin of the Gerund
in Enghsh, Gand 1925, deals chiefly with O E and
M E forms and thus fahs outside this volume. In the
very full bibliography (10 pages!) the above-named
books by Erdmann, Blume, and W e y h e are not found.
F. Mosse, Histoire de la Forme Periphrastique itre +
participe present. I—II. Paris 1938.
In this chapter we have exclusively to do with those
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employments of the ing in which it is clearly a gerun
see ch. X X I I on the participle.
8.I3. Like other nexus-substantives (see above 7.9)
ings m a y in m a n y instances be used to denote something else than nexus proper.
(1) concretely: beginning, ending (a novel with a
happy ending), opening, blessing, warning, the meaning
of a word, wedding; a thing produced by -ing: building,
drawing, leavings, savings, shaving, (newspaper-)cutting,
carvings, steel-filings, deservings 'what a m a n deserves'
(Sh often), Harraden Sh 109 her paltry winnings, having 'what one has', e. g. Sh T w H I . 4.379.
Note knitting in two senses: Di D 531 Mrs Heep had
asked permission to bring herself and her knitting near
thefire,in that room | ib 532 Mrs Heep resumed her
knitting ... Next day the knitting and watching began
again.
O n the difference between singular writing and plural
writings see vol. H 4.62.
(2) instrument, means of -ing: covering, a clergyman's
living, -p&ipeT-hangings, Kipl J 2.118 they are very good
eating,firing'fuel' Sh T p H . 2.185.
(3) what -s: the happenings of life, Di P 609 pretty
goings on, his belongings.
(4) cohectively: following 'a body of followers'.
8.14. There is a hvely competition between ings and
other nexus-substantives; in some but not in ah cases
it is possible to indicate more or less exactly the difference between the two formations. The short form
(sb = vb) often denotes a single action, ing a general
habit or tendency:
H e went out for a row : he goes in for rowing.
H e gave her a kiss : he objects to kissing in pubhc.
In the afternoon I like a smoke and a read : smoking
and reading. Darwin says in one of his letters: T have
just finished, after several reads, your paper'; this implies that he did not read it from beginning to end at
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one sitting; if he had written 'after several readings
he would have implied that he had read it through
several times.
Teh a lie : lying is sinful.
Cf. also smell: smelling, taste : tasting, touch : touch
sight : seeing (but hearing corresponds to both these
words), mend : mending, feel: feeling, the end of a story:
a happy ending (but beginning corresponding to both).
The build of a house and the make of a machine are
different from the building of the house and the making
of the machine. The sit of a coat m a y sometimes be
spoilt at one sitting, and w e speak of dressing, not of
dress, in connexion with a salad, etc. The enormous
development of these convenient differentiations belongs to the most recent period of the language.
8.I5. Act(ion): acting, as in N P : "From m y actions,
sir, you wouldn't take m e for an actor?"—"No, nor
from your acting either!" [special sense!].
Dance : dancing, as in Walpole D W 52 The second
dance came ... The dancing [ = manner of dancing]
was not of the very best.
Laugh, laughter : laughing, as in L a m b E 1.130 H e
has some speculative notions against laughter, and wih
maintain that laughing is not natural to him.
Thought : thinking, as in Pope 238 with too much
thinking to have c o m m o n thought | Ballard Thought
and Language 191 thinking must go on until the
thoughts are clear and coherent | to m y thinking.
Belief : believing, as in Loweh 320 I m a y cah Their
belief a believing in nothing at ah.
The hunt = the m e n participating in the hunting.
A meet (especiahy in the sporting world) : a meeting
(more general sense).
Life : living, as in Browning 1.275 H o w good is man's
life, the mere hving | Stevenson V P 162 w e do not,
properly speaking, have hfe at ah, but living | id M
101 that is the object of long living, that m a n should
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cease to care about life. Living often is = 'the mean
of living', esp. 'an ecclesiastical benefice'.
Love : loving, Mannin W 123 she didn't know anything at ah about love and loving: what exactly is the
distinction ?
Death is the accomphshed fact (— having died, being
dead), dying rather the preparation (cf. is dying vol.
IV 14.3), see Kingsley H 237 'And why should m a n
fear death?'—'Ahem! No, not death, of course; but the
act of dying' | Locke SJ 183 Death is nothing; it is
dying that is such a nuisance.
Tale : telling, as in The tale lost much in the telling j
N P 1902 There is strength alike in the tale and in the
telling.
Substantival Nature of the Gerund
8.16. The gerund in the following syntactic respects
is (or m a y be) treated exactly like any other nexussubstantive :
(1) it can be the subject, predicative, or object of a
sentence, also the regimen ("object") of a preposition.
(2) it can form a plural.
(3) it can form a genitive.
(4) it can be used with a definite and indefinite article.
(5) it can take other adjuncts.
(6) it can have a subject and an object with it in the
same way as other nexus-substantives (genitive,
preposition).
(7) it can enter into compounds.
But there has been for centuries a growing tendency
to treat the gerund syntactically like thefiniteverbal
forms, thus
(1) by using adverbs freely with it.
(2) by forming a perfect.
(3) by forming a passive, also a perfect passive.
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(4) by taking an object without a preposition.
(5) by taking a subject without a preposition.
(6) by being preceded by there as 'lesser subject'.
The development by which the gerund has acquired
more and more of the syntactic characteristics of the
verb has been very gradual and has been furthered by
the formal identity of the gerund and the participle.
The whole thing is a perfectly natural consequence of
native English conditions, and there is hardly any need
for invoking foreign influence to any great extent
(French: Einenkel; Keltic: Preusler IF 56. 179 ff.).
W e shah now deal with these things separately.
8.2i. Examples of the use of the gerund as subject
and object, wih be found in a great number throughout
the following pages (see also Analytic Syntax 19); in
the following chapters on the infinitive the boundaries
between gerund and infinitive wih be discussed.
It is perhaps worth noting that the n o w current phrase
cannot help -ing is not yet found in Sh, Mi, Pope (a,ocording to Concordances); N E D has examples from 1711
on.
As an indirect object the gerund is not frequent, but
m a y be found; Sonnenschein has an example: Give
truth-telling a chance.
In the c o m m o n phrase it is no use crying (on your,
or you crying see below 9.72) it is the lesser (or preparatory) subject and the gerund the subject proper, s V P
(2nl) S(G); but there is an alternative construction (chiefly
Irish) with there: Shaw T T 282 there's no use m y staying here | Moore E W 106 if they were ah hke her there'd
be very httle use our coming here | ib 135 there was
no use thinking of them | Christie Cards 49 there is no
good shirking it: 3/s V P(2nl) S(GO).
8.22. A gerund m a y be the predicative of a sentence,
thus in the familiar "That's talking!" = 'Now you're
saying something that I approve of (e. g. Stevenson
J H F 81). Further examples:
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Gay BP 57 this is carrying the joke a httle too far |
Defoe G 16 This is granting as much as can be demanded | Goldsm V 1.128 it would be giving a sanction to
adultery | id 613 would not that be usurping an authority
that more properly belongs to yourself? | ib 620 this
was going to the fountain-head at once | Quincey 299
if that is not being virtuous, I should be glad to know
what is | Maugham P 41 He's far and away the best
bridge player in the Club. That's not saying very much
| Galsw SS 256 I don't know that I'm shocked by
anything.—That would be being stuffy, wouldn't it ? |
Shaw A 187 Making hfe means making trouble.
Gerunds m a y occur as either part of a simple nexusobject:
I cah that talking! S V 0(S 2 P(G)) | I consider giving to beggars (as) highly immoral | Sh H 4 A H . 4.16
they cah drinking deepe, dying scarlet | Sheridan 255
I think being a standing jest for ah one's acquaintance
a very happy situation | Trelawny R 31 [Byron:] D o
you cah getting fat looking weh, as if I were a hog?
| Shaw T T 54 Y o u dont cah being an invahd living,
do you?
Note the infinitive as S and the gerund as P in B y
D J 4.66 if ye could cah to be so being S V 0(S2(I 3)
P(G)).
8.23. A gerund is very frequent after worth (R, see
AnalSynt Ch. 11).
Sh T w II. 2.16 If it bee worth stooping for | ib m .
4.328 heefindesthat now scarce to bee worth talking
of (also Cy II. 4.68) | Austen P 193 Stupid m e n are the
only ones worth knowing | Tennyson 183 we should
find the land Worth seeing | Benson D B 120 this was
a moment worth living for.
After like: Shaw T T 72 Nothing succeeds like lying |
Seeing this was hke witnessing thefifthact of a tragedy.
But there is a different use of like in the idiomatic
phrase: I felt hke crying (felt as if I were going to cry,
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felt inchned to cry): Collingwood R 320 his horses wer
an admirable pair, and looked like going | M a u g h a m PI
2.321 I guess I shan't feel much like writing.
8.24. As the regimen of a preposition the gerund is
generahy preferred to the infinitive. The phenomenon
is so famihar that a bare enumeration is sufficient except
in very few cases.
About: he talked about leaving.—On about to leave see
14.2.
Above: he is not above advertising himself.
After saying this, he sat down.
Against: I must caution you against trusting him.
At: he was annoyed at discovering this.
Before leaving the country.
Besides being dangerous it was stupid.
Between laughing and crying.
By: he succeeded by working hard.
For: a taste for travelling | there are m a n y reasons for
suspecting him | Goldsm V 1.43 I was instantly for
returning | Sterne 23 M y father was for having the
man-mid-wife | Maugham Alt 254 I'm ah for having
a good time with the girls out here | Austen P 274
she is a great fool for getting away, if she liked him.
From: his feet were sore from walking | M a u g h a m Alt
1509 sometimes she could not help herself from being
a trifle sharp with Neil (rare, cf. 14.34).
In: engaged in collecting proofs | Bronte P 1 The other
day, in looking over m y papers, I found the following letter | Sh C y m b V. 5.212 ah the vihaines past, in
being [ = present], to come | afleetin being [alive].
Into: he talked himself into beheving this nonsense.
Near: Stevenson K 248 Again she came near sobbing.
Of: fond of reading | instead of going | Steme M 1.24
I was within an ace of saying nine hundred years.
On seeing me, he exclaimed | I complimented him on
passing his examination.—On reduced to a [a] see
below 8.2s.
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Past: Stevenson K 302 that's past praying for (common).
Since parting from her.
To, see under Infinitive.
Towards: This speech did much towards conciliating the
opposition.
Upon opening the door.
With: tired with walking.
Without waiting for a reply.
8.25. One of the prepositions most often used with
the* ing as its regimen is on, often shortened into a [e],
and as the combination on (a) + gerund often means
nearly the same thing as the participle, a good deal
of vacihation between this combination and the bare
ing has taken place, see vol. IV 12 and below under
the Participle. As an interesting consequence we must
note the illiterate use of the a-form where the mere
gerund is meant:
Sketchley Cleopatra 19 and a precious good job their
a-sending on [ = of] 'im to Ollerway [= Hohoway] |
ib 57 as to your not a-sleeping | Orig. Engl. 41 coz
[= because] of the boards a moving | Thenks 55 instid
uv a-'ittin' uv the bah.
8.26. Gerunds are frequent after as, than: This is as
good as (better than) going to the play | Maxweh F 11
further than gratefully admiring him, Bowen felt very
fond of him.
In recent times the combination as well as is .not
infrequently treated as a preposition with a gerund =
'besides', e. g. in Benson D B 243 as you're a Trinity
scholar as well as being captain of the eleven | Maxweh F 161 she governed as well as presiding | id M L
36 As weh as being unwashed, the girl seemed thickheaded | id B Y 103 he loathed Yorke, as well as fearing
him (also ib 92, 132, 216).
In a similar way Williams N 14 Major Morgan never,
as a matter of fact, got so far as going.
8.3i. A plural of a gerund is found—apart from those
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obvious instances in which the gerund is no longer a
nexus-substantive, but, an ordinary concrete substantive (see 8.18)—in cases like these (note especiahy those
in which there is a supplementary adverb):
Ch F 285—6 Swich subtil loking and dissimulinges
For drede of jalouse mennes aperceyvinges | Marlowe
F IV. 4 hast thou any comings in ? Ay, and goings out
too | Austen M 148 doing the lookings on, at your ease |
Di P 410 after several droppings asleep, and fallings
forward towards the bars, and catchings backward ...
Mr. Dowler made up his mind | id N 34 none of those illjudged comings home twice a year | id D 793 in the
course of our goings to and fro | Thack V 73 ah his
outgoings and incomings | Tennyson 105 She sleeps,
her breathings are not heard.
8.32. The genitive of a gerund is naturally rare, because as a general rule only words denoting persons
are used in the genitive. I have no examples except
before sake: W a r d F 289 fond of managing for managing's sake | Morley Diderot 171 when w e read only for
reading's sake (more often for the sake of -ing).
8.3s. The gerund can be used with the indefinite
and the definite article. A c o m m o n phrase is have a
liking for, expanded in Quincey 52 I also had a deadly
liking (perhaps a morbid liking) for sohtude.
The definite article is frequent in the combination
in (during) the -ing: Mi A 46 opinion in good m e n is
but knowledge in the making | Hope Ch 239 a feeling
that, not vulgar in itself, seemed to become vulgar in
the telling | Kiphng J 2.22 the tale has not lost fat in
the telling.
Here it should be noted that the subject implied in
the gerund is not the subject of the sentence itself (or
we might say that the gerund has a passive import);
the same is true of some indications of a very short
time as: in the twinkling of an eye | Goldsm 648 I'll be
with you in the squeezing of a lemon.
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A frequent phrase is this is yours for the asking, i.e
the only thing required is that you ask for it: Scott
(NED) A lass that m a y be had for the asking | Huxley
L 1.58 remarkable facts were to be had for the picking up | M a x w e h F 126 Prosperity was his for the
grasping | Oppenheim Pawns Count 142 China's hers
[Japan's] for the taking.
After worth, the is frequent: Di D o 4 a something
which was weh worth the having | Thack N 237 not
because the conversations are worth the remembering
or recording | Kiphng D W 23 everything that made a
hard hfe worth the living.
Other examples of the before the gerund: Caxton R
29 he coude not lete the lokyng after the polayll | Austen
M 65 I quite dreaded the coming home again | Kiphng J 2.187 the sitting still is the hardest work an
Innuit knows | Lawrence L 33 The being thwarted made
her more determined | It was Mary who did the talking.
Below m a n y examples wih be given of the + gerund
+ object (obsolescent without of, now usuahy with of).
8.34. The gerund can be used with other adjuncts:
Ch F 305 swich wondring was ther on this hors |
Havelok 2684 per was swilk dreping of the folk | Caxton
R 43 as sone as this speking was done | Sh Oth IV.
2.45 A n instrument of this your calling backe | R 2 III.
1.4 With too much vrging your pernitious hues.
A frequent idiomatic type is "there is no—ing":
A R 288 pet ter nis non wi&sigginge [— there is no
refusing] | Wycl. Mat. 22.23 there is no rysyng a3ein
| BJo 3.41 there is no enjoying this world without thee
| Sh Ado III. 2.40 If he bee not in Ioue with some woman,
there is no beleeuing old signes | there is no denying
it | there is no disputing about tastes.
Formerly also it is no . .. : Marlowe E 904 it is no
dealing with him now | Sh Gent IV. 4.71 'tis no trusting
to yond foolish lout.
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8.35. Descriptive adjectives with gerunds are what
in vol. II 12.2 were termed shifted subjunct-adjuncts:
(he) runs rapidly becomes (his) rapid running. Examples
of this 2(3)G:
Ch B 2022 thurgh his fair berynge | Caxton R 110
to m e thou losest thy swete floytyng | Sh H m l H . 2.4
The neede we haue to vse you did prouoke Our hastie
sending | ib IV. 3.8 T h u sodaine sending him away
must seeme Deliberate pause | Bunyan P 180 a note of
directions about the way, for our more sure finding
therof | Defoe R 7 the judgment of Heaven for my
wicked leaving m y father's house | Kingsley Y 42 Between rheumatism and constant handling the rod and
gun | forgive m y plain speaking | pubhc speaking.
Cf. the following instances in which the adjective
and the adverb have the same form: Caxton R 91 for
his lowde cryyng we bote him to death | Thack P 3.1
after long frequenting her society | Tennyson 135 his
long wooing her.
O n the use of adverbs with gerunds see 8.62 and 9.1,
Object of the Gerund
8.4i. The use of a genitive (possessive) was frequent
in O E , e. g. Oros 17.35 to eacan pses landes sceawunge |
Cura P 170.21 daere raedinge & leornunge haligra gewrita | Beda 1.5 buton aenigre are sceawunge.—It is
rare in M o d E , and is there generahy found with personal (possessive) pronouns only, as in Sh Lr I. 1.24
there was good sport at his making | R 3 IV. 3.53 I
wih take order for her keeping close | Defoe R 325
never was any thing so unpleasant as it was to m e to
wear such cloaths at theirfirstputting on | Di D 111
I was held to be necessary to m y mother's training |
Thack N 771 they were eager after his undoing | Graves
IC 190 this generosity of heart would of course be his
undoing O 2 G (note the difference from his doing S 8 G).
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8.42. The preposition of serves to mark the object
of a gerund. This was the regular construction in M E ,
and is frequent even in M o d E . I shahfirstgive examples
in which an adjective shows the substantival character
of the ing:
Ch F 243 they speken of sondry harding of metal |
Sh Ven 915 another hcking of his wound | R u F 25 only
by direct doing of these three things | Vachell H 153
the appetite for reckless breaking of the law.
After the indefinite article: L a m b R 7 rustics never
passed them without a bow or a pulling off of the hat |
Spencer F 98 an overwhelming defeat of the party in
power and a thrusting of them aside by the opposition.
8.43. After the definite article the ©/-construction has
always been frequent; since the beginning of the 19th c.
it has been the construction required by native grammarians. Examples:
LondE 74 for the refresshing of vs and our said
hoost | Caxton R 54 so glad was he of the makyng of
this pees | More U 252 in the buildinge of their houses
[2nd ed. the omitted] | Eastw 495 hoarce with the often
repeating of it | Sh H m l in. 3.85 To take him in the
purging of his soule | Bacon A 23.6 instituting that
house for the finding out of the true nature of all
things | Mi A 7 Neither is it recorded that the writings
of those old Comedians were supprest, though the acting
of them were forbid. Plato commended the reading of
Aristophanes | Swift T 78 what related to the wearing
of their coats | Goldsm V 1.36 our gooseberry wine;
for the making of which we had lost neither the receipt
nor the reputation | Di D 82 the hearing of ah this
outlasted the banquet some time | Thack N 641 since
the telling of those littlefibs| Meredith T 71 she became
almost reconciled to the not seeing of the noble actor |
Hope R 189 he imitated the putting of a noose about
a man's throat | Russeh E d 111 In the ordinary English upper-class family, the killing of birds is considered
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highly creditable, and the killing of men in war is re
garded as the noblest of professions | Galsw F S 258 She
was not accustomed to be afraid of asking questions—
ah organisation was based on the asking of questions!
|| Gissing H 131 The two points ... were the keeping
clean of her room and the decent preparation of her
meals.
A special case is the use of have the —ing of = 'have
the power of —ing', as in Marlowe F (1616) 1172 [an
ape] let m e haue the carrying of him about | Sh Tro
II. 1.30 I would ... I had the scratching of thee |
Congreve 235 they love to have the spoiling of a young
thing | Swinburne L 78 I never can beheve that she
reahy had the bringing up of Amicia in her own hands
| G E A 415 if the chaff-cutter had the making of us,
we should be ah straw.
Another speeial use is seen in Austen M 267 your
marrying early m a y be the saving of you [ = what wih
save you; also e. g. Stevenson D 91, id T 41, Bennett
L R 272] | Ridge G 176 it wih certainly be the making
of you (also Shaw M s 41, Galsw Ca 149, Hankin 2.153).
In the plural: Kipling L 240 there are the makings of
a veryfineprig in you | Carpenter C 97 Are there not
also in every m a n the makings of a universal consciousness.
8.44. After this and that the object with of is regular:
this (that) knitting of his brow was typical of John.
After no: Sh H 8 I. 3.43 For sure there's no conuerting of 'em | Meredith E 137 there was no reading either
of her or the mystery.
But the direct object without of is here more frequent,
see 9.33.
8.45. The object with of is found after a possessive
pronoun indicating the subject (thus S 2 G p O ; note
in the quotation from Bunyan the adverb thus, which
indicates the verbal rather than the substantival conception: Ch T 5.1833 And thus bigan his lovinge of
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Criseyde | (Sh?) E 3 I. 1.125 informde Of your withdrawing of your army back | Bunyan G 47 in m y thus
considering of other men's sins, and comparing of them
with mine own | Hope R 124 among the sins of Rupert
I did not assign the greatest place to his killing of the
king | James S 43 the deep domestic drama of their
casting of lots (thus several times in James) | Wells
M a 2.262 their elaborate planning-out of a new life.
8.46. Finahy we have the ©/-construction after a
gerund which is not preceded by any such adjunct;
here of is nowadays considerably rarer than in former
times:
Ch C 874 to swynke In caryinge of the gold out of
that place (also A 569, H F 306, E 162, etc.) | Caxton
R 28 without bowyng of your legges | More U 219 by
pryntynge of bookes | Marlowe F 1475 Rend not m y
heart for naming of m y Christ | id E 567 enrowle his
name For purging of the realme of such a plague |
Bacon A 41.14 meanes of producing of hght | Bunyan
P 56 I thank you for receiving of m e | Swift J 175
This way of journal is the worst in the world for writing of news | Fielding T 4.24 his skill in gaining of
women | Bosw 2.93 if a physician were to take to eating of horse-flesh | Carlyle H 3 Answering of this question is giving us the soul of the history | Di D o 415
[vg] as to giving of you up | Collingwood R 290 sacrifice themselves in fasting and wearing of camels'-hair
coats.
8.47. The gerund followed by of m a y be formed from
a composite verbal expression (in AnalSynt denoted
Gw):
Maugham C 70 Emily was aflightyyoung thing, and
Mary-Ann didn't know whatever would become of m e
if she had the looking after of m e | Moore E W 202
Esther was sorry that anyone but herself should have
the looking after of that dear kind soul. (Wells M a 2.262
above 8.45).
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8.48. Of before a nexus-object is dealt with in the
general chapter about such dependent nexuses. Note
Masterman in N P 1923 B y ragging and bullying I mean
the making of life almost intolerable [G pO(S 2 3 P)]
to a certain type of boy. Of is rare and hardly natural
before an infinitival nexus (an accusative with infinitive), as in Galsw F S 119 She was spared the watching
of the branches jut out | Doyle S 3.143 thefirstpoint
is the making of Mycroft write a declaration.
8.49. In very rare cases an indirect object is connected
with the gerund by means of the preposition of; an
Enghsh friend qualified m y last quotation as "horrid
Enghsh altogether": Hart Orthogr. 1569.71 (rewritten
in ordinary spelling) Quintihan's order touching teaching of childer [ = children] their letters | Bunyan G 10
She also would be often telling of m e , what a godly
m a n her father was | Punch [q] There's this Irishman
here been a telhn of you 'ow wrong it is | Poweh, American Anthropologist 1900. 625 words m a y have figurate
meanings. The giving of words figurate meanings is
founded on the concomitancy of properties.
Subject of the Gerund
Genitive (Possessive)
8.5i. The subject of the gerund is naturally expressed
by the genitive case or a possessive pronoun, just as
in the case of any other nexus substantive (above 7.2
and 7.4).
Examples of names of persons: Ch E 512 Glad was
this markis of hir answering | ib 492 with-oute your
wiring | id F 286 for drede of jalouse mennes aperceyvinges | Caxton R 25 thenne muste ye promyse to
leue your steelyng and rouynge | Sh Lucr 1089 leaue
thy peeping | T w II. 2.11 vnlesse it bee to report your
lords taking of this j Wiv V. 3.9 he wih chafe at the
doctors marrying m y daughter | Bacon A 32.7 His
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comming is in state; but the cause of his comming is
secret | Swift J 62 I hear nothing of Lord Mountjoy's
coming for Ireland | Goldsm V 1.45 she insisted upon
her landlord's stepping in | Cowper L 2.412 she m a y
depend upon their being exactly attended to | Quincey
337 on Kate's agreeing to undertake the management |
Austen P 160 the strangeness of Mr. Cohins's making
two offers of marriage within three days | Di D 571 the
step you dread m y taking, I shah never take | id P 478
Having a decided objection to his master's being there
at all | ib 498 his being a prisoner here, renders it impossible | Macaulay H 1.30 there could be no serious
objection to his doing formahy what he might do virtually | Benson D B 223 there was no chance of Frank's
dropping in | Shaw 2.272 it ah depended on your
naturally liking me.
Note the group genitive in Sh Wiv V. 3.16 at the
very instant of Falstaffes and our meeting | Di P 434
requesting his consent to S a m and Mr. Winkle's remaining at Bristol.
Her own is the equivalent of the genitive of she herself: Di D 110 she was not only ceaselessly afraid of
her own offending, but of m y offending.
8.52. A special case of common occurrence is of —'s
making, meaning 'which—has made':
Sh As H I . 2.216 Is he of Gods making ? W h a t manner
of m a n ? | BJo A 3.323 A n instrument he has, of his
owne making | Defoe M 73 most of the estate was of
her getting | Swift T 29 they are seminaries not only
of our planting, but our watering too | Di D 804 I could
not resign you to a dearer protector, of your own choosing | Bronte V 197 no explanation of his giving, no
fact of his narrating, did I ever forget | id P 193 she
had fahen into a snare of her own laying | Hardy L 80
the curls were not altogether of Nature's making |
London M 396 an ethereal creature of his own creating
| Maxwell E G 272 This meeting was not of his arranging.
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Cf. also Sh Tw III. 4.82 it is Ioues doing | Austen
M 98 it is entirely her own doing | ib 140 It was all
Miss Crawford's doing | Di D 571 I told Agnes it was
her doing | ah his doings = 'everything done by him'.
8.53. Examples of names of things put in this way
in the genitive: Fielding T 2.11 There is no indecorum
in the proposal's coming from the parent | Butler Anal.
of Rei. 1736 2 there was no such thing as water's becoming hard | Osborne 148 you owe it m e for the last's
[ = last letter's] being soe short | Austen P 43 doubt
as to the occasion's justifying her coming so far alone
| id S 238 Elinor was prevented ... by the door's being
thrown open | Poe S 74 there seemed to be some slight
appearance of the gale's abating | Ruskin Sel 1.166
deception occasioned by a thing's intentionally seeming different from what it is | Holmes A 81 he can laugh
with either half of his face without the other half s
knowing it | Butler W 381 his mother kicked a httle
atfirstagainst the money's having gone to him | Mackenzie R R 201 anxious to prevent anything's happening
to upset ... || id P R 126 there is reahy not the least
likehhood of anything's serious having happened to
them.
8.54. The genitive its is frequent in this connexion
(cf. below 9.7X on it): Austen P 387 only think of its
being three months since I went away | Scott A 1.109
without its occurring to either of them to be alarmed
| Di M 246 W h o would have thought of its being you
| G E L 1.262 in spite of its being the end of the quarter
| Meredith H 99 no doubt could exist of its having been
the Portuguese | ib 259 There! you talk of it's being
unnatural, his dining out at respectable tables | Kaye
Smith H A 200 I'd rather lose a good thing through
it's being refused m e than ... Note the spelling it's
used more frequently in this case than with other employments of its.
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Subject with of
8.55. If this way of expressing the subject of a gerund
is less used than the genitive, the reason must probably
be sought in the fact that it reverses the usual order
of placing the subject before the verb. Both constructions are found together in Sh: Merch V. 241 "in the
hearing of these m a n y friends" | Lucr 1123 "in m y
hearing" | Austen M 401 the joyful consent of her father
and mother to Susan's going with her—the general
satisfaction with which the going of both seemed regarded.
Further Caxton R 82 the shynyng of the stone made
and gaf as grete a lyghte as it had been mydday |
Defoe P 57 at the coming of King James the First to
the crown | ib 96 in thefirstbreaking out of the distemper | Di D 97 they had not been abashed by the
unexpected coming in of Steerforth | ib 407 to see the
clinging of that pretty httle thing to her uncle | ib 736
I seemed to see a rending and upheaving of ah Nature
| Barrie M O 10 the coming of the chairs seems to be
something I remember.
W e find this in a set phrase consisting of a verb and
its object: Williamson Wedding D 297 She found herself falhng forward with the giving way of some panel
in which the two spyholes were cut.
Subject with by
8.5e. This seems to be found only when the object
is expressed by of: Spenser (Globe ed.) 614 Were they
not soe at thefirstconquering of them by Strangbowe
| Mi A 17 As for the burning of those Ephesian books
by St. Pauls converts | Di M 5 in gentle unison with
the light scattering of seed hither and thither by the
distant husbandman | Macaulay E 3.83 whether they
thought the taking of gifts by a judge a crime | Trollope
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A 27 I cannot cah to mind any learning by me of other
languages | Kidd S 12 with the seizing of political control by the proletariat, and the turning by them of the
means of production into state property | Wells Br 304
H o w weh I understand now the shooting of officers by
their m e n | Galsw M W 147 "God is the helping of m a n
by man, somebody once said."—"And the Devil?"—
"The harming of m a n by m a n " | Dickinson W a r 57
Wars are caused, not by these passions of ordinary men,
but by the playing upon them by particular m e n |
Walpole Cp 61 naive and awkward as is always the
singing of Enghsh hymns in Enghsh churches by English citizens | Graves IC 142 the anointing by her of
the doorposts.
Subject or Object?
8.57. O n account of the double function, transitive
and intransitive, of m a n y verbs, (see vol. I H 16), it is
sometimes doubtful whether the word joined to -ing by
means of of, is to be looked upon as the object of the
verb in its former function (somebody opens the door)
or as the subject of it in its latter function (the door
opens), see e. g. Di D 55 theringingof bells, the opening and shutting of doors, the murmuring of voices |
ib 450 there was general breaking up of the party |
Thack P 1.38 W h a t moving about of lanterns in the
court-yard and stables ... what a gathering of servants, as Pen came home.
Compounds
8.61. A gerund m a y enter into compounds in the same
way as any other substantive. It is thefirstmember of
compounds like:
O E Lucas 6.57 8a waes gefyhed Elizabethe cenningtid | leornungcniht | Ch E 868 weddyng ryng j Caxton
R 12 reynart had m a n y a dwehyng place | More U 81
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a laughyng stocke | Sh Cy III. 2.78 ariding-suit|
Swift J 109 'Tis not shaving-day | Shehey L 594 the
eating chestnuts [ = eatable ch.] | Thack N 364 She
is subject to faintingfits| ib 352 put thy travelling boots
on | Di T 1.135 Those were drinking days | Zangwill G
177 the unveiling ceremony | Shaw J 137 growing pains.
Note the use before the prop word one Di P 547
now a verse of a love song, and then a verse of a drinking one.
The following are constantly used:
blotting-paper | boxing gloves | knitting needles |
shoeing-horn | stumbhng block | walking-stick | writing
materials.
8.62. The ing which enters into a compound m a y
itself be qualified by some adverb or similar word or
words:
Sh As IV. 1.113 in a more comming on disposition
| Di P 476 Mr. Pickwick gradually worked himself to
the boiling-over point | id D 99 the breaking-up day |
ib 117 by the trying-on time | ib 169 the getting up
beh (also Anstey V 198) | Thack Sk 13 your dining-out
suit | Darwin L 1.334 a lying-in hospital | N P q N E D
the bride's going-away dress | Benson D 164 a small
sitting-out room (at a bah) | Graves IC 142 M y coming
of age ceremony || the Seeing N e w York automobiles.
8.63. In some combinations one might hesitate between looking on the ing as a participle or as a gerund
used asfirstpart of a compound. Matzner 3.73 compares
falling sickness with O H G fallandiu suht, G fallendes
leid [cf. also Dan. faldende syge]; with Sh's weeping
tears (As II. 4.53) m a y be compared Dan. med grosdende
tare (Holberg, etc.); cf. also F the" dansant. If the ing
in some groups is to be taken as participle, this should
be compared with the use mentioned in vol. II 12.4:
sick-room, her married life, but I prefer calling it a
gerund asfirstpart of a compound:
Sh R 3 IV. 2.119 I a m not in the giuing vaine to day
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| Sterne M 1.161 if thou art in a giving humour—give
m e | Di D 49 I take a last drowning look at the page
... I start off at a racing pace | G E A 421 hard-working
days | Stevenson J H 135 The water of the canal stood
about the chinking temperature of tea | a living wage
[ = a wage on which you can (barely) hve, a subsistence
wage].
I take the ing to be a gerund in frequent combinations with a genitive or possessive like Mi A 51 the last
words of his dying charge | Defoe M 37 I said m y singing days were over | Swift P 82 her dancing days are
over | Quincey 81 the object on which Ifixedm y parting gaze | ib 287 to his dying day (frequent, cf. G E
Mih 2.177 m y father's dying wish) | Bronte V 390 a
woman's waking thoughts ... her sleeping fantasies |
Di D 57 m y parting breakfast | Thack N 99 Binnie had
his retiring pension | Carlyle S 15 These were the Professor's talking seasons | Ruskin F 4 m y marching days
| Caine E 216 his laughing days are over.
A special case is Stevenson D y 87 it was already
groping dark.
In other instances it would perhaps be more justifiable to take the ing as a participle, because it has
approximately the value of a qualifying adjective apphed to the following substantive: Bronte P 351 H I
were a marrying m a n (which I a m not) | Twain M 204
the great Enghsh reprint publishing houses of Germ a n y | Gissing H 197 Charles was a racing and betting
man. Cp the combination with dull in Sh Mids IH. 2.8
while she was in her duh and sleeping hower. Note
Christie B D S 336 Alix, who had always considered herself 'not the falhng-in-love kind'.—Poutsma 4.474 takes
a greater number of such combinations as gerund-compounds than I should.
Palmer Gr 348 marks the difference in tone between
participle: 9 ~da-nsin„ dol—and
gerund: Oyda-nsiri ho*l.
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8.64. W h e n a gerund is the last part of a compound,
thefirstpart is very often the object of the gerund.
Thus in O E godspelbodung and others | A R 422 blodletunge = M o d E blood-letting | Ch B 2681 restreyne
yow of vengeance-takinge (also 2619, 2621) | Sh H 4 A
I. 2.115 purse-taking [ M c b IV. 3.81 m y more-hauing
| Tp II. 1.185 go a bat-fowhng | Quincey 176 the practice of opium-eating | Peacock M 128 game-bagging,
poacher-shooting, trespasser-pounding, footpath-stopping, common-enclosing, rack-renting, and ah the other
liberal pursuits | Austen M 189 [and common] housekeeping | ib 361 he was too happy for letter-writing |
Bronte P 99 backbiting and talebearing were universal | Macaulay H 1.252 card-playing, and cock-fighting
| Di D 87 story-telling | Fox 2.81 he was always fond of
star-gazing | Caine C 35 no time for sight-seeing and
holiday -making ] Kipling J 2.156 pictures of elephantcatching | Shaw C 54 the duty of truth telling.
The object is a group: Ch B 2772 withouten wrong
or harm doyng to any other persone | Defoe G 123 to
make their hearts glad with his open house-keeping.
A gerund with preceding object m a y itself be first
part of a compound: Quincey 203 the opium-eating
habits; cf. also ib 44 that rope-dancing feat of some
verse-writers.
Cf. below 22,23 on the same compound form as a
participle.
8.65. Other compounds in which thefirstpart is not
exactly the object of the gerund, but which are nevertheless similar to those dealt with here: Di D o 190 I
took to bird-catching and walking-matching | id D 237
he had been born to seafaring | ib 810 what with sheepfarming, and what with stock-farming.
Thefirstpart is the subject of the gerund:
Morris E 116 at the sun-setting | Wilde S M 88 from
sunrise into sun-setting.
Thefirstpart of a compound m a y be a tertiary to
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the verbal idea: Ayenbite 264 (quoted by Blume) inguoynge | Ch A 907 at m y n hom-comynge (also L G W
2100 and often later) | Sh C y m b H I . 2.65 our hencegoing | Bronte 245 keeping anxious guard over our
incomings and outgoings | back-sliding | Caine P 38
ahowances for her upbringing and education (note that
there is no verb upbring).

Chapter I X

The Gerund. Verbal Nature
In this chapter we deal with those points in which
the syntax of the gerund has approached that of finite
verbs.
Tertiaries with Gerunds
O n those combinations in which an adverb (tertiary) enters
asfirstpart into a compound with a gerund as second part,
see 8.69.
9.11. A gerund combined with a following adverb
that supplements the verbal idea.
This begins in the 14th c: Ayenbite 263 ate uerste
guoinge in (many quotations in Blume) j Mandv 282
at oure goynge out | Ch M P 10.11 thy [fortune's] whirling up and doun | id H 67 in hftinge up his hevy dronken cors | Caxton R 95 without goyng in to the myre
| Gosson Sch. of Abuse 23 Marius giueth an account
of his bringing vp | Marlowe E 859 thy parting hence |
Sh Lr V. 2.10 M e n must endure Their going hence,
euen as their comming hither | C y m b II. 4.23 worthy his
frowning at | Gent IV. 3.29 m y flying hence | R 2 III.
3.112 His coming hither | A V Ps 139.2 Thou knowest
m y downe sitting, and mine vprising ... 3 m y lying
downe | ib Hebr 10.27 a certaine fearefuh looking for
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of iudgement | Ruskin T 17 you think such matters
need debating about? | Mrs Carlyle in Carlyle F 3.184
getting what waiting on I absolutely needed | Twain
H 1.28 I got a good going-over from Miss Watson, on
account of m y clothes | Ridge G 100 I gave your father
a straight talking to | Pinero S 105 it's m y duty, as
an old friend, to give you a good talking-to | Shaw
Ibsen 5 the explanation will not be an explaining away
| Caine C 151 they went on with their making-up.
9.12. Examples of the plural of such gerunds: A V
Job 7.4 I a m full of tossings to and fro | Bunyan P 79
he heard rushings to and fro | id G 4 m y castings down,
and risings up.
9.13. The gerund and adverb m a y in rare cases be
separated by an object: Defoe Rox 182 any of the
people that had the breeding of them [children] up.
9.14. Other more descriptive adverbs that do not
form complements of the verbal idea m a y also be added
after the gerund:
Ch I 618 A n d ofte tyme swich cursinge wrongfully
retorneth agayn to him that curseth | ib 1055 in suffringe
paciently wronges (cp. the following: and eek in pacient
suflraunce of maladies) | Mary Shehey F 91 the shutting
of the gates regularly at ten o'clock had rendered our
residence very irksome to m e | Harrison R 198 From
the daily reading of the Bible aloud to his mother |
Mackenzie C 265 She fell to thinking of her mother
tenderly.
9.15. As a rule, however, such tertiaries are placed
before the gerund: Caxton R 4 a m a n shal not wyth
ones ouer redyng fynde the ryght vnderstandyng | More
U 219 throughe much and long iournyenge | Sh John
IH. 1.11 Thou shalt be punish'd for thus frighting m e |
BJo A 4.351 The quickly doing of it is the grace | Spectator 217 The weh reading of the C o m m o n Prayer |
Fielding T 2.252 he proposed our immediately drinking a bottle together | ib 3.163 One instance of this
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was his greatly magnifying the fortune of his companio
| ib 1.250 Mr. Alworthy had strictly forbidden him ever
seeing her more | Richardson G 53 he has a turn to the
well-managing of it [his estate] | Franklin 9 knowing
m e by sometimes buying of him | L a m b E 1.184 without m y ever offering to pluck them | G E A 289 the
possibihty of their ever knowing what had happened |
Di D o 10 but to think of their some day claiming a
sort of relationsahip with Paul! | id O T 215 his throat
... cut ... without his ever knowing it | ib 60 a knack
of every now and then giving his head a sudden twist
| id F 192 There was so much virtue in this distinctly
and decidedly meaning to have it ] id N 726 take measures to prevent our ever meeting again | id O T 191 the
suddenly dashing past of a carriage [note the article] |
Hawthorne 1.468 without his necessarily and at every
moment being aware of it | Ruskin P 2.55 the privilege
we had in better and better knowing George | id Sel
1.164 nothing distinguishes great m e n from inferior men
more than their always, whether in life or in art, knowing the ways things are going | Mackenzie S 631 It wih
end in your simply being unhappy ] for so doing (very
frequent).
Sheffield, Grammar and Thinking, p. 162 says that
their launching the shop promptly takes from its likeness to ... they launch the ship promptly a vividness
that is lacking to plain noun and adjective constructions (the prompt launching of the ship), and further that
he thought of betting heavily suggests the act in view as
more concretely his than would he thought of heavy
betting. In m y formulas the S° in the former would
be = Sx, in the latter = S°°.
9.16. The corresponding placing of not before the
gerund begins according to Blume 43 in the time of
Ehzabeth, though "noch nicht eben haufig". Examples:
Sidney Arc. 1.93 let m y not knowing you serve for the
excuse of m y boldness | ib 68 want of consideration in
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not having demanded thus much | A V Deut. 8.11 Beware that thou forget not the lord thy God, in not keeping his commandments | Tobit 4.13 in not taking a wife.
Blume has no examples from Sh. From m y own collections I quote H m l H I . 2.142 or else shah he suffer
not thinking on | Err IV. 1.50 I should haue chid you
for not bringing it.
Further examples: Fielding T 2.200 Some danger
might attend the not dressing his wound | Austen M
331 able to account for his not yet completely and
indubitably seeing all this | Di O T 81 knowing that
his not replying would only infuriate the magistrate
the more.
9.17. Note the place of ever: Aumonier O B 74 there
is no record of his ever having lost his temper; cf. 9.15.
The use of often before a gerund (cp. with other substantives vol. II 12.271, 14.91) was formerly pretty
frequent: More U 219 by often assaying the same |
Lyly E 67 it behoueth m e to ... forge some cause for
mine often comming | id C 324 as Demosthenes with
often breathing vp the hill amended his stammering |
Bacon E 159 by often faylings ... by often prevailings.
With often placed between a genitive and the gerund:
Swift 3.296 as I found by the stranger's often looking
on me.
In recent use it seems to be found only when often
is expanded as in Darwin E 46 That it is the same
movement is clearly shown by their often at the same
time taking a bit in their mouths | Carlyle R 1.116
What alone I remember is his often and ever notable
preaching in those years.
O n there with the gerund see below 9.79.
Tense
9.2i. The verbal character of the gerund is shown
by the development of a perfect: having—(and being—),
see vol. IV 7.8 and 22.9(5).
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Active or Passive

9.22. Like other nexus-substantives (see above 7.7)
gerunds were originally indifferent to the distinction between active and passive meaning; accordingly in some
contexts they are still understood passively. A passive
import is frequently found in Sh, e. g. H m l H . 2.556
Vse euerie m a n after his desart, and w h o should scape
whipping | Oth IV. 2.45 A n instrument of this your
calling back | H 6 A H . 1. 144 H you meane to saue yourselfe from whipping j H 4 A V. 1.64 our Ioue durst not
come neere your sight For feare of swallowing | Gent
II. 1.26 to watch, like one that feares robbing | Tp IV.
211 That's more to m e then m y wetting | W i v H I .
3.206 excuse his throwing into the water.
See also Al. Schmidt, Sh-lex p. 1418.
Some examples of the double meaning of a gerund
have already been given in vol. H I 16.86, viz. Austen
E 40 Harriet only wanted drawing out [pass.], and receiving [act.] a few hints | Bronte W 234 she deserved
punishing for punishing me.
9.23. A passive sense is particularly frequent after
the verbs need, want, require, deserve, bear, which are
combined with an infinitive in the active sense (see 12.3
and 13.1) | Di M 480 That needs no accounting for |
Seeley E 220 It does not need proving that ... | Ruskin
T 208 people w h o needed putting to silence | Shaw
1.179 She dont need looking after | W e h s L 128 That
she promised—if it needed promising (also Kiphng L 97,
Gissing R 225; cf. Behn 340 seeing he was ill, and had
need of looking after) | Bronte W 227 you want whipping
for bringing us in here (also ib 92; P 235) | Di N
118 he wants speaking to | id D 540 | G E M m 18 to
cohect documents. They want arranging | ead A 184
I could be looking at your spinning-wheel, and see what
wants doing to it | Benson D 105 I want stimulating
[ = stimulation] | Meredith R 329 w o m e n do want ask-
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ing [ = being asked] | Wells V 218 W h a t you said wanted saying (cf. Bennett R S 77 This will want some putting straight) | Merriman S 225 he is one of those good
people who require saving from themselves (also ib 161)
| Benson D 139 The rich deserve as much looking after
as the poor j Walpole O L 255 I'm so selfish I deserve
shooting | Defoe M 204 what will not bear relating |
Shaw T T 295 Didnt you know that Enghsh pohtics
wont bear thinking about (also Galsw P 6.36, Locke
H B 114, Wilhamson L 48, etc.) | Mannin W 260 none
of it would stand saying ah over again.
Cf. (with some) after take: Freeman Th 27 a goods
train takes some stopping (= it takes some time to
stop ...) | Galsw SS 249 a blue dress ... which must
have taken some finding | Masterman W L 165 he's a
clever rogue if ever there was one, and he'll take some
catching.
9.24. A passive meaning is also found after worth,
worthy, and past: the book is weh worth reading | Tennyson 548 For nothing worthy proving can be proven,
Nor yet disproven | Bennett A 198 The ways of the
Almighty are pastfindingout.
In the following quotations, too, the meaning is passive: L a m b E 1.23 shame for the thing brought, and
the manner of its bringing | Mitford O V 87 if they
escaped hanging | Mackenzie C 277 her jilting [ = being
jilted] excited a more than usually diffused curiosity |
N P 1921 the unknown writer has a far better chance
of hearing [ = being heard] if he puts his thoughts into
the frame of a story; cf. get, obtain a hearing | Wells
T 4 itsfinalputting together was done in Kent | Shaw
1.165 people who are dissatisfied with their own bringing
up | Zangwill G 206 H o w can I help T o m hanging?
[= prevent T o m being hanged].
The genitive (poss.) found in some of these m a y also
be taken as expressing the object of the gerund: her
jilting S 2 G a b = 0 2 G.
Jespersen, Modem English Grammar, V.

E
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The gerund must be taken passively in the combination in the -ing (above 8.33).
I have in this chapter stuck to the ordinary conception of
the gerund as sometimes passive in meaning though neutral
in form, but in dealing with infinitives I have deviated from
this terminology and preferred speaking of "retroactive" infinitives. If a corresponding term were introduced here we
should say that in "who should scape whipping" who was at
the same time the subject of the sentence and the object of
whipping conceived retroactively: S(0*) V 0(G*). But this
analysis seems here unnecessary and much less natural than
with the infinitives.

New Passive Gerund
9.25. To avoid ambiguity, however, a new passive
gerund developed from about 1600, and now we distinguish "they are fond of teasing" and "they are not
fond of being teased". Blume has two early examples
of the passive form from Spenser: feare of being shent
| Sidney Arc. 1.11 for fear of being mistaken | Hooker:
by being unto God united. Mosse, Forme Periphr., p.
148, has some even earher examples, from Ellis Orig.
Lett. (1417), Pecock, etc.
Sh has perhaps only three instances: Err IV. 3.90
a m a d tale ... Of his owne doores [pi.] being shut
against his entrance | Cy II. 3.134 to be ... hated For
being prefer'd so well | Oth I. 3.136 I spake
of
being taken by the insolent foe.
The active and the passive form are used in close
contact in BJo 3.72 W h a t is m y gold The worse for
touching, clothes for being looked on?
9.26. This passive is now of everyday usage; literary
quotations: Defoe R 73 any notion of the ammunition
being destroy'd | ib 155 the greatest deliverances I
enjoyed, such as m y being taken up by the Portuguese
master; m y being planted so weh in the Brasils | id
PI 25 W h e n I speak of rows of houses being shut up
| Swift J 111 a d—ned lie of your chimney being car-
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ried to the next house with the wind | Fielding 3.413
the true cause of its being remembred | ib 423 we must
avoid being misled by the vulgar estimation (also ib
3.516) | Sterne M 1.159 every beard claimed ... the
privileges of being stroken or sworn by | ib 1.110 which
... was the cause of his being taken in the middle of
the night out of his bed | Goldsm V 1.3 the better
pleased he ever is with being treated | ib 1.5 m y wife
insisted upon her being cahed Ohvia | Quincey 277 he
was three times very near being murdered | Zangwill
G 213 the balance of probabihty is shghtly in favour
of the true decision being come to | Shaw 2.135 Then
she couldnt bear being read to any longer.
9.27. The usefulness of the new form is especiahy
clear in juxtapositions hke: Quincey Sel 5 The necessity of loving and being loved | Landor P 64 Indeed to
offend any person is the next foohsh thing to being
offended | Ruskin U 25 the soldier's trade is not slaying,
but being slain | Mason R 236 Each for thefirsttime
knew the double pride of loving and being loved |
Maugham Alt 971 H e hked neither reading aloud nor
being read aloud to.
9.28. A passive gerund with getting (cf. on the passive
with get vol. IV 8.8) is found in the title of a play by
Shaw and in Stevenson M 93 I do not think getting
married is worth while | Shaw 1.164 I hke working and
getting paid for it | Golding S D 17 She didn't do these
things herself. She managed them into getting done.
9.29. O n the perfect passive having been—as in Rose
Macaulay D A 131 In spite of having been brought up
in this creed by parents, Gerda and K a y held to it
[Democracy] see vol. IV 7.8(4).

Object after Gerund without of.
9.3i. The verbal character of the gerund asserts itself
further when it becomes possible to add an object to
it without any preposition.
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A parallel development is found in certain cases in other
languages, see for some older Aryan languages Delbruck,
Vergl. Syntax I 386 (Sanskrit, Greek, Lat. quid tibi hanc
curatiost rem). Here these constructions are rare exceptions,
but in Bulgarian and other Slavonic languages the accusative
is frequent after nexus-substantives in -anije and related endings; in Roumanian similarly (cf. Sandfeld in Tidskr. f. filol.
3. raekke 115); in Danish the nexus-substantive in -en can take
an object if the verb and object together express one connected
idea as shown by unity stress: denne skiften 'tilstand, hin
goren 'gavn, tagen 'del i lykken (examples collected in m y
Fonetik p. 565), and one m a yfind,though rarely, an object
with a substantive in -ing, thus the closest parallel to the English construction: en dags gravning klyne (Feilberg, Ordbog
over jyske almuesmal I 503).
In Enghsh the use of the gerund with a simple object
begins in the 14th c. and goes m u c h further than in
any of the languages just mentioned, the chief reason
being the formal identity of the gerund and the participle. As a secondary reason w e m a y mention influence from French, where w e have- en -ant with an
object in exactly the same sense as Enghsh in -ing.
Early examples of this in -ing with an object: LondE
114 in yevyng wityngly noious medicyns to eny m a n |
ib in yevyng, layng, or vsyng eny noious medicyns |
ib 97 in eschuyng ahe pe mischiefs j Ch B 2787 in getingerichesses,ye mosten flee ydelnesse | M a n d v 47 in
purchasynge his sustynaunce | Greene J 4 In ripping
up their wounds I see their wit.
Einenkel (Anglia vols. 38 and 39) as usual lays much more
stress than I should on the French influence; the whole syntactic development of the form in -ing would probably have
taken much the same course, even if French had had no similar
construction. But Einenkel is right in criticizing Curme's interpretation of some interlinear passages in OE.—Blume (p. 12)
shows that Wyclif has of where a Latin nexus-substantive in
-io or -us is rendered, but no of where Latin has a gerund;
he therefore thinks that the latter Latin construction has had
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great influence on English usage. But a similar vacillation is
found in other old texts which were not translations from
Latin; these writers simply avail themselves of a liberty found
already in the language; and a comparison of the examples
warrants the conclusion that there is an inner difference between the two constructions, which is reflected also in the
donbleness of the Latin construction. T h e more substantival
the idea is, the greater the tendency to use a substantive in
Latin and the ©/-construction in English, and vice versa. But
in m a n y instances the substantival and verbal characters are
of nearly equal strength.

9.32. Both constructions were sometimes used side
by side:
Ch I 1055 in knokkinge of thy brest ... in suffringe
paciently wronges ... or lesing of worldly catel | id B
2813 in getinge of your richesses and in usinge them |
Mandv 19 wee synne dedly, in schavynge oure beardes
... in etynge of bestes | Marlowe J 935—40 for plaguing them ... In setting Christian villages on fire,
chaining of eunuches, binding gally-slaues | Sh H 4 A I.
2.2 Thou art so fat-witted with drinking of old sacke,
and vnbuttoning thee after supper | ib II. 1.56 thou
variest no more from picking of purses, than giuing
direction, doth from labouring | Bacon A 41.14 meanes
... of producing of light ... meanes of seeing obiects
a-farr off | Walton A 207 there is more sport in hunting
the hare, then in eating of her | Defoe P 56 to the saving of their lives, and restoring their health (also id M
215) | Scott Iv 450 with the burning of a castle,—the
thatching of a choir against the robbing of a church,
—the setting free a poor prisoner against the murder
of a proud sheriff ... against the burning alive of a
Norman baron.
9.33. The mixed character of the gerund is shown
by the possibility of having a simple object even if it
is preceded by an adjunct: Bacon A 3.8 the deniale of
landing, & hasty warning us away | Congreve 246 he
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may press me to the immediate signing the deed |
Defoe R 2.169 we observed ... by her frequent lifting
up her hands | Austen M 245 her aunt, w h o was entirely
taken up in fresh arranging the fire (cf. however vol.
II 15.33) | Thack P 1.237 The very missing her at the
coach had something fatal in it | Spencer A 1.264 this
continual working-up afresh the old materials into
slightly different forms.
This is particularly frequent after no: Sh W i v IV.
2.64 there is no hiding you in the house | BJo 3.41
there is no enjoying this world without thee | Defoe
P 36 there was no persuading them.
This is now a settled idiom.
9.34. The object without of after the gerund preceded
by the definite article is m u c h more frequent than one
would expect, as modern native grammarians are unanimous in condemning it. I shah therefore give comparatively m a n y quotations: Caxton R 24 the wythholdyng you fro it can doo yow no good | North 246
in the inuading the territories of the Antiates | Sh M c b
I. 4.8 nothing in his hfe Became him hke the leauing
it | Wint n i . 2.192 The casting forth to crowes thy
baby daughter | Merch I. 2.109 you neede not feare the
hauing any of these lords | Meas IH. 2.125 for the getting
a hundred bastards ... the nursing a thousand | C y m b
I. 5.25 and 41 | BJo P V. 3.184 For the receiving so
divine a worke | Osborne 85 I cannot beleeve his sermons wih doe much toward's the bringing any body
to heaven | Otway 165 Could m y nature e're Have
brook'd injustice or the doing wrongs [ Swift 3.215 they
would never consent to the enslaving their country (also
ib 3.81) | Defoe R 89 in the managing m y houshold
affairs (frequent in Defoe, e. g. R 140, 199, 247; R
2.234; M 90, 122; D 25) | Spectator 217 There is certainly a very great difference between the reading a
prayer and a gazette | Fielding T 1.10 with the finding
the little infant | ib 12 for the procuring such an appetite
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| ib 191 Master Blifil objected to the sending away the
servant | Goldsm V 1.14, 1.21 | Franklin 144 we strictly
forbad the selling any hquor to them (also ib 42) |
Coleridge B 24 by the telling the hah | Byron IV. 226
What else can joy be but the spreading joy? | id D J
8.3 The drying up a single tear has more Of honest
fame, than shedding seas of gore | Shehey Pr 291 the
seeing it in print would enable the people at the theatre
to judge more easily | Austen M 333 as to the not
missing her | Di N 330 one great source of uneasiness
... that was the having nobody by, to w h o m she could
confide it | id D 270 m y shaving-water was outside, I
felt severely the having no occasion for it | Thack P
695 the reading it [the letter] gave him a strange pang
| id N 638 As she felt the greatest regard for him, the
showing it was not blamable | Ruskin T 87 in order
to the effecting this the government must have an authority | id C 39 the statement of the finding bones
in bis pocket | id F 188 the leaving them is always pain
(also ib 196) | W a r d M 216 A d d to these ... the snatching him from Mary | Wilde S 149 The industry necessary for the making money is also very demorahsing |
Butler Er 179 contribute m y mite towards the sending
two trained missionaries.
9.3s. Similar examples after the indefinite article and
after this are not so frequent: Bunyan G 112 this might
be termed a calling the people together | Defoe R 114
by a constant reading the scripture | id M 30 he thought
this would not be an entire parting us | ib 75 it would
be next to an undoing him in the world || Maugham
P V 210 I do not like this leaving without a word all
those to w h o m she is dear.
9.36. Examples where the gerund is not in itself
qualified by adjuncts, etc.: Ch A 2466 I slow Sampsoun
in shaking the piler (also ib B 2787, H 67) | Caxton
R 68 lyue goostly in kepyng the commandements of
our lord | ib 115 subtyher in fynding a remedye | Bale
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T 1231 by shedynge Christen blood | ib 1554 for playe
a popysh part | ib 1834 for breakynge his commaundementes | Latimer (Spec. III. xxi. 5) it was of sheddynge
bloude (but ib 7 — 8 frome sheddynge of bloud ... from
shedding of bloude) | More U 57 the coste of buyldynge
them anew (also ib 93, 99, 199, 201, 219, 248, 250) |
Marlowe F 1879 Both come from drawing Faustus latest
wih | Greene F 8.120 in subduing fancy's passion |
Sh Merch H I . 4.38 in conuerting Iewes to Christians,
you raise the price of porke (cp. ib 25 this making of
Christians wih raise the price of hogs) | A V Ec 12.12
of making m a n y bookes there is no end.
9.37. The gerund doubly asserts its verbal nature if
it is preceded by an adverb and followed by an object
without of: Fielding T 2.252 he proposed our immediately drinking a bottle together | Austen S 84 on her
mother's silently pressing her hand | Shehey P W 2.378
against the coercively repressing any opinion | Di N
500 the result ... from her incautiously displaying her
matured charms.
9.38. Examples of indirect objects after a gerund:
More U 32 for teachynge them the feate and vse of the
lode stone | Sh Merch IV. 1.341 I thanke thee lew for
teaching m e that word | R 2 H I . 4.100 for telling m e
this newes of woe | H 6 C I. 2.13 B y giuing the House
of Lancaster leaue to breathe | Darwin L 1.101 Music
generahy sets m e thinking ... instead of giving m e
pleasure.
To may, of course, always be used, as already in Ch
C 587 Of wyn-geving to hem that han justise.
9.3a. The object of a gerund m a y be a simple nexus;
thus after the: Defoe R 140 the operations necessary
for the making the corn fit | Thack S 146 Every encouragement should be given to the rendering their spare
time disagreeable | Gibbon M 202 I dare not boast the
making Dr. Watson a bishop.
Without the: Sh Wint I. 2.288 wishing clocks more
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swift | the possibihty of appointing him inspector | h
idea of making his wife happy.
The object m a y be an infinitival nexus: Sidney Arc.
(q) without hearing him speak | Marlowe F 759 I a m
leane with seeing others eat—
or a clause: he delighted us by proving that John was
right.
9.3io. A predicative after the gerund is very frequent
indeed (cf. also the passive: for being punished, etc.
9.26); examples: More U 84 in a standing reddie at all
occasions | Defoe G 9 from the being subject to an
inferiour schoolmaster | Shehey 289 the just, w h o m thy
slaves hate for being hke to thee | instead of proving
an advantage this was found an encumbrance.
Subject of the ing not in the Genitive
(Possessive)
9.4i. In S P E Tract 25 (1926) I dealt with the construction found, e. g., in the stock example given in
N E D and m a n y grammars: "I insist upon Miss Sharp
appearing" (Thack); I showed that the construction began to be frequent about 1700, and explained how a
variety of circumstances, formal and syntactical, in
Enghsh grammar brought about this innovation.
M y article called forth an article from W . van der Gaaf
(English Studies vol. 10, p. 9ff.,1928), in which the learned
author tries to make out that the construction is much older
than I had supposed and was due to O F constructions. There
may be some truth in the assertion that M E "J>e sonne rising,
{>e sonne going down" is due to O F "le soleil levant, le soleil
colchant" (and even here M E sonne m a y be the old genitive);
but otherwise I do not think van der Gaaf has made good
his assertion. The rare occurrence in Malory (only one example,
see A. Dekker, The Syntax of Malory's Morte Darthur, p. 158)
speaks against him. A critical examination of his quotations
shows that too many of them allow of a different interpretation : the form before the ing in many of them is an old genitive
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without s (sg: quene, fader, pi: children; st instead of sis: goost,
Crist). In not a few cases the ing is not a gerund, b u t a participial adjunct (betokenes m e n mysse-belevyng a n d dredyng).
In s o m e w e have c o m p o u n d s or groups similar to those m e n tioned below (9.5). Sometimes t w o of these explanations
can be applied to the s a m e quotation. I have therefore n o
hesitation in maintaining the substance of m y old view
though the date I gave should perhaps be put s o m e w h a t bpsk.

The modern construction can without any difficulty
be explained as a natural native development: there is
no need to think of foreign influence. It is thoroughly
characteristic of M o d E and has no parahel in French or
any other language: it is nothing but a consummation of
the development of the ing as traced in these chapters.
W h a t has happened is simply this: the construction of
the ing has approached that of verbs in one more point.
Parahel to the construction with afiniteverb S V 0
without any genitive or preposition for S or for 0, we
had already G 0 and now we get also S G without any
preposition or any genitive mark attached to S. But the
old construction S 2 G (S2 = genitive of substantive,
possessive of pronoun) still retains much of its old force
and to some extent keeps the new construction within
bounds.
U. Lindelof in Neuphilol. Mitteil. 1933 nos. 1/2 gives statistics
of the use of genitive, possessive a n d c o m m o n case with ing.

Among the circumstances that have contributed to
the change of construction the following m a y be here
mentioned:
(1) Sometimes it is immaterial to the meaning whether
an ing is interpreted as a gerund or as a participle;
these cases wih be dealt with at the end of this chapter
"Grammatical Analysis".
(2) The formal identity of some c o m m o n cases and
genitives as also the obhque and the possessive her
(9.4 2 , 4 3 , 44).
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(3) The impossibility of forming a genitive or possessive of some pronouns (9.45).
(4) The difficulty of forming genitives of some groups
of words (9.5).
Formal Identity of the Two Cases
9.42. In some cases it is impossible to hear whether
the subject is in the genitive or in the common case.
In M E this was true with some of the old genitives
which have since been given up: quene, fader, pi. children, see above 9.4X. In M o d E we have the frequent cases
of plurals in -s: whenever this was used as the subject
before a gerund, it was impossible to teh which case
it was put in, and this of course contributed very
strongly to strengthen the feehng that a common case
might be used as the subject of a gerund. The practice
of writing kings (nom.) and kings' (gen.) and of distinguishing both from king's (gen. sing.) was not in comm o n use till the eighteenth century. The following forms
in Shakespeare should probably be taken as genitive
plurals: H 4 A I. 3.49 I then, ah-smarting, with m y
wounds being cold | R 2 V. 2.3 breake the story off,
Of our two cousins comming into London | Err IV.
3.90 a m a d tale ... Of his owne doores being shut
against his entrance (the following line shows that
doors is a plural) | T w II. 3.44 Journeys end in louers
meeting.
In the following examples no apostrophe was printed in the editions used, and the printers thus took
them to be in the common case: Spectator 143 his
opinion of ghosts appearing in places of burial | Swift
J 61 God be thanked for Stella's eyes mending | Austen
P 75 she had calculated on her daughters remaining
at N . | Di D 475 the propriety of chambers being inhabited by the gentler sex | ib 744 from thefirstmoment
of her dark eyes resting on m e | id O T 41 on the very
next occasion of his services being required | Thack P
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124 I don't wonder at the young fellows raving about
her | Bennett B 44 The rule against visitors entering
this bureau is frightfully strict | ib 104 Y o u wih not
object to the detectives looking through your rooms?
9.43. The same apphes, though in a lesser degree,
to the singular of words (proper names) ending in s,
where there is a tendency to use an unchanged genitive
(cf. Phoebus' car); no apostrophe was found in the following sentences: Fielding F 3.210 satisfied by Jones having owned himself in the wrong | Austen M 160 at the
very moment of Yates perceiving Sir Thomas | Di N
302 on Nicholas receiving this intelligence | Shaw 2.126
This comes of James teaching m e to think for myself.
Perhaps we m a y place here the instances of her grace adduced by van der Gaaf; and similarly his example of pe Hooli
Goost halotoing and similar ones with -at.

9.44. In the pronoun her there is no formal distinction
between the possessive and the obhque case; either
interpretation is therefore possible in instances like
these, which might be multiphed infinitely: Sh Err I.
1.48 [she] H a d made provision for her following m e |
C y m b III. 5.46 She pray'd m e to excuse her keeping
close | Spectator 143 the great danger of her falling in
love when she is about threescore | Di D o 368 the expediency of her immediately altering her conduct.
In all these instances there is thus no formal distinction between S G and S 2 G.
No Genitive Available
9.45. Several words, chiefly pronominal, can form no
genitive, but are not on that account excluded from
being used as the subject of a gerund. Enghsh writers
do not scruple to use combinations like the fohowing:
Fielding T 1.98 he had every day a chance of litis
happening | Austen M 323 when I think of this being
the last time of seeing you ||
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Di D o 525 he wouldn't hear of that being possible 11
Fielding 3.427 his promise, which she might depend on
being performed | L a m b E 1.23 These few acquaintances
of theirs, which they could reckon upon being kind to
m e ||
Austen M 195 it is what you must not depend on ever
being repeated | Christie Cards 254 her insistence on
what she had decided being carried out ||
Sh Mcb I. 3.44 you [the witches] seeme to vnderstand
me, B y each at once her choppie finger laying Vpon
her skinnie hps | R u S 107 the happiness of both [sexes]
depends on each asking and receiving from the other
what the other only can give ||
Ridge L 197 he thwarted her intent by himself stepping
up into the dogcart | Lecky D 1.89 each will support
the Bill of the others on condition of himself receiving
the same assistance ||
Di D 17 1 recollect two [— two of her buttons] bursting
to the other side of the parlour | Hope Z 119 besides
the fact of those three being there, the drawbridge is
kept up ||
Hughes T 1.115 to the no smallriskof both falling out
of the blanket ||
G E L 1.261 D o have pity on m e ... by all sending m e
a scrap.
Nor is any genitive possible of adjectives used in the
plural as primaries: Swift J 392 we are mortified at the
news of the French taking the town from the Portuguese | Wordsw P 9.135 no fear had they of bad becoming worse | Thack P 125 I a m not surprised at
young or old falling in love with her.
Groups
9.5i. It is true that we find pretty often an s as the
genitive mark added to whole groups of words as if
they were one unit and as if the s were a kind of "inter-
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position" serving to connect two units (see Progr. ch
VIII = ChEngl ch. III). Stih such constructions are
often felt to be awkward except when the group forms
one definite notional unit; thus before an ing the feeling of a subject relation generahy prevails over the
grammatical tendency to use the genitive.
Hence w e find, e. g., Sterne M 2.341 to cut us off
from every idea of the lady and the maid lying together
| Scott A 1.126 the danger of the chair and its occupant
being dashed against the rugged face of the precipice
| Thack N 255 H e would not hear of Mrs. Mackenzie
and her daughter quitting his house | id P 3.211 when
we talk of this m a n and that w o m a n being no longer
the same person | Morris N 166 Dick took the opportunity of both the host and his grand-daughter being
out of the room | Mackenzie C 47 it was due to her
father and mother being married. (Here it would be
decidedly awkward to put either mother alone or both
father and mother in the genitive).
9.52. The difficulty is even greater if one of the words
joined in this way is a personal pronoun.
The combination of a genitive and a possessive is
rare: Sh Wiv V. 3.16 at the very instant of Falstaffes
and our meeting.—Should we say 'laughing at Sir John
Walter's and m y falling out' or 'at Sir John Walter
and m y falling out' ? Swift cuts the knot by writing J
309 'laughing at Sir John Walter and m e falling out',
and he has m a n y successors: Di P 519 you ought to
feel very much honoured at you and T o m m y being the
only gentlemen to escort so m a n y ladies | id D 32 I
listened to the women's going to bed in another crib,
and to him and H a m hanging up two hammocks for
themselves | Wilde I m 40 I don't think there is much
likelihood of you and Miss Fairfax being united | Hardy
T 150 what is the good of mother and m e economising ?
| Doyle M 59 some remark about m y patient and m e
being weh qualified to keep each other company.
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In the following two examples of two personal pronouns combined it must be admitted that neither mine
nor my, neither your nor yours would be natural: Kiphng L 246 we were talking about getting away. M e and
you getting away | Doyle F 123 there is the less fear
of you and m e finding one.
9.53. With prepositional groups the formation of a
genitive in s would in ah cases be awkward and in
some cases lead to misunderstandings, consequently the
whole group is placed uninflected before the gerund as
in Bosweh 1.246 the cause of some part of mankind
being black | Scott A 1.247 what chance is there of ony
body in Fairport looking in upon him now? | Quincey
338 H o w could public justice be pacified by a female
cousin of the deceased m a n engaging to love, honour,
and obey the clerk? | Bronte P 196 upon m y application for her address being refused, I had resigned m y
own post | Carlyle H 67 it consists in the heart and
soul of the m a n never having been open to Truth |
Thack V 270 there could be no harm in a lady of rank
taking notice of a poor gentleman | Locke G P 141 If
I hadn't insisted on the money for the picture and the
horses being paid into m y private banking account.
9.54. Special difficulties arise with such groups as
either of us: Wordsw ( M M ) 214 without either of us
knowing that the other had taken up the subject |
Ruskin F 133 nor the slightest chance of any of them
going in rags | Benson D 157 there was no need of both
of them making a journey | Bennett E C h 301 H e had
no objection to some of them listening.
9.55. There are other groups to which it would be
equahy difficult to add the genitive-mark s. There can
be hardly any misunderstanding if the group is comparatively short as in Bosweh 1.33 This instance of a
mind such as that of Johnson beingfirstdisposed ...
| Mackenzie C 117 she felt the pity of a nice girl like
Edie being driven into a hasty marriage. O n the other
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hand one sometimes finds clumsy long constructions,
which certainly do not deserve to be imitated: Di D
524 the Commons was even scandalized by our principal inveigler (who had formerly been in the wine
trade, and afterwards in the sworn brokery line) walking about with a black eye | G E M m 123 there must
always be some supposition of falling in love coming
between her and any m a n who is kind to her | Ruskin
C 200 our gaining in riches depends on the m e n who
are out of employment consenting to be starved | Zangwill G 203 Nor was there anything impossible in ... a
working girl deeming herself deserted, temporarily
succumbing to the fascination of a gentleman | Di D
527 a feehng of what we are saying and doing having
been said and done before.
In the Zangwih quotation working and deeming are
ordinary participial adjuncts, and succumbing comes
limpingly behind them; in the last passage it would
certainly have been better to say 'a feehng that what
we are saying and doing has been said and done before'.
Apposition
9.56. There is a general tendency to use the common
case in apposition to a genitive, as seen in Sh H 4 A II.
4.114 I a m not yet of Percies mind, the Hotspurre of
the North. W e see this with a gerund in Mackenzie
R R 43 As a prophylactic against his two daughters',
Lettice and Pamela, ever reaching the condition; but
more often in combinations with all and both, the more
so as it is impossible to form the genitive all's or both's
(above 9.45). Hence we have Fielding T 3.71 It cannot
be wondered at that their retiring all to sleep at so
unusual an hour should excite his curiosity | Austen
P 168 the assurance of their being ah settled in London for the winter | Meredith R 251 won't it be pleasant,
our being all in town together in the season—and with
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a different word-order Sheridan 56 The confusion that
might arise from our both addressing the same lady |
Austen M 29 assurances of their both being ahve |
Di D 133 Em'ly was confused by our ah observing her |
Hope C 201 what is the good of our both cutting her?
| Di T 2.96 the crowning unreality was their ah at once
rising to receive him | Austen S 260 the storm m a y be
weathered without our being, any of us, quite overcome.
Cf. below (9.74) on you all, etc.
A similar case is Sterne M 1.287 without Phutatorius's
perceiving it, or any one else at that time.
A rarer case of apposition is Rose Macaulay O 291
the Lord alone knows how. Rosamond reflected that
the Lord's alone knowing would not help them very
much.—But: the chance of his doing it alone—is quite
normal.
9.57. A genitive in s is also avoided in the case of
long strings hke the following:
Thack V 117 you wonder at one so poor and friendless having an attachment | Pater P 47 at the thought
of a man, a while since so strong, turning his face to
the wall.
Common Case as Subject of Gerund
9.6i. As thefinalresult of the whole development we
find the modern tendency to use another case than the
genitive as the subject of a gerund, thus the common
case of substantives and some pronouns, and the obhque
case, or even the nominative, of personal pronouns.
First with substantives that do not denote living
beings: this agrees with the tendency of the language
to avoid the genitive in such cases—and the ©/-construction is generally out of the question before an ing
(cf. above 8.55):
Swift J 111 that's a d—ned lie of your chimney
being carried to the next house with the wind | Defoe
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Rox 227 I had told him so much of a married state
being a captivity and the family being a house of
bondage | Fielding T 4.141 the least apprehension of
any harm happening to her | Bosweh 2.70 the evil of
too much land being locked up | Scott Iv 492 without
one blow being struck in her behalf | Quincey 215 no
m a n ever heard of opium leading into delirium tremens
| Di O T 329 in consequence of his nose not being large
enough for the purpose | id D o 373 he arranged for a
carriage being sent after him j G E M m 197 surprised
at her beauty being made so much of | Poe 100 in the
event of a breeze springing up | Doyle S 5.205 there
is a chance of some record being left | M a u g h a m T L
267 I think I'll take advantage of the rain stopping to
go out.
9.62. Next substantives denoting living beings:
Swift J 371 she sighed when we reflected on the
Somerset family not being out | Defoe PI 19 I was
further confirmed in it by the w o m a n being taken ill
(very frequent in Defoe) | Fielding T 4.102 Lady Behaston, who was ignorant of any other w o m a n being there
but herself | Sterne 41 to think of a m a n living to our
age, and knowing so httle about women! | Goldsmith V
1.173 instead of m y daughter testifying any impatience,
she seemed to retain a pensive tranquility [ Bosweh
1.154 the ancient Jewish mode of a wife having children borne to her upon her knees (very frequent in Bosweh) | Scott Iv 61 surprised at his ward appearing in
pubhc | Shehey L 736 I have no objection to the author
being known | Keats 4.56 on account of m y sister being
in town | Di N 255 the chances of the disconsolate
widower bestowing his hand on her daughter | Thack
N 750 there is nothing ridiculous in an Enghsh gentlem a n entertaining feelings of loyalty | G E S 238 the
idea of her mother having had a husband presented
itself to her | Ruskin Sel 1.459 the suffering arises
simply from the people not understanding this truism
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| Collins M 64 it ended in the doctor being sent for |
Trohope O 231 The idea of Mrs. Baggett going away
with her husband | McCarthy 2.46 in consequence of
the Shah having marched an army into Herat | Hardy
T 30 it would lead to some noble gentleman marrying
her | Doyle S 2.278 when there was a chance of a husband coming forward | Caine C 55 to protest against
Glory going in her company was to protest against Glory
going at all | Wilde D 101 you can talk to m e of other
women being charming, and of Patti singing divinely |
Pinero S 118 this accounts for Aubrey not hearing from
Paris lately | Wells L 30 a dread of some casual boy
coming upon them | Chesterton F 270 what is the good
in a m a n being honest in his worship of dishonesty |
Galsw F 396 she would never get stout, as there was
every danger of Clara doing | Bennett P 208 no chance
of the lady coming back | Locke G P 83 [theflowerwas]
Certainly not worth a m a n endangering his hfe.
9.63. Sometimes the existence of an adverb between
the subject and the ing seems to favour the use of the
common case: it would be difficult to use the genitive
in Wells M a 2.122 She hked to think of Trafford very
rapidly and easily coming forward into a position of
cardinal significance.
T w o genitives following each other are generahy
avoided, hence Quincey 373 the fact was notorious of
Acosta's wife being the object of a criminal pursuit |
Shaw J 128 There ought to be a law against a man's
sister ever entering his house after he's married.
9.64. The tendency to use this common case construction seems to be stronger when the whole idea is
vague than when it is definite; thus when the subject
is indefinite (a man, people, etc.), and after such words
as the possibility (chance, probability, etc.). This is no
unnatural, for the genitive in most instances has a
defining character (Mrs. B.'s husband = the husband of
Mrs. B.), but it can by no means be considered an
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established rule, as we often find the common case use
in such definite statements as Di D o 417 the fact of
Miss D o m b e y being at that moment under his roof.
9.65. After on the similarity in meaning to the construction that is generally called 'absolute', and which
I term 'nexus tertiary' (see ch. VI) with thefirstparticiple, m a y have favoured the use of the c o m m o n case:
'On the door being opened she perceived a couch' (Hardy R 41) is equivalent to 'The door being opened'.
Goldsmith still has the genitive in V 1.23 U p o n the
landlord's leaving the room, I could not avoid ...';
but nowadays most writers prefer the c o m m o n case
after this temporal on:
Di D o 101 O n Paul replying 'Yes, ma'am', Miss Bimber said 'Come in' | Swinburne L 159 O n a servant
addressing him yesterday by his title, he actually sank
into a chair | Ridge L 38 O n T o m m y presenting her
with a glass marble, she promptly tried to swallow it.
9.6e. With an indefinite pronoun the c o m m o n case
construction is now the general rule, and anybody's as
in thefirstquotation would now hardly be natural:
Defoe R 2.66 he did not perceive that they had any
notion of any body's being on the island || Fielding
3.476 he marched out of the room without making any
excuse, or any one daring to make the least demand |
Hope F 54 H e allowed few things to surprise him, but
the fact of any one deliberately starting by the early
train was one of the few | Shaw M s 78 the correct thing
depends for its success on everybody playing the game
very strictly.
No one could hardly be made into no one's in 'He insists on no one knowing about the experiment'.
Thus also with neither, the former, the latter, thoug
here a genitive in 's is sometimes found: Fielding T
2.168 H e commended them for their resolution, in
neither giving up the point | Thack V 191 by the former declaring j ib 454 by the latter pointing out to him.
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Personal Pronouns
9.7i. Thefirstobhque case to be used with ing instead of the possessive is it, which is found in isolated
examples as early as the beginning of the eighteenth
century, but its has never ceased to be the form most
frequently used. Examples:
Defoe R 103 I never had so much as one thought of
it being the hand of God | ib 207 the least supposition
of it being possible | Austen M 332 he had no doubt of
it being highly agreeable to Fanny | Shaw M s 31 A h I
listen for is some sign of it ending in something | Bentley T 338 I was prepared for it happening | Locke H B
309 the fact of it being written made his lot none the
less damnable.
Cf. this passage, in which it is stressed (while its in
the same position would be weak): Di D 70 She sat
screening thefireas if she were sedulously keeping it
warm, instead of it keeping her warm.
9.72. The use of the obhque case of the other personal pronouns in connexion with an ing did not begin so early: I have only three examples from the first
hah of the nineteenth century; and it is only in the
youngest generation of writers that this use begins to
be at ah frequent. Nearly ah theorists look upon it as
incorrect, vulgar and ugly. The N E D is more hberal;
it writes: "Even a pronoun standing before the gerund
is put in the objective, in dialect speech; and, when the
pronoun is emphatic, this is common in ordinary colloquial Enghsh". In m y quotations the pronoun is not
always distinctly emphatic.
Examples: Keats 5.158 D o not send any more of m y
books home. I have a great pleasure in the thought of
you looking on them | Hazhtt A 121 there could be no
harm in them walking together | Bronte W 205 I'm
so afraid of you being angry | Poe S 226 is that any
reason for you letting the birds burn? | Trollope Aut
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315 I had no objection to them doing so | Doyle G 46
as for her not being, free, or you being more to her
than a friend, it was foolish talk | Philips B 168 Young
m e n are so exaggerated that one hves in a perpetual
danger of them making one a scene | Kipling L 238 to
think of m e kissing Mr. H . after ah he's done to m e |
Bennett C 2.79 you say nothing about us calling |
id I m p Pal 531 I'll come down ... That wih be better
than you coming up here [Bennett is very fond of this
construction] | Ridge B 135 There's a talk of him getting
a knighthood shortly | Mackenzie C 443 I set m y heart
on you coming out to Spain | Aumonier O B 215 What
on earth is the good of m e talking to a child like you |
Kaye Smith H A 220 A n d as for him not having taste
... it doesn't matter | Maxwell W F 71 Fancy you
having noticed it | Maugham PI 2.73 That's the advantage of you being a doctor.
Emphasis on the pronoun is especiahy clear in the
following quotations; in thefirst,for instance, 'Fancy
m y being' would be read with weakly stressed my,
whereas me would be strongly stressed as it stands:
Benson D 2.22 Fancy m e being as old as any two of
you | Galsw IPh 10 I'm not afraid of you [italics in the
text] misunderstanding m e | Bennett H 16 Instead of
m e talking to you, you ought to be talking to m e |
id W 2.71 it's a question of you starving as well as me.
9.7s. I select two dialect quotations: Maclaren A 33
there's nae fear o' him buying his lease wi' his kirk |
Barrie W 89 I wondered at 'im neither runnin' awa nor
comin' forrit.
9.74. The oblique case is inevitable if the pronoun
is followed by an apposition:
Bennett L R 351 W h a t were the chances of him, Sam,
getting back to work ? | id I m p Pal 89 there would have
been something improper in him, Director of the Imperial Palace, deity of thirteen hundred employees, disporting himself on the Palacefloor.—Cf.especially Wal-
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pole Jeremy 701 hate you children chattering | Maugham
Alt 1485 Can I count on you ah holding your tongues?
| Wilder H 221 W h a t good is it you two being married
if you don't love each other ?

Nominative
9.75. In some cases even the nominative of a personal pronoun is found as subject of an ing.
Sometimes this is due to confusion with the nexustertiary construction ("absolute construction"), in which
the nominative is required: Swift J 240 it put m e in
mind of the Dean and Stoyte, and Wahs, and Stella
at play, and Dingley and I looking on | Bronte V 227
Fancy us holding him tight down in the carriage, and
he raving between us,fitto drive everybody delirious |
Di D 420 remember a great wail and cry, and the other
women hanging about him, and we all standing in the
room; I with a paper in m y hand | Wells T B 1.189
I imagined myself delivering them to her—and she,
goddess-like and beautiful, giving her fine judgment |
Shaw M s 133 this is a good scene, with you on your
lonely watch, and I approaching like a ghost in the
moonlight | Deeping R R 127 She had a sense of strangeness ... with Christopher lying in her bed, and she
watching him in the intimate silence.
9.7e. Sometimes, there is no such confusion, but the
nominative is due to the same difficulty in combinations with and above 9.52 ; cf. vol. VII 6.43 : Di D
21 I recohect Peggotty and I peeping out at them from
m y little window | Fox M 2.178 this refers to her brother's health being delicate, and he and his wife having
to leave their children and go abroad | Lewis M A 161
Do you ever hear your mother and I scrapping and
fussing hke that? | Mannin W 202 But there was no
harm, surely, in she and Richard having a friendly
drink together occasionally? || Shaw T T 112 that's a
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very different thing from killing a m a n because he's a
German and he killing you because you're an Englishman.
In ah these there wih be felt some awkwardness in
the construction if we try to substitute the genitive
and possessive.
9.77. The nominative seems quite natural if an ing
is understood from what precedes; if the ing had been
repeated we should probably have found the possessive
used:
Scott (Lockhart 578) m a n y other points of difference;
besides his being an Irishman, I a Scotchman, and both
tolerably national | Dreiser F 310 W e reached the place
where the fact of the shop's being a ship and the engineer the captain, and I the mate, and the smith the
bos'n came to be a matter of general knowledge | Vambery M y Struggles 93 without m y interfering with their
sleep or they with m y reading | Berkeley Vane Mystery
208 That would be a motive for her murdering him,
not he her.
9.78. In a similar way, the nominative is found sometimes after instead of, because this phrase in some respects does duty as a conjunction (cf. Benson J 162
when I paint a picture, you think the net result is I
and a picture, instead of I alone). I once heard some
one in speaking of Bishop Colenso say, 'Instead of he
converting the Zulus, the Zulu chief converted him'.
See also Doyle Strand Mag. Dec. 94. 571 I should be
his prisoner instead of he being mine.
Here, too, emphasis makes the nominative seem preferable to the possessive.

There
9.7s. A n ing m a y be preceded by there ("existential
there") as a 'sham-subject', Symbol s/3 (cf. there was
hght | let there be hght). I have only two quotations
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before the 19th c: Defoe M 58 the supposition of there
being such choice to be had | Butler Anal. Rei. 6 objections ... against there being any such moral plan.
From later writers: Austen M 80 a doubt of there being
time enough | ib 320 he recommended there being
nothing more said to her | Carlyle S 37 this same fact
of there being Tailors | Di P 343 he denies there being
any ground or pretence whatever for the action | id
D o 105 an impartial remembrance of there being two
sides to every question | Kipling J 1.145 no one would
have dreamed of there being such a place | Ruskin S
35 awaking to the fact of there being a God | Shaw
C 168 an angel ... I beheve it's all g a m m o n about
there being any in heaven | Walpole R H 251 if it hadn't
been for there being so m a n y of us | Priestley G 84
I was wrong about there being only two smells here |
Benson D B 34 this might account for there being something rather odd about Bags.
The Ing-Nexus Itself the Subject of
a Sentence
9.8i. In the cases considered so far the ing-nexus
was either the object or governed by a preposition. But
it m a y also be the subject of a sentence. This offers no
difficulty if the genitive or possessive is used:
Sophia's having seen them did not greatly surprise
us | James T M 26 Her thus turning her back on m e
was fortunately not a snub.—The analysis is S(S22G)
V ...
9.82. Very frequently, however, a substantive is put
in the common case, as it is felt to be the subject itself (though more correctly it is only part of the subject). In one or two of the following quotations one m a y
feel inchned to take the ing as a participle.
Bunyan G 105 But the constable coming in prevented us | Swift J 367 That odious grandmother living so
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long, forced her to retire [i. e. the fact that the g
lived] | Fielding T 1.198 A n d is a wench having a
bastard all your news? | Goldsm V 1.162 The 'Squire's
portrait being found united with ours, was an honour
too great to escape envy | Keats 5.187 a person I a m
not quite used to entering the room half choaks m e |
Austen M 77 A whole family assembling regularly for
the purpose of prayer is fine | Huxley L 1.73 Parhament breaking up immediately after gave the officials
a good excuse for doing nothing more | Phillpotts M 42
The girl throwing him over has been a hard stroke |
Shaw D 3 is the lady bothering you any reason for you
to come bothering m e ? | Bentley T 27 The body not
being robbed looks interesting.
9.8s. In the following interesting examples the verbform (causes, not cause, etc.) shows that the writers
really took the whole nexus as the subject of the verb,
even in spite of the fact that the second quotation
contains the nominative I:
Swift J 493 I avoided him ... m y reasons are, that
people seeing m e speak to him causes a great deal of
teasing | Spectator 394 I having a great esteem for your
honour and a better opinion of you than any of the
quahty, makes m e acquaint you of an affair that I
hope wih oblige you to know | Keats 5.81 I a m quite
weh. Y o u going out is no proof that you are | Harris
Shaw 34 T w o old m e n dealing with such a young theme,
in which at best their interest could not have been more
than academic, seems funny to m e on reflection.
In the following quotation we have the nominative
they, but the form of the verb is indifferent: Austen S
120 They being her relations, too, made it so much
the worse.
9.84. In recent half-vulgar speech me and him are
found in this construction: Bennett P L 178 What
pleased them far more than anything was m e knowing them by their Christian names | id Ace 137 That;
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and me saying I'd flown from Paris, and—oh!—the
usual arrangement in the end did it | Priestley F 329
N o good m e going back even if I wanted to, is it ? |
Hammett T h 252 H i m hanging around like this, just
messing things up, don'tfitin anywheres that I can see.
9.85. If the ing-nexus as the real subject of a sentence is preceded by a preparatory it as the "lesser"
subject, the possessive is stih perfectly natural: Hughes
T 2.52 it can surely make no difference, their being
poor m e n | Darwin L 2.149 what a relief it has been
your looking over this chapter | Meredith H 110 it's
the oddest thing in the world our meeting hke this |
Doyle St 133 It was the merest chance m y taking these
pills || Di N 636 it's no use her listening at keyholes j
Doyle S 1.67 it is no use your applying if your hair is
light red | Ward R 1.113 it will be no good m y trying
for a fehowship.
9.86. The c o m m o n case is here by no means infrequent: Di P 187 It was of no use a little m a n like
Nathaniel Pipkin pulling the door inwards, when a
great strong fellow like old Lobbs was pulling it outwards | Merrick C 227 It's such a nuisance everything
being shut to-day | Kaye Smith G A 131 After all, it
was very strange, Bob going out so much like that j
Walpole Cp 418 it seems so funny any one being frightened of m e ... I meant that any one being frightened of
m e was ridiculous.
Note the form of the verb in Defoe R 2.145 it is not
your men being protestants that discharges m e | Christie
Big Four 20 it is both windows being open that strikes
m e as curious.
9.87. With pronouns we find both cases (nom. and
oblique) used here, the latter however chiefly in vulgar
speech, which here as elsewhere, tends to use the oblique in m a n y combinations where educated speech has
the nominative. You of course m a y be either case:
Shaw P 170 it is no use you coming to Cleopatra |
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Bennett H L 342 it's no use him pretending he doesn't
(extremely frequent in Bennett with me, etc.) | GOIBW
F 408 'Tis no use him frettin' over m e | Phihpotts G R
40 [educated m a n speaking:] But it's different m e going
and you going | Kaye Smith H A 215 it seems so dreadful us marrying on the quiet | Kennedy C N 68 It's no
use us going up till Tony's quiet | W a u g h B M 105 D o
you think it's any use m e trying to v a m p him ? j Priestley G 594 It's no use him wiring back to me.
The possessive and you are found together in Beaconsfield L 200 "It was very nice your asking usfirstand
alone," said the Duchess. "It was very nice you coming,
dear Duchess" | Shaw M 204 it's not quite the same
thing m y knowing her and you knowing her.
In the following quotations we see the difficulty already mentioned when two pronouns are to be combined with the same ing: Galsw F M 94 It's so queer
you and he being brothers | Aumonier O B 9 Doesn't
it seem rum, you and I sitting here to-night after ah
these years?
No Subject Expressed
9.88. Very often a gerund stands alone without any
subject, but as in other nexuses (nexus-substantives,
infinitives, etc.) the connexion of a subject with the
verbal idea is always imphed.
Very often the understood subject is the generic person ( = F on): S 0 o °, thus Complimenting is lying | I
hate lying | Shaw T T 72 nothing succeeds hke lying.
In most cases the understood subject is the subject
of the whole sentence: I remember seeing the King;
thus after prepositions: on (before, after) leaving he ...
| Caine S 2.37 O n Tuesday morning Robbie lost no
time in making inquiries, but he wasted several hours
in ascertaining particulars.
In other cases it wih be the object of the whole sent-
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ence: they punished him for lying; cf. Di N 64 Talking
of the baron's ancestor puts m e in mind of the baron's
great claims to respect | H e felt indignant with his
father for cutting him off with a shilling | The pain in
m y throat made speaking difficult.
After a passive verb the S° wih often be hke the
subject of the corresponding active sentence: the day
was spent in packing.
Similarly there can be no question of who is meant
as S° in Thack P 1.29 As for going himself, that was
quite out of the question.
Sometimes the use of the definite article wih make
a difference: Reading aloud was a great exertion to
him | Darwin L 122 The reading aloud often sent him
to sleep [i. e. reading done by others].
The substantival character of the gerund is shown
here by the. This is also clear in the difference between
the fohowing sentences, in which the subject in A is
different from, but in B is identical with the subject
of the whole sentence; in A, but not in B the object
is preceded by of.
A: Before the building of this bridge a dispute arose
between the town and the engineer | After the
budding of this bridge a dispute arose ...
B : Before building this bridge the engineer hved in
London | After building this bridge the engineer
hved ...
But note that to A During the building of this bridge
a dispute arose, etc., corresponds B While building this
bridge the engineer hved here: here building is not the
gerund, but the present participle.
Building in A corresponds to construction, in B to
constructing.
9.89. Through what purists m a y consider an inexact
construction the understood subject is not the grammatical subject of the sentence but the natural agent of
the action concerned: Thack N 87 B y pushing steadily,
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nine hundred and ninety-nine people in a thousand wih
yield to you [ = if you push ...] | ib 493 After calling
thrice, and writing to Miss Newcome, there came a httle
note from that young lady [ = after he had ...] | Poe
S 160 Upon arriving withinfiftyfeet of the bottom, a
perfect regularity commenced.
The following examples seem more inexcusable:
Goldsm 663 B y coming close to some w o m e n they
look younger stih | Franklin 144 O n taking [i. e. my t.]
m y seat in the House, m y son was appointed their clerk
| Hardy F 143 O n inquiring for her at the house they
had told him she was at the sheep-washing | Doyle Sh
6.121 the maid thought that he was already dead, but
on pouring some water from the carafe over his forehead he opened his eyes.
Cf. the "loose participle" below 22.27.
Grammatical Analysis
9.9i. The question how to analyze combinations like
"on Miss Sharp appearing" has been variously answered. Most grammars, at any rate school grammars, take
appearing as the (present) participle, while in "on Miss
Sharp's appearing" they would speak of a verbal substantive or gerund; sometimes a distinction is made
between verbal substantive and gerund, and the term
"half-gerund" is even introduced by some writers.
Kruisinga avoids the terms "participle" and "gerund"
and speaks everywhere of "the verbal ing".
As already hinted in 8.1l9 the best plan is to recognize the formal identity of the words derived by
means of the same ending, and to use the term ing as
comprehending two syntacticahy distinct things:
(1) a gerund, parahel to, though syntacticahy different from, other nexus-substantives, but hke them denoting a nexus,—symbol G — , and
(2) a (first) participle, which does not denote but
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implies a nexus and is therefore on a par with agentsubstantives,—symbol Y.
W e have (1) in "we praised her graceful dancing"
and "we praised her for dancing gracefully"; cp, (graceful) dance—and (2) in "a dancing girl" and "a girl
dancing gracefuhy appeared"; cp. (graceful) dancer.
Dancing in (1) means 'the fact that (she) dances', or
'the way in which (she) dances'; in (2) 'who dances'.
Stealing, creating, assisting are analogous with (1) th
nexus-substantives theft, creation, assistance: G, and (2)
with the agent-substantives thief, creator, assistant: Y.
This distinction seems logical enough, though we
have seen cases in which it was not easy to carry it
through (8.63).
9.92. If we apply this test, we see that the ing in the
sentences exemplified in sections 9.6—9.8 after a common case or a pronoun that is not possessive is not a
participle. If it had been, we should have expected the
corresponding construction with the second (passive)
participle, thus / insist upon the cloth removed, but as
a matter of fact only / insist upon the cloth being removed is said.
If it had been a real participle, we should expect the
construction to be equally frequent with all kinds of
substantives and with pronouns, and we should also
expect some clear distinction between the construction
with the common case and that with the genitive; but
as a matter of fact we find the construction much more
often with substantives denoting things than with
names of persons, and much more often with substantives than with pronouns. Many authors who do not
scruple to use the common case in substantives always
prefer the possessive in pronouns, (I insist on his appearing), see, e. g. Kiphng M O P 198 I can understand
an Afghan steahng, because he is made that way. But
I can't understand his crying. See also the perfect
parallelism in Di D 588:
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A dream of their coming in with Dora; of the pewopener arranging us, hke a drih-serjea'nt, before the altar
rails; of my wondering, w h y pew-openers must always
be the most disagreeable females procurable ... Of the
clergyman and the clerk appearing; of a few boatmen and
some other people strolling in; of an ancient mariner behind me, stronglyflavouringthe church with rum; of
the service beginning in a deep voice, and our all being
very attentive. Of Miss Lavinia, w h o acts as semiauxiliary bridesmaid, being thefirstto cry ... of Miss
Clarissa applying ... of my aunt endeavouring ... of
little Dora trembling ... Of our kneeling down together,
side by side; of Dora's trembling less and less ... of
the service being got through ... of our all looking at
each other ... of my young wife being hysterical ...
Of my going ... of Peggotty's hugging m e ... Of my
walking ... of their whispering ... Of there being a
breakfast, etc., etc.
In this passage ah the pronouns are in the possessive
(20 instances besides 3 our all, and once their all), but
some of the substantives are in the genitive (9 instances)
and others in the c o m m o n case (23 instances); note that
Dora's is found five times, and Dora twice, and that
both Lavinia'» and Lavinia occur without any apparent
difference.
9.93. The meaning of m a n y combinations also is such
that it would be hard to account for it on the supposition that w e have a participle, e. g. Hardy F 295
I cannot understand no rain falling, i. e. the fact that
no rain falls | Maugham PI 164 I can't help the water
running out of m y eyes.—Being as a participle is nearly
devoid of meaning: people being unhappy is equal to
people who are unhappy, i. e. unhappy people, but this
analysis cannot be apphed to Galsworthy's sentence
(D 100) I hate people being unhappy, nor to Thackeray's
(N 769) / have not the least objection to a rogue being
hung, for he has an objection to the rogue, whether he
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is hung or not.—Cf. also Doyle St 106 there was no
doubt as to the crime being a political one | Bennett
G S 267 The way he grumbled about his feet being cold!
Note also the insertion of the fact of, which is often
very useful to avoid misunderstanding, as otherwise
the reader would expect another continuation: Wilde
S 25 The fact of a m a n being a poisoner is nothing
against his prose | Hope F 65 H e knew very weh that
the fact of a young lady, deserted by him who ought
to have been in attendance, consoling herself with a
flirtation with somebody else was not enough for him
to go upon.
9.94. The ing in combinations after without I take
to be a gerund; cf. the possessive in without his (my)
knowing it. Generahy the common case is used, e. g.
Fielding 5.550 scarce a day passes without some calling
here | Scott Iv 492 without one blow being struck in
her behalf | Thack S 56 selling without the Government laying its paws upon the bargain | Zangwill G 154
a boy who stole jam without any one being the wiser
| Galsw F S 668 he could do it at home without the
world knowing | Wilde S 128 one can talk the whole
time without other people hearing what one says.
Examples with the obhque form of pronouns: Bennett P L 146 Our job as w o m e n is quite delicate enough
without you making it worse by any damned superficiality | Priestley G 462 Can't you see I've enough
damn bother on m y hands without you making trouble
| Aumonier O B 22 doing a lot of things for other people,
without them doing anything for her | Walpole Cp 371
I can't put m y nose outside the door without them all
peering at me.
They in Defoe M 287 goes with the examples quoted above
9.7,: only I would fain have had this done without m y new
husband having any knowledge of it, or they having acknowledge of him.

9.95. But it must be admitted that there are cases
Jespersen, Modern English Grammar. V.

F
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in which the grammatical analysis is more doubtful tha
in the instances just considered.
Sometimes it is nearly immaterial to the meaning
whether an ing after a noun (or pronoun) is taken to
be a gerund or a participle. The construction in I see
(hear) John coming m a y be analyzed S V 0(12), if coming is taken to be a simple adjunct to John, or S V
0(S 2 P), if John coming is taken as a nexus-object as
those in ch. H above. But coming m a y also be a gerund,
and then we have S V 0(S 2 G). Examples: Caxton R
87 they sawe hunters comyng ouer the felde with many
houndes | Fielding T 1.269 I have seen m e n struggling
to protract an entertainment | Di D 451 w e heard the
others laughing and talking | Galsw F S 530 he could
hear a piano being played | Di D 218 as I watched him
reading. Cf. below 22.32.
Similarly after verbal phrases (W) with prepositions:
In Johnson R 85 'listen to one of the maidens reading
in the shade' and Kipling S 281 'listening to M a c playing thefiddle'it is natural to analyze reading and playing as participial adjuncts, and the same analysis might
be apphed to combinations after hear of, e. g. BJo P
I. 2.13 I heare of a tragcedie of yours comming foorth,
though in Defoe R 2.234 'I had heard of Ohver Cromwell taking Drogheda in Ireland' and Symonds Shehey
68 'We hear of Harriet continuing her Latin studies'
the meaning is rather 'hear of the fact that ...', thus
with the gerund. Thackeray in one sentence (N 2) has
both constructions: 'Who ever heard of them [i. e. the
English] eating an owl or a fox, m a d a m , or their sitting
down and taking a crow to pick?' The analysis m a y
be doubtful in Sheridan 180 I don't wonder at people
giving him to m e for a lover | Stevenson J H F 33 it
turns m e cold to think of this creature stealing like a
thief to Harry's bedside.
9.96. The distinction is sometimes very delicate.
Thackeray writes, P 2.9 T recollect m y old governor
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caning m e in that httle room'—recollect him, as he was
when he caned, or recollect the fact that he caned m e ?
Thus also Ruskin P 1.21 I recohect m y mother giving
m e three raisins | Carlyle R 1.78 I remember m y father
once describing to us a cah he had made on Hope.
Here I should say we had the gerund with the common
case. Meredith has both constructions, H 146 I remember m y father faking m e to a tavern ... I remember
our having a Welsh rabbit there. Cf. also Bennett L M
131 Fancy the poor fehow never having his own flowers!
| Doyle S 1.104 I quite understand you thinking so.
Him (with the participle) is more natural than his in
T can't imagine him giving a shilling to a beggar'.
Other examples in which the ing might or might not
be the participial adjunct: L a m b E 2.22 There is something ungracious in a comic actor holding himself aloof
from all participation with those who are come to be
diverted by him | Di P 446 they were startled by the
scientific gentleman unlocking his garden-gate | Stevenson J H F 23 he was aware of an odd, hght footstep
drawing near.
Similar doubts astothe analysis (participle or gerund)
may be found after like, etc.: Hardy R 345 I don't hke
you going to-night | Maxweh F 196 She didn't hke them
taking notice of m e | Christie in B D S 354 I hate anyone
listening when I'm telephoning | Barrie A d m C 107 I
can't abide a w o m a n whistling | Shaw M s (p. ?) I can't
understand a lady going up in an aeroplane | id 1.20 You
won't mind m y taking Blanche in to dinner | Bennett
E C h (p. ?) I don't mind you sleeping in blankets,
but you oughtn't to have a bare pihow | id R S 15 you
wouldn't mind m e asking you about her | Maxweh W F
88 Y o u don't mind us having secrets? | Black P 1.267
I should not mind their talking about m e | ib 269 I
shouldn't mind them saying that | Galsw F 176 Suppose
Derek should mind her people knowing.
Will not have is synonymous with dislike: Thack P
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525 And I wih not have you breaking into my house
of a night; cf. Shaw StJ 96 W e shall have the whole
town talking of this.
Note whom in Kaye Smith G A 132 to meet the
neighbouring farmers w h o m she did not hke coming to
the house [ = whose coming to the house she did not
like].
9.97. After excuse and forgive we find double constructions, and when the c o m m o n case is used, the ing
m a y be taken as the participle: Collins W 141 he must
excuse m y being rather in a hurry | Di D 353 would
you excuse m e asking for a cup more coffee? | Shaw
2.303 Y o u h excuse me, I'm sure, having interrupted
your business [note the inserted phrase, which would
have been impossible after my] | Hope F 97 you must
forgive m e speaking of it.
With excuse we have the curious fact that excuse my
(me) doing sometimes is equal to forgive me for doing,
and sometimes to forgive me for not doing. Examples
of the latter (see Negation 29): Hazhtt A 108 she said
she hoped I should excuse Sarah's coming up | Scott
0 76 you will excuse m y saying any thing that will
criminate myself | Di F 28 Y o u must excuse m y telling
you [ = 1 won't] | Kingsley Y 64 Excuse m y rising,
gentlemen, but I a m very weak | Philips L 64 you
must excuse m y saying anything more on the subject
at the present moment | Deeping R R 347 Excuse m y
getting up [ = excuse m y remaining sitting].
9.98. With prevent in its present meaning 'hinder' we
find three constructions: (a) prevent John from coming,
(b) prevent John's coming, and (c) prevent John coming. Most educated speakers prefer the two first constructions. Examples:
(a) Fielding 3.510 prevents us from over and under
valuing j Di D o 249 the idea of preventing the family
from forgetting him | Meredith E 78 I can't prevent
the lad from hking me.
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(b) Defoe P 12 to prevent people's travelling | Fielding
3.33 to prevent m y ever seeing your face again | Sheridan
279 the poverty of your own language prevents their
assimilating [their = of the passages] | Di P 566 Bob
Sawyer ... skipping from side to side, as if to prevent
the young lady's leaving the room | id D 527 something
which prevented our getting at each other.
(c) Swift J 2471 had a mind to prevent Sir H. Belasyse
going to Spain | Defoe R 99 the tide prevented m e going
to the wreck | id G 146 prevent the contagion spreading
| Kingsley H 241 to prevent the men being hurt | Hope
F 58 to prevent Sir Roderick finding out things | ib 83
to prevent him making a fool of himself | Dickinson R
17 to prevent a m a n ever coming into the rights | Shaw
P 10 to prevent him giving what was his to his son |
ib 35 to prevent you catching cold.
Two constructions are combined in Hope Z 80 the
trees prevented us seeing our pursuers, and them from
seeing us | Shaw T T 104 ... because they could sit
about on beds and prevent the men from going mad.
Sweetie did not prevent m e going mad.
Synonyms of prevent: LondE 121 stoppit the water
goyng j Shaw M 185 do go out and stop father making
a scene in the street | Ward D 3.226 You think you'll
stop him giving it to them that have a right to look
to him? | Benson D 173 will no knowledge stop* you
holding further intercourse with him? | McKenna S M
300 I imagine most w o m e n would try to stop the child
being born | Galsw S w 238 anything that might stop
him being useful to her Rafaelite | Kaye Smith H A 302
Any girl can stop a m a n loving her | Maugham PI 3.206
[the bell rings persistently] For goodness sake, stop it
ringing! | N P 1934 w o m e n want children and under
proper conditions nothing wih stop them having children | Beswick O D 210 It's work that stops a body thinking, isn't it?
The twofirstquotations m a y be participial, the two
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others undoubtedly contain the gerund. So do these:
Swift J 220 I have so much business to hinder m e answering yours | Defoe R o x 293 to hinder him going
with m e | G E A 417 I can no more help remembering,
than I can help m y heart beating.
With some, but not with ah, of these verbs the passive construction is possible: Austen M 105 young folks
in their situation should be excused complying with the
common forms | Sterne 222 she had been prevented
telling m e her story | Wister R 76 the prisoners were
stopped writing any more letters.

Chapter X

The Infinitive
Introductory
10.11. Comparative grammar has shown that the infinitive in prehistoric times was a fully inflected verbal
substantive. In O E the ending was -an (occasionahy
without a, as fon), the only inflected form of which
was the dative in -enne, which under the influence of
-an became -anne; this form was used after the preposition to. This is not the place to relate in detail how
these endings graduahy dwindled down and finally disappeared, so that the infinitive became identical in
form with the present indicative (apart from the 3rd
person singular), the present subjunctive and imperative. In the M o d E period, with which w e are exclusively concerned here, ah these forms have become one,
which we term the base of the verb. The infinitive in
M o d E is thus to be considered not as a separate form
of the verb, but only as one of several applications or
uses of the base-form.
It has been said that it was inconsistent o n m y part to use
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the n a m e s imperative, subjunctive and infinitive though I
rejected the use for M o d E of the old case-names accusative
and dative. Here as therey it is said, w e have a formal falling
together of w h a t used to be separate in form but is n o w separate in use only. There is however, I think, this justification
of m y standpoint that in the case of the verbs the spheres of
utility belonging to the imperative, subjunctive and infinitive
are comparatively clear-cut, so that a doubt is nearly always
precluded whether w e shall call one particular occurrence an
infinitive or an imperative, while in the substantives and pronouns it is very often indeed hard or impossible to k n o w which
of the two case-names (ace. and dat.) to assign to the c o m m o n
form: neither logic nor linguistic history is here of m u c h help;
cf. Linguistica 322 ff. and above vol. Ill eh. X I I and X I V
(note 14.14).
This does not hinder me from recognizing cases in which
w e m a y hesitate whether to recognize a base-form as an infinitive or as a subjunctive or imperative. S o m e are treated
below, see 24.22 (do come) and 12.6 (go where he will). H o w
to analyze the proverb "nothing venture, nothing win" ?
The uses of English infinitives are so manifold, and there
is so m u c h overlapping a m o n g them, that I have experienced
considerable difficulty in classifying them and in fitting each
quotation and example into the appropriate pigeonhole. It
was, however, s o m e consolation, after writing most of the
following chapters, to go through the corresponding parts of
some excellent English grammars, for there I found that their
classification, too, w a s unsatisfactory. S o m e of t h e m had not
even attempted to establish a system to be at all compared
with the one here given. Very often they had torn asunder
what to m e seemed to belong together, or inversely placed
together things that are really logically and grammatically
different. I m a y therefore hope for some indulgence, if m y
o w n exposition is not all that could be desired.
For the OE period we have Morgan Callaway's painstaking
and exhaustive monograph "The Infinitive in Anglo-Saxon"
(Washington 1913), which will retain its great value even if
the criticism directed against it, chiefly b y Behaghel and after
him b y Bock (in Anglia, vol. 65, 1931), is to a great extent
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just. For ME and ModE we have no corresponding complete
treatment of the subject, though there are, of course, m a n y
special treatises besides the treatment in the standard comprehensive grammars.
The early uses of the passive infinitive have been specially
investigated b y W . van der Gaaf in ESts 10 (1928), p. 107 ff.
In O E it occurs as a subject and as an object (also after "auxiliaries" and uton) andfinallyin an accusative with infinitive,
but in none of these cases it is preceded b y to. In M E the
passiveto-infinitivebecomes more and more feequent; as what
I call an adjunct it is not found before Orrm; the passive
infinitive of purpose, which is u n k n o w n in O E , is also first
found in Orrm; the predicative passive infinitive does not m a k e
its appearance till after the 13th century.
In a subsequent paper (ib. 129ff.)the same writer deals
with "The Post-Adjectival Passive Infinitive" (what I call the
infinitive of specification). T h e use of the passive as distinct
from the active infinitive in present English is dealt with most
fully b y Poutsma, but neither his classification nor his explanations are always to the point.

10.12. The partly substantival character of the infinitive is shown by its power to stand as a primary
(as subject, object, etc.) as weh as by its mixed activepassive character in some cases (vol. H I 11.6). But
otherwise the infinitive is now purely verbal—much
more so than the gerund, which we have considered in
the two preceding chapters. This is shown negatively
by the fact that it cannot be preceded by an article
(definite or indefinite), an adjective, or a genitive, and
positively by the fact that it can take an object and
an adverb (or other tertiary), and that it possesses a
perfect (vol. IV 7) and a passive (vol. IV 8.7).

10.13. With regard to the syntactical function of the
infinitive it is of the utmost importance to remember
that an infinitive always denotes a nexus between a subject (S) and the verbal idea, but that the S need not
always be expressly indicated, in which case the full
formula is S°I. Instances of latent subject are ex-
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tremely frequent. In thefirstplace the latent S is obvious because it is the same as the subject or object,
etc., of the (main) sentence:
I want to sing S V 0(S°I).
It amuses her to sing s V O * S(S2*I), i. e. that the
latent subject of to sing is identical with the object of
amuses.
It is her pleasure to sing s V P(S 2 2 *X) S(S2*°I)*.
It is kind of her to sing s V P pi* S(S2*°I).
Secondly the latent subject m a y be more indefinite,
yet determined contextuahy:
It was dreadful to witness that spectacle.
It was proposed to retire to the drawing-room.
Finahy the latent S is the "generic person" (one, Fr.

on, G. man):
To sing is a pleasure S(S2°°°I) V P, i. e. to sing, which
is the subject of the sentence, logically contains an infinitival nexus the latent subject of which is the generic
person (= 'one takes pleasure in singing').
Cf. AnalSynt. 33.5 and 34.5.
That the infinitive always presupposes a nexus between a subject and the verbal idea is shown clearly
by the possibility of using a reflexive pronoun referring
to the latent subject:
She wanted to kill herself S V 0(S°I02 = S).
To kill oneself is immoral S(S2°°°*IO) (=S,*)) V P .
To give oneself airs is ridiculous S ^ 0 0 " * ! O 1 *0) V P.
(Cf. Fr. Se promener est agreable; il est agreable de
se promener).
In accordance with this general view the following
treatment of the infinitive naturally falls into two main
divisions:
A. The S of the infinitive is implied by the context
(Chs. X — X V I I ) .
B. The S of the infinitive is expressly indicated (Chs.
XVIII—XIX).
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Bare Infinitive a n d to
10.2i. For shortness' sake I use the term infinitive
so as to include both the 'bare infinitive' and the 'toinfinitive', it being understood that the latter is used
everywhere except where the use of the former is expressly stated.
There is n o reason to have a separate n a m e for the to-infinitive, such as supine (Sweet), gerundial infinitive (Mason); some
grammarians even call it gerund, but that n a m e is better reserved for one application of the ing.
In vol. H I 1.32 a rapid sketch is found of the development through which to, which originally had its ordinary
meaning before an infinitive as a preposition of direction
and stih preserves it in some combinations, lost it in
others, so that it has now come to be a mere 'empty'
grammatical appendix to the infinitive. It was also
shown how a parahel development is found independently in various other languages, especiahy du in
Gothic, zu in German, te in Dutch and at in Scandinavian, while the Magyar infinitive in -ni presents also a
curious parahel. Since that volume of m y book appeared,
the gradual extension of theto-infinitivein O E and M E
has been made the subject of a very full and able paper
by Hellmut Bock, "Studien zum prapositionalen infinitiv und akkusativ mit demto-infinitiv"(Anglia
55.114ff.1931), of which I have made use more than
once in the following chapters. H e does not say very
much about Modern Enghsh syntax, which is the matter dealt with in this volume.
Bock, as already N E D s. v. to, thinks that a powerful influence to bring about the extensive use of the
to-infinitive has been the decay of the inflexional endings and "the need of some mark to distinguish the infinitive from other parts of the verb and from the
cognate substantive". (NED). This should not, however, be urged too strongly, for we must remember that
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the rules for the use of to are virtually the same as
those for at in the Scandinavian languages, where the
different forms have not been levehed to the same extent
as in Enghsh.
10.22. I must here mention the theory advanced by Fijn
van Draat, Rhythm, ch. rV, and Franz, Shakespeare-Grammatik p. 534, that the rules for the use or non-use of to are chiefly
determined by rhythmical considerations: I 'saw him 'come |
he was 'seen to 'come. It will easily be seen that this does not
cover the facts: make and cause are rhythmically identical,
yet we have different rules: I make John come | I cause John
to come. Further to is used or omitted without regard to the
actual occurrence of strong or weak syllables in the word
following it: I saw John come | I saw him [strongly or weakly
stressed] come | I saw Johnson come | I saw Johnson return |
I saw John be assaulted | I saw him be assaulted 11 he was seen
to come | he was seen to begin | he was seen at once to begin.
These examples illustrate the invariable use in colloquial
ModE. Further it is worth noticing that the difference between
the active without to and the passive with to after certain
verbs very nearly corresponds with the same use or omission
of at in Danish, though the rhythm of the sentences does not
always correspond to the English one. Nor is the theory of the
influence of rhythm borne out by the examples printed in the
following chapters—a circumstance which is the more conclusive because m y examples were collected without the slightest regard to the possibility of proving or disproving the influence of rhythm. O n the other hand F. van Draat's own
quotations are less conclusive than he thinks. However, while
rhythm thus has probably played no decisive role in the development of the grammatical rules concerning the use of to,
it is nevertheless very possible that in good stylists the insertion or omission of to is sometimes determined by rhythmical
considerations in those cases in which usage has not settled
onfixedrules.

10.23. It is interesting to see how great the agreement is on the whole between the different Gothonic
languages with regard to the syntactic use of the prepositional infinitive, whether at (att, a), du, or to (te, zi,
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zu) is used; only details differ, such as the German bare
infinitive as subject and the disinclination in English
to use theto-infinitiveafter another preposition. Thus
we see the outcome of what Schuchardt used to call
"elementar-verwandtschaft" as against "historische
verwandtschaft". Note also how history repeats itself,
when in M E for to came to be used extensively with
obliteration of the original meaning of both prepositions
(see 14.12). In Scandinavian dialects w e find the curious parallel development through which the a£-infinitive
is strengthened by the addition of til, the meaning of
which is obliterated, so that the Norwegian poet Dass
writes min hane, hold op till at gale as M E 'my cock,
cease for to crow', and the dialect of Skane (Scania)
has han onskar till at do 'he wishes for to die' with the
further consequence that for till att (three preps.!) is
used to mark purpose expressly. Sandfeld (Linguistique
balkanique, Paris 1930, p. 179) quotes Fr. Wulff,
L'emploi de l'infinitif dans les plus anciens textes
francais, p. 22, and mentions this as a parahel to the
Modern Greek use of the conjunction na (orig. hina)
which loses the signification 'in order that' to mean simply
'that' and comes to be strengthened by gia (from dia),
which in its turn loses the meaning of purpose. A further
parahel is found in Dutch, and especiahy in Afrikaans,
where om te (corresponding to G um zu) is used without any meaning of purpose, e. g. ek hoop om te kom
T hope [for] to come', separated in hy weet hoe om met
de ding te werk 'he knows how to work with the thing'.
— I n Rumanian a is used nearly as in E : inceape a
sufla 'it begins to blow', poftesc a avea T wish to have';
even after de: maestria de a scrive 'the art to write, of
writing'; in Fr., It. and Sp. the use of a (a) is more
restricted, and de (da) is used in other cases.
10.24. In the historical development there is a
decrease in the use of the bare infinitive; this should be
connected with the corresponding decrease in the use
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of a substantive by itself; just as a substantive is
habitually accompanied by an article, definite or indefinite, so also w h e n the infinitive is not standing in
very close connexion with one of the light words which
have from times immemorial required the bare infinitive,
it has to be prefixed by to, which acts as a kind of
verbal article; cp., e.g.
A walk with her is a great pleasure
The walk with her was a great pleasure
T o walk with her is a great pleasure
I should hke a walk with her
I should hke to walk with her, etc.
A sight of her was delightful
The sight of her was delightful
T o see her w a s delightful
I should hke a sight of her
I should like to see her, etc.
The examples illustrate those cases in which a verb
and a substantive are identical in form as well as those
in which they are different.
10.3i. To is used with an infinitive in thefirstplace
where the usual meaning of the preposition is distinctly
felt: he went to fetch his hat \ he was led (inclined) to
believe—or is more or less vaguely present: ready to
believe \ anxious to believe. See especiahy the infinitive
of purpose and result. B u t then it is used very extensively where a preposition seems to be naturally required, but where to is really inadequate, as in the infinitive of reaction: glad to meet you (cf. Fr. charme de
vous voir). A n d finally where there seems to be no
intrinsic need for a preposition: to see her is to love her,
etc.
10.3s. Very often theto-infinitiveis in a m u c h more
independent position than the bare infinitive; this is,
for instance, the case w h e n it stands alone (What to
do?), or as the subject of a sentence. After see and hear
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it m a y be used when these verbs do not denote the
immediate sense-perception, but rather a logical conclusion (examples 18.2J; and then it is required after
the passive of some verbs which in the active generahy
take the bare infinitive (he was made to jump, etc.): the
passive construction is more remote from everyday expression than the active. Note also h o wfrequentlythe
to-infinitive occurs after verbs of Romanic origin (he
desires to go, refuses to go, causes her to go): the great
extension of to took place at the time when French
(and Latin) words invaded the language in very large
numbers. Thus it wih be seen that the to-infinitive,
though far from being stiff, literary or remote from
everyday hfe, nevertheless belongs to a somewhat more
exalted sphere of the language than the more homely
construction without the preposition.

Two or More Parallel Infinitives
10.33. There is a natural tendency to let one to suffice with two or more infinitives—this is parahel to the
usual economy of articles with two connected substantives: the king and queen, a cup and saucer, etc. Examples :
Sh R 2 IV. 1.165 I hardly yet haue learn'd To insinuate,flatter,bowe, and bend m y knee | id John IV.
3.8 As good to dye, and go; as dye, and stay (cf.
C y m b IH. 3.47) | Mi P L 2.418 awaiting w h o appeer'd
To second, or oppose, or undertake The perilous
attempt | B y D J 1.68 I'm reahy puzzled what to
think or say | Shehey 267 Cease they to love, and move,
and breathe, and speak, who die? | Austen M 229
the wife who was to share, and animate, and reward
those duties | Stevenson T 4 he was sure to think better of it, bring m e m y fourpenny piece, and repeat his
orders | Benson D 185 Dodo seemed to have something
to say, and not be able to say it | Maugham Alt 103
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Is that what we came into the world for, to hurry to
an office, and work hour after hour till night, then
hurry home and dine and go to a theatre?
10.34. In other cases, however,toshould be, or m a y
be, repeated, thus when a contrast is imphed, sometimes also when two or more infinitives are placed
together without any conjunction.
Famous examples occur in Hamlet's monologue Sh
H m l H I . 1.55 To be, or not to be, that is the question:
Whether tis nobler in the minde to suffer The shngs ...
Or to take armes, A n d by opposing end them: to dye,
to sleepe, N o more; and by a sleepe, to say we end ...
To dye, to sleepe, To sleepe, perchance to dreame.
Cf. also A V Acts 20.35 It is more blessed to giue,
then to receiue | It will be better for you to stay than
to run away | It is nearly as dangerous to stay as to
run away.
But Milton has (PL 1.263) "Better to reign in Heh,
than serve in Heaven", and "better to die than hve
in fear of death", which are now perfectly natural.
Repetition and non-repetition are found together in
Goldsm V 1.148 It is easier to conceive than describe
the complicated sensations ... we agreed to meet him
with our usual smiles, to chat in the beginning with
more than ordinary kindness, to amuse him a little;
but then in the midst of theflatteringcalm to burst
upon him hke an earthquake, and overwhelm him with
the sense of his own baseness.
10.35. O n the other hand, the influence of distance
is seen very clearly in some cases in which thefirstof
two parahel infinitives has no to, and the second has
one, see Baldwin, Infl. and Syntax of Malory § 239,
Abbott, Sh-Gr. § 350, Franz, Sh-Gr. § 653, Al. Schmidt,
Sh-Lex., to 7.
Examples: Caxton R 68 I dar wel come openly in the
lyghte and to answere to alle the complayntes | Malory
71 But to yelde m e vnto the as recreaunt I had leuer
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dye than to be soo shamed | Roister 38 I will rather
haue ... Than ... not to be auenged | Lyly E 38 to
see a harlotte with the one hande robbe so m a n y
cofers, and with the other to rippe so m a n y corses |
ib 56 when they see them as it were pine in pleasure,
and to wax pale through their own peeuishness | Marlowe F 278 to make the moone drop from her spheare,
Or the ocean to ouerwhelme the world | Sh H m l I. 5.18
[it would] Make thy two eyes like starres start from
their spheres, Thy knotty and combined locks to part,
And each particular haire to stand an end | Wiv IV.
4.55 Then let them all encircle him about, A n d fairylike, to pinch the vncleane knight.
10.36. This is particularly frequent after rather (with
the bare infinitive) than: Sh Caes I. 2.172 Brutus had
rather be a villager, Then to repute himselfe a sonne
of Rome.
A number of examples have been collected by C. Alphonso Smith (in Studies in Philol. 13, no. 2)—to disprove the assertion made at Oxford that this was not
Enghsh—from which I quote:
Psalms 84.10 I had rather be a doorkeeper in the
house of m y God, than to dwell in thetentsof wickedness forever | Goldsm: Caesar was heard to say that he
had rather die once by treason than to hve continuously in apprehension of it | Lincoln: I would rather be
defeated with this expression in the speech, and have
it held up and discussed before the people, than to be
victorious without it | Stevenson: I would liever go
with you to prison than to go free without you | Price
Collier: the sailors and the stokers would rather obey
captain and officers, however they m a y have been
chosen for them, than to be sunk at sea.
This usage forms a curious contrast to the use of a
bare infinitive when rather than standtogether,see 12.5.
This may be compared with the use of that before a second
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clause while the first has no that: I hope you will come and
that the weather will be fine.

10.37. In reply to m y questions about the use or
non-use of to in the following sentences:
(a) Y o u might do worse than (to) accept his offer.
(b) I cannot do better than (to) give in.
(c) I expect to weep as much as (to) laugh.
(d) I expect to weep no less than (to) laugh.—
Professor Cohinson wrote:
(a) Both correct; omission of to shghtly preferable.
(b) I should prefer to omit to here, but its insertion is
not unnatural.
(c) and (d) Either with or without to possible. I have a
feehng that the omission of to is commoner in (d)
than in (c).
With regard to "You ought to weep instead of (to)
laugh", where, of course, ... instead of laughing is the
natural expression, he said: "I should certainly omit
to here—in fact its insertion sounds unnatural" (Cf.
below 14.4).
10.3s. In Scottish till (from Scandinavian) is used
fortowith infinitives: Scott O M 185 Cuddie wasna sae
thankfu' as he needed till hae been neither.
Cf. Grant & Dixon, Manual of Modern Scots, p. 165.
10.39. H o w varied the uses of theto-infinitiveare
can be gathered from the possibihty offindinga perfectly natural sentence like the following with three
different values of the same syntactic combination:
W o o d in IF 18.4 but to attempt (subj.) to estabhsh
(obj.) a general law to explain this (purpose) is out of
the question.
In the following chapters the several uses of the infinitive are arranged according to its rank as primary,
secondary, and tertiary.
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Chapter XI

The Infinitives. Subject and Predicative
ll.li. When we come to speak of the use of infinitives as primaries—i. e. as subject or predicative of a
sentence, as object of a verb or of a verbal phrase—
we unavoidably come to deal with the gerund, too, for
the two forms are here used for virtually the same
purposes. There is a good deal of overlapping, though
in m a n y cases idiomatic usage ahows of only one construction.
S o m e grammarians say that the gerund is more abstract,
the infinitive more concrete or lively; others that the aspect
of the gerund is imperfective and that of the infinitive perfective. Both definitions contain some truth andfitsome instances, but neither is really to the point and applicable to all
cases. (On perfective and imperfective, and "aspects" generally,
see PhilGr 286 ff.).
Subject
11.12. In the O E poetry there is no example of the
to-infinitive as subject or as object. In Beow. 473 Sorh
is m e to secganne ... hvaet m e Grendel hafad ...
fsernioa gefremed 'there is sorrow in m y mind at recounting ...'tosecganne should not be considered the
subject or predicative. In prose we find, e. g. "hit is
ungeliefedlic to secganne", where hit is the subject, and
to secganne means something hke "in respect of speaking", cf. the Latin of which it is a translation: incredibile
dictu est. But in m a n y similar sentences we see how
natural a shifting of the syntactic perception is by which
theto-infinitiveis felt more and more as the subject—
this is one instance of what I cah metanalysis—thus
in "him waes lao ... m a n n u m mete to syllenne", where
mete could easily be taken as the object of sylkne; cf.
also "hit is to lang eal to awritenne, hu oft ..." | "hit
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is god godne to herianne and yfelne to leanne". In "him
leofre waere wi5 hiene to feohtanne" there is no doubt
that theto-infinitivehas become the subject. Cf. Morgan Cahaway p. 9, who is on the whole more apt than
some of his critics to consider the infinitive as subject.
Subject and Predicative
11.13. Theto-infinitiveis extremely frequent as the
subject of a sentence. A M E example: Ch B 3499 To
lernen bokes was al hir lyking. M o d E examples:
Sh Tit H I . 1.245 To weepe with them that weepe,
doth ease some deale | Pope 62 To err is human, to
forgive, divine | McCarthy 2.113 To have held office
confers a certain dignity even on mediocrity | N P 1925
De Quincey held that to be murdered is the consummating touch to the fame of philosophers | Maugham
P 119 To be obeyed was natural to her.
Very often the infinitive is placed in extraposition,
represented before the verb by the preparatory it as a
lesser subject. The formula is s V S(I) or s V P S(I):
It is a great pleasure to see you | it was very kind
of you to come | Marlowe H 167 It lies not in our
power to Ioue, or hate | Spect 173 it would be stupidity
to be unconcerned at such perfection | Hope Ch 106
"It is not ah of life to hve" | it always pays to teh the
truth | Shaw T T 10 it must be pleasanter to be tipped
than to tip.
Note Carlyle P 181 It is not to die, or even to die of hunger,
that makes a m a n wretched = to die ... is not what makes a
man wretched, or, What makes a m a n wretched is not ...
Colloquially often with prosiopesis: Hope Ch 249 Very kind
of you to come and see us: PI. Other examples of such infinitives as subject preceded by a predicative vol. Ill 17.9„.

11.14. The infinitive here is always used with to:
in such colloquial expressions as "Better wait and not
say a word about it at present | as well be hanged for
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a sheep as for a lamb" (e. g. Quiller-Couch M 151) we
can hardly cah the infinitive the subject; no to is used
because the whole is felt as short for " W e had better
wait ..." (cf. 12.4X) or "One m a y as weh be hanged
..."; to would always be required in "It is better to
wait".
Cf. Sh M c b III. 2.19 Better be with the dead ...
Then on the torture of the minde to lye in restlesse
extasie | Milton A 6 as good almost kill a m a n as kill
a good book [Galsw D 133 As weh defend the opening
of another person's letters as admit the possibility of
making use of adventitious knowledge | ib 147 Better
be out, than stay in this place (but ib 171 Better to
die than to hve such false, broken lives).
To would now be required in:
Swift P 128 it is better be out of the world, than
out of the fashion | ib 187 it is as good be in the dark
as without hght.
11.1s. Ato-infinitivem a y be the subject-part (primary, S) of a nexus-tertiary:
Quincey 266 but, to be imperfect being the essence,
the very greatness of their imperfection becomes their
perfection. (Here it would not be possible to have a
gerund, for reasons of euphony.) | Bahard Thought & L.
200 To break a convention being softer than to break
heads, and cheaper than to break furniture, the angry
m a n bursts into oaths and curses.
11.1 e. The gerund m a y be used in the same way as
the subject of a sentence:
Sh H 4 B II. 2.52 keeping such vild company as thou
art, hath in reason taken from m e ah ostentation of
sorrow | Sheridan 212 contradicting isn't the way to
keep friends | Stevenson M 93 I do not think getting
married is worth while | Benson D 2.24 Seeing things
to eat always makes m e feel hungry | Mason Witn. f.
Defence 176 Being friends is one thing. Marrying is an-
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other | Maugham P 74 Crying isn't going to do us any
good, you know | Linklater J 155 H e had chosen to
dine—if eating so unceremonious a meal could be called
dining.
The same after a preparatory it:
Swift P 60 'tis as cheap sitting as standing | Quincey
298 it is easier talking than doing | McKenna M 260
It's been very pleasant, seeing you again, Deryk |
Maugham PI 3.99 D'you think it was ah jam, never
being able to call m y soul m y own?
Thus in spite of the cacophony of three -ings:
Benson D 130 it really would be rather interesting seeing
your fingers curling u p like fried bacon.

11.17. Sometimes the two forms are used in close
connexion:
Walton A 124 fishing is an art, or at least, it is an
art to catch fish [fishing without an object, hence more
general than to catch with an object] | Stevenson V 176
falling in love and winning love are often difficult tasks;
but to keep in love is also a business of some importance
| Benson J 176 To get tired and anxious was not the
same as losing your personahty || id W 80 to suppose
that to be engrossed is the same thing as being engrossing
| Kaye Smith H A 304 It was easier telling Gervase than
it had been to teh the others.
That the gerund has more of the substantival character than the infinitive is seen in the fohowing quotations: in the second to get indicates the result, and the
getting (note the definite article) the act of climbing:
Bosweh 2.123 Merely to read and write was a distinction atfirst;but we see when reading and writing
have become general, the common people keep their
stations | Cholmondeley Christine 58 a pleasant hill ...
To get to the top will be perfect joy, but the getting
there is very wonderful too.
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The infinitive seems more appropriate than the gerund
to denote the imaginative (unreal), especiahy in the
perfect (cf. vol. IV 10.6):
To arrest her on insufficient evidence would be
dangerous | To have seen him again would have pained
m e | Cowper L 2.406 to have been dashed in pieces
would perhaps have been best for me.
11.1s. The gerund, but not the infinitive, is used
after it is no use (crying over spilt milk), it is no go
(see 8.2X and 9.87) thus also in
Williams N 43 she was of the generation that considered it httle use trying to look less than your age
after sixty | Shaw 1.198 theres no good pretending that
it's arranged the other way | M a u g h a m PI 2.319 If I
saved the crop there didn't seem any use fussing.
A rarer expression is
Thack H 41 There is no use to describe the grand gala.
Sometimes one or the other form m a y be chosen to avoid
ambiguity, thus in "He discovered that to love women might
be dangerous" loving instead of to love would be taken as a
participial adjunct to women.

In a sentence hke the following the infinitive could
not easily be used on account of thefinal"thought of":
Allen A 22 Hanging or driving away a tenant is not
to be thought of nowadays.
W h e n the subject comes after a form of the verb
be, the gerund seems to be preferred because "was to"
might easily be misunderstood:
Mackenzie C 108 perhaps the most splendid part of
it [the evening] was lying in bed with Valerie and talking over with her all the partners | Coleridge Sh 66
W h a t was seeking the favour of the Queen, to a m a n
hke Bacon, but the mere courtship of harlotry?
Predicative
11.2i. Examples of the gerund as predicative are
found in 8.22. The infinitive is a predicative in the
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phrase "That is to say" = 'means' (Fr. has e'est a dire):
Ch B 1713 Noght wiste he what this Latin was to
seye | ib 3163 Tragedie is to seyn a certeyn storie ...
Of h y m that stood in greet prosperitee And is yfahen |
Mandv 1, 2 the Lond be3onde the See, that is to seye,
the Holy Lond. | ib 13 Jonkes of the see, that is to sey,
rushes of the see.
N o modern examples are necessary, except the negative:
N P 1935 All this is not to say that the Abyssinians
are a nation of angels—which m a y be the inf. of purpose. The sense is clearly purposive in Hope C 78 The
telegrams were to say the marriage was to be at once |
This is to certify that ....
11.2a. Only the gerund, not the infinitive, can be
the predicative after seem:
Maynard Smith F 214 Living at The Elms seems to
m e living on a volcano.
O n seem to, in which the infinitive is not a predicative,
S©G 1*7. Og,

11.23. The infinitive with to m a y be both subject
and predicative. Thus in a definition:
Crabb, Synonyms: To slander is to expose the faults
of another in his absence: to calumniate is to communicate secretly circumstances to the injury of another
| Shaw I W 118 To exploit a person is to make money
out of her without giving her an equivalent return.
Here is m a y be replaced by means:
Harraden S 29 to be sympathized with means to be pitied,
and to be pitied means to be looked down upon.
But after mean we m a y have the gerund:
Maxwell F 74 To serve such a m a n would mean doing something worth doing.

11.24. Without being strictly a definition such a
combination expresses identity between two actions or
states:
Sh H m l II. 2.176 to be honest, as this world goes,
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is to bee one man pick'd out of two thousand | H4A
II. 4.518 if to be fat, be to be hated, then Pharaohs
leane kine are to be loued | Tenn 417 To doubt her
fairness were to want an eye, To doubt her pureness
were to want a heart | Stevenson in N P 1896 to be
whohy devoted to some intellectual exercise is to have
succeeded in hfe | Doyle M 20 to say so is to give up a
battle before it is fought.
Generahy, however, it is not identity that is meant,
but the second act or state is regarded as a necessary
or immediate consequence of the first:
To see her is to love her | Lyly C 300 to be accused
is to be condemned ) Keats 2.100 Where but to think
is to be full of sorrow | Byron D J 6.114 To hear is to
obey | Swinburne L 116 to look at her is to be made
brave and just | Galsworthy F S 731 A n era which had
canonised hypocrisy, so that to seem to be respectable
was to be.
11.2s. A gerund, too, m a y be both subject and predicative :
Swift P 59 comphmenting is lying | Zangwill G 215
Seeing is not always believing, despite the proverb;
but beheving is often seeing | Barrie W 41 her conviction that reading was idling.
11.26. Pretty often an infinitive is the subject and
the gerund the predicative of one sentence:
Defoe G 25 To exalt a fool is onely making a jest
for the town | Butler Er 218 to teach a boy merely
the nature of things ... would be giving him but a
shahow conception of the universe | id E R 85 to do
this would only be making bad worse | Maugham Alt
1448 To expect thanks for it is reahy asking too much
11 Cf. also Oppenheim People's M a n 170 The one thing
in the world worse than having no friends, is to have
no enemies.
The same with preparatory it:
Goldsm V 2.175 it would be wronging him and you
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to condemn him without examination | Colhns W 164
It is only doing you justice to say that .. . | Hardy
R 70 It is insulting m y pride to suppose that | Maugham
P V 242 Would it be asking to much of you to register
the parcel?
O n the infinitive as predicative in he is to go, etc.,
see ch. X V , the infinitive being here considered a
secondary.

Chapter X H

Infinitive as Object
12.Ii. An infinitive may be the object after
(1) a great m a n y verbs: I can sing | I want to sing,
(2) some verbal phrases: you had better go,
(3) some adjectives: he is afraid to go,
(4) nexus-substantives: his intention to go.
Most grammarians recognize the infinitive as object
in cases like "I want to sing" and "I promise to sing";
cf. "I want this" and "I promise nothing". The only
grammarian, as far as I know, who has ever objected
to this view is Harold E. Palmer (Bulletin, Sept. 1938,
Tokyo), but his four tests to ascertain what is an object
are not decisive (cf. also ib. June 1939). If Palmer's
tests were vahd, we should not say that the italicized
words in the following sentences were objects: I saw
John | we owe him a shilling | it weighs three pounds \
he resembles his father (cf. vol. Ill 15.12).
It wih seem more strange that I recognize the bare
infinitive as object after such verbs as can and will.
I have already dealt with the question of principle in
vol. Ill 1.3X, cf. ib 12.8. Historically "He can sing" means
"He knows singing", cf. the old "Yet can I musick
too", and it is stih possible, though not very frequent,
to replace the infinitive after the "small" verbs by a
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pronoun or some other word which everybody wih accept as an object. In vol. H I the following quotations
are given among others: I can no more (Sh) | Can I
forget ? yea, that can I (Swinburne) | Get back to your
good httle wife ... I will that (Maxweh) | I can make
words, which you cannot (Shehey). A few supplementary
quotations m a y here be given: Moore E W 94 it would
break m y 'eart, that it would, to see ... | Stevenson
K 3 "Would you go?" "Of a surety, that would I" |
Priestley They Walk 155 I can look after myself.—That
you can't, said his mother | Shaw A 178 Are you quite
weh ?—H. (choking) A m I ?—(He can no more) | Cronin
C 401 You must come and see u s . — W e wih that.
These are not the only cases in which m y use of the
term object apphed to an infinitive m a y seem strange;
there are border-cases that are difficult to analyze, thus
"I long to go", which resembles "I wish to go", but
while we m a y have an ordinary object after wish (I
wish you joy), this is impossible after long (I long for
his arrival). If to go is the object in "I used to go",
what about "he is used to go", etc., see also the cases
of object after adjectives and some nexus-substantives.
W e have no clear-cut divisions here.
The analytic formula for "I can (could, wih, would,
etc.) sing a song" is S V 0(I0 2 ), but for the sake of
simphcity such sentences are in AnalSynt generahy
transcribed S V O, V standing for the whole of the
auxiliary and the main verb.
The Bare Infinitive as Object
12.1s. Though its sphere of utihty has been gradually
restricted since O E times at the expense of the toinfinitive, the bare infinitive stih holds its own in a
series of employments which are extremely frequent and
highly idiomatic. They are nearly ah characterized by
an intimate connexion with some of the most often used
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verbs or verbal phrases. We may distinguish the follow
ing classes:
(1) the "smah'Verbs.
(2) dare and need, which are semanticahy related to
the verbs mentioned under (1); these admit the toinfinitive as weh as the bare infinitive,
(3) had better, had rather and similar verbal phrases.
The bare infinitive after rather than, sooner than is
dealt with in this chapter, even when it is not an object
of any verb.
12.13. The following "small" verbs require the bare
infinitive:
can, could.
may, might.
must (originally preterit, now chiefly used as a present,
vol. IV 1.6, 9.5(8), 11.6; the present that originally
belonged to it, mote, has in M o d E times been used
only sporadically by Spenser, e. g. A m . 82 "ye mote
invent S o m hevenly wit", and in imitation of him,
in B y C H ) .
will, would (but to is used after the fully inflected will,
wills, willed, willing, see vol. IV 15.1).
shall, should.
12.14. These form the old staple stock of verbs always
requiring the bare infinitive; to them was joined from
about 1400 do, does, did (but not doing, done). Its use
in emphatic, interrogatory and negative sentences will
be dealt with in chs. XXIII and X X V .
In some cases in which the infinitive is not immediately dependent on do, its influence nevertheless induces the use of the bare infinitive. Examples after but
and except are found in 14.3. The following quotations seem to be explicable on the same principle:
Thack P 271 "It is very wrong", said Mrs. Pendennis, as if she had never done such a thing herself as
spoil a child | Benson D B 279 Otherwise he would not
have done anything so foolish as try to grab this paper
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11 Priestley G 388 All I do is sign things now and ag
| London A 39 A h he had to do was close his eyes and
let go | Tarkington W o m e n 56 The only thing she hasn't
done is bob her wonderful hair | Borden A S 143 A h he
had to do was give Skittles the facts | Strong B 81
he did more than hear her sins.
O n do come (come infin. or imper. ?) and similar cases
see under Imperative, 24.22.
12.1s. W e must also mention the dialectal (northern)
man, maun, mun, from Scand. mun, e. g.
Goldsm 668 (vg) your worship m u n ask that o' the
letter itself | Tennyson 230 (dial.) Sin' I m u n doy I
m u n doy, thaw loife they says is sweet.
This is probably found in the Shakespearean phrase
"happy m a n be his dole" (Wiv i n . 4.68 and in three
other places), though N E D does not mention it and Al.
Schmidt, Lex. s. v. dole seemingly takes man to be the
ordinary substantive man.
Only a brief mention must here be made of gan—
the preterit of gin, O E on-, be-ginnan, but often with
a weakened sense = Mod. did—with the bare infinitive
(with the variant can) which is so frequent in M E , but
plays no considerable role in M o d E . Examples are:
Caxton R 27 m o o than I gan now rekene | Sh H 4 B
I. 1.129 the bloody Dowglas ... Gan vaile his stomacke
(also Cor II. 2.119, Cy V. 5.197, but ib V. 3.37 with to).
Bridges uses it in his archaic style:
E 49 and thus the elder gan complain | 135 [she ...]
And back to heaven for passage swift gan pray.
O n the M E use see especiahy Funke EStn 56. 1 ff.
12.16. These verbs are often classed together as "auxiliaries";
the term is defined in N E D "a verb used to form the tenses,
moods, voices, etc., of other verbs". This seems somehow to
presuppose the old-school view that tenses, moods, etc., are
categories given once for all and invariable (or, in a crude
form, that they are everywhere those found in Latin grammar),
so that may give, for instance is a subjunctive. B u t even if w e
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accept this, the description does notfitthe present case, for
will give, besides being a periphrasis of the future ( = Lat. dabo)
is also an expression of volition ( = Lat. vola dare), and in both
employments the bare infinitive is used. N E D therefore ia
also obliged to state the rule (s. v. to) that the simple infinitive
is used not only after the auxiliaries of tense, m o o d , periphrasis, but also after the "quasi-auxiliaries must, (and sometimes need), dare"—showing thereby that it is really impossible
to find a comprehensive descriptive n a m e for the verbs w e are
here concerned with.
Harold E . Palmer, in a recent pamphlet opposes the term
"auxiliary" and sets u p as a class "The 24 anomalous finites
(otherwise the 24 finite forms of the 12 anomalous verbs)".
This gives no solution of the special problem before us in this
connexion, as his class includes be, have, and ought, which do
not take the bare infinitive.
Sterne M 1.145 has a humorous collocation of these verbs:
all the children which have been, m a y , can, shall, will, or
ought to be begotten.

Dare and Need
12.2i. These resemble the verbs just treated not only
semanticahy, but also morphologically and syntactically, in so far as they do not (always) take -* in the third
person singular, do not (always) take -(e)d in the preterit,
and do not (always) require do or did in interrogatory
and negative sentences, but admit the negative suffix
-nt. N o w it wih be seen that the tendency to use the
bare infinitive generahy speaking goes with these grammatical pecularities, but that usage is far from being
settled. Historically these two verbs are different, as
need from being originally a "normal" verb with -s (-th)
and to has approached the anomalous verbs, while the
development with dare has been in the opposite direction: O E 3rd person singular dearr, etc.
It should be expressly stated that the following collection of examples, though incidentally illustrating
other features (which will be dealt with in other parts
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of this work) purports to show the use of the infinit
only.
12.22. Dare. Present.
N E D : "most writers prefer '"he dare go', or 'he
dares to go', to 'he dares go'. The northern dialects
generally retain 'he dare, he durst'," and writers of
northern extraction favour their retention in literary
Enghsh when fohowed by the simple infinitive without
to." [The first part of this authoritative dictum is
challenged by some E. correspondents, w h o think "he
dare go" impossible.]
Palmer Gr. of Spoken Engl. p. 118: "the present
tendency is towards replacing the anomalous by the
normal form, e. g. [hi- cUznt deo to spik] for [hi- dcent
spi-k]."
Third person dare with the bare infinitive: Shaw D
61 how any person dare suspect an honorable person.
Dare(s) with to;
Austen P 150 the hope we dare to entertain | Shaw
Ibsen 17 he ceases to fear everything and dares to love
something (to induced by ceases?).
With the bare infinitive, and dares in the third person:
Mi A 31 the printer dares not go beyond his hcenc't
copy | Dryden Conquest of Granada II. 4 H e w h o dares
love; and for that love must die, A n d knowing this,
dares yet love on, a m I | Fielding 1.249 a m a n that
nobody dares dispute with | id 3.441 N o m a n dares
cah that in question.
Interrogatively: H o w dare you laugh? | Thack V 139
Dare any soul on earth breathe a word against the
sweetest, the purest ... of young w o m e n ? | Meredith
R 150 how dares he come here! || Thack N 13 D o you
dare, sir, to cah yourself a gentleman? | id S 144 H o w
do you dare sneer at m y poor sister? | Browning T
4.61 D o you dare say she spoke false?
Negatively: H e daren't come here | Shaw 1.198 I
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daren't talk about such things | Ridge L 208 (vg) [He]
daresn't leave the 'orses.
With do:
Myers M 210 I don't dare leave Linda alone a minute
| Walpole R H 46 I dare not speak to your father. I
don't dare.
Colloquially "I daren't do it" and "I don't dare to
do it" are equahy frequent, but "I dare not do it"
with the full vowel in not is looked upon as affected, at
any rate by some people.
12.2s. Preterit: The old form durst, without to (thus
always in Sh, even in Oth. IV. 2.12):
Swift 3.313 None of these durst return | Fielding
3.484 an honest quaker, whose servants durst not tell
a he.
With to (quite exceptional):
Defoe M 159 I told the people of the house, that I
durst to say those were not the persons.
(Some grammarians say wrongly that durst is only used
followed by not.)

Dared: with to:
Swift 3.309 how we dared to venture upon a
Houghnhnm's back | Quincey 275 if they dared to give
him any insult | Butler Er 75 how I dared to presume
to mention such a thing | Hope Q 88 he was bold who
dared to say that he would not go farther | Mackenzie
S 1.192 if some louts dared to push them | Strong B 13
exhortation which none daredtoridicule.
N E D : dare lb: 'None daredtospeak', is more emphatic
than 'none durst speak'.
Without to: Williams N 139 if one dared suggest it.
O n the form dare as a preterit see the full account
vol. IV 1.8: 1.8(2,4) daren't, 1.8(3) without not, always
with the bare infinitive; on durst and dared followed by
have -f pple ib 10.8(9).
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Negative:
Austen P 140 she dared not believe it | Thack V 102
[he] daredn't refuse Miss Crawley anythink | Kingsley
H 326 She dared not reflect, she dared not hope, she
dared not rejoice | Bennett G S 277 I daredn't hurry |
Caine E 545 R o m a wished to close them, but dared
not try | Bentley T 372 I dared not show myself.
With did:
Collins M 33 by means which ... he didn't dare
acknowledge | Zangwill G 75 he did not dare speak of
their love at ah | Benson D 43 I didn't dare smoke |
Shaw C 169 I didnt dare run the chance | Harraden D
165 I didn't dare press her | Hope R 53 I didn't dare
shout | Parker R 82 he did not dare look into Charley's
face (also ib 318, 253) | W a u g h W 73 She did not dare
grow fat.
Both forms together M a u g h a m PI 4.86 I dared not
let him go ... I didn't dare make a scene.
The same with to:
Hunt A 85 W e did not dare to go to sleep | Hope
R 90 I didn't dare tofireagain | M a u g h a m Alt 47 she
did not dare to enter.
Interrogative:
Strong B 178 W h y did you dare strike him like that ?
12.24. Imperative: John Ford (Mermaid Ser.) 198
till then ... Dare not to speak to us | Haggard S 201
go back, and never dare to speak with this m a n | Ward
E 498 Lucy, dare to love m e !
With don't, do not: Harraden D 174 Don't you dare
forget! | Shaw A 112 Dont dare speak to m e | id T T
105 do not dare to trifle with m e | Meredith H 62 D o
not dare to talk that nonsense before him | Maugham
Alt 29 Don't you dare to speak to m e .
Cp. also the subjunctive in Sh Merch H . 4.36 A n d
neuer dare misfortune crosse her foot.
12.2s. Infinitive:
Browning T 4.42 to dare disobey Thefirstauthori
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tative word | Ridge G 221 the historical incidents which
persuaded Moltke to dare show volubihty.
The same after may, shall, will, etc.:
Shelley P W 2.161 His suicidal hand might dare as
well abohsh the mighty frame of things | Harraden
F 213 I feel that I m a y dare open m y heart | Wilde
L 150 I shouldn't dare show m y face in the R o w |
Kaye Smith H A 261 She had not thought he would
dare kiss her at all || Myers M 24 H e wouldn't dare
do anything as crude as that | Barrie W 28 Not one
soul in Thrums'h daur say that to m e but yersel.
With to:
Shelley P W 2.161 Thousands who, at m y voice, shall
dare to pluck the golden crown | Ruskin T 111 if they
wih further dare to affront their congregations | Harraden F 221 he would not dare to write in that strain
to m e | Conway C 134 I could scarcely dare to put m y
wild belief into words | Hope R 274 I shouldn't dare
to do that either | ib 182 the patrol would not dare to
touch the king | Doyle S 5.258 F e w of them would dare
to set foot in the grounds | Stevenson T 116 W h e n
the gunfired,how should I dare to go down to the
boats ?
12.2s. Participles:
Strong B 212 Scarce daring to let himself think, he
hurried along.
Williams N 29 N o one, of course, has dared ask him
| Ridge S 118 none would have dared offer contradiction
| Sherriff F 55 H e had dared not ask the others (not
natural).
With to:
Johnson R 117 had not m y fondness lessened m y
authority, Pekuah had not dared to talk of her terrors
| Macaulay .H 2.29 he apologized for having dared to
take so important a step | Zangwih G 331 If he had
dared to love her it was at his own risk | Kipling J 2.13
I should not have dared to spring | Parker R 257 never
Jespersen, Modem English Grammar. V,

G
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had she dared to say to herself | Locke FS 327 How
dared you insult m e this morning ? A n d y o u — h o w have
you dared to insult m e ah the time?
12.27. The verb dare is found with a weakened meaning in thefixedphrase "I dare say (also written daresay
and vg dessay)" = T suppose':
Austen M 175 but then I a m unlike other people, I
dare say. W h y should you dare say that? | Di D 352
[Uriah Heep:] I des-say | Pinero B 99 Dessay Mr. Alhngham'h be glad to turn in early | Wells H 311 I
dessay.
The full and the weakened meaning of dare are seen
together in
Scott A 1.232 I dare say he'll be in sune—or I dare
to say, it is the same thing whether the gentleman gets
the express this night or early next morning | James
S 47 I dare say she would prefer to go.—I beg your
pardon; you daren't say anything of the sort. Cf. also
Barrie W 27 at the risk of being thought fanciful I
dare to say that.
As to the preterit of the weakened dare say some
dialects have the form daresay'd (dessayed), but most
people would probably hesitate how to express this idea.
A few literary examples m a y be given:
Bronte J 257 I said I would just step out to Bessie
— w h o was, I dared say, in the kitchen | Benson N 14
Frank dared say he would [ = Frank said, I dare say
I wih] j Galsw M P 196 So they had got there before
him—cackling about having seen him, he dared say!
11 Austen S 246 she was almost sine of being told that
"upon her word she looked vastly smart, and she dared
to say would make a great m a n y conquests".
12.3i. Need:
Present: Phihpotts G R (p. ?) Sir Walter was as clear
as need be | Galsw T 82 They saw as httle as need be
of each other.
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With to:
Sh H 4 A n i . 3.17 I was as vertuously giuen, as a
gentleman need to be | Ruskin S 12tellingyou what
you need to know | Di P 46 people need to rise early,
to see the sun in ah his splendour | G E A 231 A d a m
was asfinea chap as need to be | Bennett H 86 they
must be written, for they need to be written 11 Shehey
207 As much skih as need (rare = 'is necessary') to pray.
Needs to be or need be seem the only possible expressions (E. correspondents). In Sh to is often found where
now it would not be used.
Needs with to:
Sh T w I. 5.6 hee that is weh hang'de in this world,
needs to fear no colours | Ruskin C 197 Suppose a
farming proprietor needs to employ a hundred m e n on
his farm | id U 24 the thing that most needs to be
done | Barrie T 376 she needs to be waited on | Merrim a n S 66 a m a n needs to be loved as much as a w o m a n
needs it.
The old form in -st after thou is in Sh found both
with and without to.
Negatively: (a) the ordinary colloquial form: he
needn't cah | Gissing H 95 he needn't have apologized
at ah | Priestley B 2 You needn't have stopped the car
(cf. vol. IV 1.7(3)) || (vg U S ) Opie Read Toothpick
Tales 108 yer neenter fly off'n the handle.—Daniel
Jones besides [ni'dnt] gives the pronunciation [nrtnt].
(b) written not: Ruskin 1.291 the wreck of one country
need not cause generalterrorrespecting the laws of the
universe | id S 17 you need not read it.
(c) inflected: Sh L L IV. 3.201 your grace needes not
feare it | Johnson R 104 that is not m y care, and needs
not be yours | Hope Ch 8 a genius needs not wait
(unnatural).
(d) inflected with to: Scott Iv 359 thou needest not
to be told.
(e) with do and to: Harraden S 84 you do not need
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to have a straight eye for that | Hope Z 2 our family
does not need to do things | Shaw P 149 I do not need
to be told what to do.
The word-order in "I need hardly say" (cf. "/ can
hardly say", but "I hardly know") also shows approximation to the "small" verbs.
Interrogatively: "Need his sister be asked?" and
"Does his sister need to be asked?" seem to be equally
usual: Benson J 124 need you go at ah? | Ruskin S
176 Does a bird need to theorize about building its
nest. But "Needs his sister to be asked?" is quite impossible.
There is an obsolete formula:
Sh W i v V. 5.202 W h a t neede you tell m e that? |
John IV. 1.76 Alas, what need you be so boistrous
rough? | C y m b H I . 4.34 what shall I need to draw
m y sword? | Mi C 362 W h a t need a m a n forestall his
date of grief?
This would now be " W h y need ...?". What seems
to be due to the substantive need, cf. "What need is
there to ... ?" and the usual phrase "if need be".
12.3a. Preterit needed with to:
Quincey 103 But this, to be pleaded effectually, needed to be said | G E A 401 he felt no impulse that he
needed to resist | Haggard S 203 I slept weh, as, indeed, I needed to do | Hope Q 262 thefightingmen
needed only to be shown where to fight | Doyle R 111
he needed to make no inquiries || Spencer A 2.11 It
needed only to ask the question to find an affirmative
answer.
Negatively: Old: Bunyan P 39 he needed not to
trouble his head thereabout.
With did: Thack N 601 Laura's [eyes] did not need
to be so keen as they were in order to see ... | Mac
Carthy 2.326 It did not need to be particularly keeneyed to foresee that.
Many examples of the not recognized preterit form
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need, always with the bare infinitive, are printed in
vol. IV 1.7; an additional example of needn't in indirect
speech (ib 1.7(2)):
Di P 544 calling to S a m Weller ... that he needn't
go away unless he wanted to.
Without not:
Bentley T 141 H e would neither slacken nor spare;
here need be no compunction.
O n need have see vol. IV. 1.7(3).
12.33. Infinitive after shall, will, etc.:
Marlowe J 1403 You shall not need trouble your
selues so farre (archaic) | Wehs A 115 Even if he hover
for a time between these alternatives, he wih need be
a person not only of exceptional gifts ... to take the
former line.
With to (the regular practice):
Marlowe E 2361 Y o u shall not need to giue instructions | Sh Shr I. 1.61 you shah neuer neede to feare |
Hardy F 345 no further speech would need to be
uttered | Barrie M O 91 if you try that plan you wih
never need to try another | ib 122 I'll need to be rising
now | Stevenson M B 227 no thought that occurred to
him would need to be dismissed without expression.
12.34. Participles with to: Ruskin T 89 The thing
actually needing to be done | Plunket Greene E 129
Sir M a x would have needed to let them in himself |
Sayers G N 183 he ought not to have needed to steal.
12.3s. W e must speciahy mention had need, in which
need is the substantive (as in Sh H 4 A III. 2.3 For wee
shah presently haue neede of you), but which is often
used in imaginative speech in such a way that one is
tempted to suspect that it is felt as = would -f- the infinitive of the verb need; cf. the confusion of had and
would before better. This phrase is found both with the
bare infinitive:
Marlowe F 369 I had neede haue it wel roasted |
Sh T w II. 3.198 Thou hadst neede send for more money
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| Bacon E 54 Shepheards of People had need know the
Kalenders | Bunyan P 160 w e had need cry to the
Strong | Sterne 55 writers had need look before them |
Cowper L 2.116 (and often) to catch the spirit of it,
I had need discard ah humanity | Austen M 106 They
had need be all in love, tofindany amusement in such
fohy [dancing] | G E M 1.80 they'd need have somebody
to make them feel their duty (frequent in G E )
— a n d with to (which is nowadays more natural):
Roister 29 [he] H a d neede to haue his spirites with
musike to be fed | Bacon E 56 m e n had need to pray
for fake weather | ib 62 Princes had need ... to beware what they say | Mi A 28 he w h o is made judge
... had need to be a m a n above the c o m m o n measure
| Defoe R 131 it was so tame that I had no need to
have ty'd it | D o Di 357 w e had need to know each other
when we meet again j Kiphng J 1.215 he had not need
to look twice at the clearing to see what had been done
there [here no need would be more natural].
Had better
12.ii. O n this and similar constructions very much
has been written, but the discussion has been chiefly
concerned with the relations of the pronominal cases
(me, I) and the verbs (were, hod, would), see Progr
§ 180 = C h E § 78, van der Gaaf, The Transition from the
Impersonal to the Personal Construction, and later in
EStn 45.381ff.,McKnight, Mod. Engl. 511, above vol.
Ill 11.3!; the use of the imaginative preterit hod is
dealt with in vol. IV 9.4(2 and 3) with m a n y quotations,
and the perfect infinitive ib 10.8(3). Here w e are interested in the infinitive, whether bare or preceded by
to: the former is by far the morefrequentconstruction,
thus in all the quotations collected in vol. IV with the
sohtary exception of Bunyan P 79 what he had best
to do.
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Examples of the bare infinitive after the everyday
phrase "had better":
Sh H 8 V. 3.132 B y ah that's holy, he had better
starue Then but once thinke his place becomes thee not
(possibly the only example in Sh) j Swift P 164 had not
you better set out to-morrow? | Di D 516 he told m e
I had better take a week to consider of what he had
said | Thack P 618 his mother had better be sent for
immediately | Maugham Alt 1043 I'd made up m y
mind now what had better be done (thus also with a
passive verb).
The reason w h y w e have here the bare infinitive is
partly a survival of the old use of this form as the
subject (of were liever, etc.), partly the confusion with
would (I'd might be = / had and / would, see vol. IV19.9),
and the felt analogy of should, etc.
A few words must be said about the shortened phrase
"you better go", which "may be heard any day" (Miss
Soames), though it would by most educated people be
looked upon as a slovenly pronunciation; see, e.g.
Masterman W L 112 I think you better go as you
have suggested | Bennett L M 178 [vg] you better give
m e the money now.
In recent cohoquial language (chiefly U. S. ?) the negative is attracted to had:
Wehs J P 169 Y o u hadn't better begin [ = you had
better not b.] | Mackenzie C 425 Perhaps you hadn't
better come and see m e again | Barnes Y 30 Perhaps
... you hadn't better come any further. This m a y have
been induced by the regular question: Hadn't you better wait?
12.4s. Had best:
Eastw 441 y'ad best take some crownes in your purse
| Mi S A 1061 But had we best retire? | Thack P 514
You had best teh m e the whole story, Frank | id E
2.245 had I not best have joined the manly creed of
Addison.
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With to (archaic): Swift 3.284 and Defoe R 35 what
I had best to do.
12.43. Had as good:
Bunyan G 12 I had as good be damned for many
sins, as be damned for few | Swift P 66 say a word
more, and you had as good eat your nails | Goldsmith
657 Y o u had as good not make m e [measure] | Fielding
T 2.110 Your La'ship had almost as good be alone.—
Not much used nowadays.
12.44. Had rather:
More U 156 they hadde rather suffer ... ) Marlowe J 147 Rather had I a lew be hated thus Then
pittied | Sh Cor I. 3.60 H e had rather see the swords,
and heare a drum, then looke vpon his schoolmaster
(id R 3 V. 3.244) | Swift P 149 I had rather shed it [the
wine] in m y shoes [ Spect 166 [they] had rather see
thek children starve | Austen P 40 I had m u c h rather
go in the coach | Thack P 837 as if he had rather not
mention them at all | Ruskin C 160 I had infinitely
rather hear of thoughtless old age | Holmes A 100 You
had a great deal rather see m e stand on m y head |
Gissing B 130 I had rather have the old crib.
Exceptionahy with to Sh Oth I. 3.191 I had rather
to adopt a child, then get it.
12.4s. Had liever, etc.: Ch D 168 Yet hadde I lever
wedde no wyf to-yere | Caxton R 79 yet had I leuer
dye than I sawe them myscarye | Malory 92 I had
leuer mete with that knyght | Sh Cor IV. 5.186 I had
as liue be a condemn'd m a n | Hammett T h 78 I'd just
as hef ask you.
12.46. Obsolete phrases with be corresponding to the
feave-phrases dealt with in the preceding paragraphs:
Sh H 4 B I. 2.101 if thou tak'st leaue thou wer't better
be hang'd || Dekker F 1505 you were best take heede
| ib 2495 y'are bestflie| Sh Cy III. 6.19 I were best
not cah (Alls II. 3.266, Shrew V. 1.108) || Heywood P 501
ye were as good kysse All-Hallows ars | Lyly C 309
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you were as good eate my master | Sh Meas III. 2.38
he were as good go a mile.
Early examples are given by van der Gaaf, ESts
10.113 (1300 what him was best to don | 1509 what
she were best to do, etc.).
The comparative frequency of theto-infinitive;in the
6e-constructions must be due to the fact that the infinitive was originally the subject; cp. for to in A R 230
ham was leoure uorte adrenchen h a m sulf pen uorte
beren ham:
Bale T 889 Thu were moch better to kepe thy pacience | Roister 46 ye were best sir for a while to reuiue
againe | Marlowe J 1798 he were best to send it | Sh
As III. 3.92 I were better to bee married | R 3 IV.
4.337 W h a t were I best to say? | Deloney 59 you were
better to let it bee a bond 11 Ch C 760 if that yow [dat.!]
be so leef To fynde deeth.

Rather than
12.51. After rather than and sooner than standing
together the tendency is to have the bare infinitive.
This construction is perfectly obvious when will or
would precedes:
H e wih die rather than submit | Osborne 49 hee would
venture the being choaked for want of aire rather than
stirre out of doores.
After would have, the infinitive have may, or m a y not,
be repeated: Trollope W 44 Bunce would have cut his
hand off sooner than have signed it | Di D o 466 I would
have gone to death, sooner than ask him for a word
|| ib 264 she would have hurried back on foot, rather
than incur that risk | Ertz G 209 the sentiments he
uttered were the sentiments he would rather have died
than utter.
12.52. In the following sentences the omission of to
may be explained from the ordinary rule (10.33) that
one to suffices for two coordinated infinitives:
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Goldsm V 2.130 I was solicited by my wife to submit
to any conditions rather than remain here | G E S 142
said the doctor, choosing to attribute the epigram to
a lady rather than allow a brother-in-law that advantage over him.
12.53. These and similar frequent combinations lead
to the use of thefixedphrase rather than (sooner than)
with the bare infinitive = 'in preference to -ing' even
where there is nothing in what precedes to justify an
infinitive:
Kingsley H 96 they had died in torments rather than
sacrifice to Serapis | Butler E 10 he died rather than
hve with such a mistress | Gissing G 222 she was prepared forfinalparting from her husband rather than
try to effect that change | Benson D B 28 Bags spent
the night on the floor in his dressing-gown, rather than
encounter them [black-beetles] | Hope Q 297 she had
wandered away rather than be with her friends | Wells
P F 74 a dying m a n who had crawled up to a dead comrade rather than die alone | Doyle S 4.238 he holds his
gold rather than spend it | N P 1932 They found Kropotkin starving himself to death rather than take money
or ration from a Government that in the name of
sociahsm had abrogated every revolutionary and ethical value || Galsw T L 65 he couldn't bear spiders, but
put them out of doors in screws of paper sooner than
kill them.
12.54. The same phrase m a y even be placed at the
beginning of the sentence:
Osborne 54 rather then bee obhged to that, I'le make
none [no journey] | Fielding T 2.301 some ... rather
than run the hazard of its execution, have contented
themselves with making a most pitifulfigure| Macaulay
H 1.223 Danby, on the other hand, rather than relinquish his great place, sometimes stooped to compliances which caused him bitter pain and shame |
Ruskin U 34 so that, rather than fail in any engage-
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ment ... he is bound to meet fearlessly any form of
distress | Hawthorne S 215 A n d now, rather than have
had this grievous wrong to confess, she would gladly
have died | Shaw I W 147 But hungry men, rather than
die of starvation, wih ... begin by rioting ... And
the women, sooner than see their children starve, wih
make the m e n do it | Maugham PI 2.169 A n d rather
than work you live on your friends ? | id T L 170 during
these [weeks], sooner than sit in the bungalow, he
lounged about in the hotel.
Rather than to in this position is very unusual:
Norris O 335 Rather than to take his arm from around
Hilma's waist he would have lost his whole stable.
In none of the cases mentioned in this chapter is
there any competition with the gerund as where the
to-infinitive is used as an object.

Go where he will
12.6i. Such constructions are taken to arise from the
subjunctive by Matzner, from the infinitive by John
Koch, from the imperative by Kehner and T h u m EStn
4.416.
In such combinations with the preposed (anticipatory) base there is no doubt that historicahy we
have a subjunctive, as shown by the form in O E and
M E : Beow 1394 no he on helm losaS ... ga paer he
wihe | O E (q Matzner) Cod. Exon. Hycge swa he wille,
ne maeg werigmod wyrde wiSstondan. Often in earlier
times with repetition of the same verb: O E Kemble
Dipl IV. 24 (q Kluge P B B 8.531) beo oset scip oaes be
hit beo ond cyme oonan hit cyme | ib 23 age lond se
be hit age | Juhana (Bodl. M S ) 13 Nulle ich pe her
onont, preate se pu preate, bude ne beien [ = 'threaten
as thou mayest'] | ib 75 pat stont studeuest, fahe pat
fahe | Ch B 2064 the geaunt shal be deed, Bityde what
bityde! | id B 3319 Be as be may, I wol hir noght ac-
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cusen | Sh L L L V. 2.880 Befall what will befah, I'll
jest a tweluemonth in an hospital.
12.6a. The form is also naturally interpreted as a
subjunctive if a subject comes immediately after it:
Dekker Sh II. 2.23 do Fortune what she can, The
Gentle Craft is liuing for a m a n | Greene J4 395 for,
do they what they will, Heere is m y hand H e saue thy
son from ih | Sh As III. 3.41 But be it, as it m a y bee,
I wih marrie thee | Ado II. 2.52 Grow this to what
aduerse issue it can, I wih put in practise | John TV.
2.140 [I] can giue audience To any tongue, speake it
of what it wih | K e m p Nine Daies W 6 yet doe I what
I could, I had abouefiftiein the company | Defoe R o x
306 But be that how it would, I could not bear the
mentioning of her murdering the poor gkl | id R 297
had I not been made cautious by this secret admonition, come it from whence it wih | Fielding T 3.74 she's
a sweet-tempered, good-humoured lady, be she what
she will | Cowper L 2.280 They [books] are however
much to the purpose, be the author of them who he
m a y | Hazlitt A 104 Be she what she would, treat m e
how she would, I felt that m y soul was wedded to hers
| Scott O M 157 go the day how it wih, it must be a
bloody one | Di N 657 m a n y w h o could scarcely go
astray, be they vicious as they would | Macaulay H
1.142 But, be this as it might, the dangers ... were
such that ... j Bronte V 454 Be the spectacle what
it might, I could afford neither consternation, scream,
nor swoon.
Note here the frequency of be, which is rare in P E
in the types of sentences illustrated in the following
paragraphs.
12.63. The subject m a y be the whole relative clause:
Ch E 1446 Preyse who-so wole a wedded marines lyf,
Certein, I finde in it but cost and care (cf. D 119, E
1229) | Fulg 9 Praise who wyll or dispraise I wih not
be behynd | Marlowe F (1616) 1374 we will stay with
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thee, betide what m a y | Sh R o II. 6.3 come what sorrow
can, it cannot counteruaile the exchange of joy | Shrew
H I . 2.235 A n d here she stands, touch her who euer
dare | Mi S A 1260 but come what wih, m y deadliest
foe wih prove m y speediest friend | Ruskin C 44 he
makes his own httle job out of it at all events, come
what wih | Trohope B 315 he had fully made up his
mind that, come what come might, nothing should
separate him from his daughter | Hope Z 41 you shall
dine with m e to-night, happen what wih afterwards.
12.64. If the subject is in the second person, one m a y
take the base as the imperative: Ch I 24 Be what thou
be, ne brek thou nat our pley | Marlowe F 877 D o
what thou wilt, thou shalt nat be discerned | Sh R 2
II. 1.209 Thinke what you wih: we seise into our hands
His plate | Fielding T 3.251 D o what you wih, sk, or
go wherever you please, I a m resolved not to desert
you | B y 4.218 The Maker—cah him which name thou
wilt: he makes but to destroy | Coleridge 118 the hall,
that echoes still, pass as lightly as you wih | Bronte V
274 Papa, say what you will, I pity Lucy | Caine E 72
all victories are barbarous and bestial—shed around
them what halo you wih | Hawthorne 133 Ah, husband,
say what you wih, these are very uncommon people |
Gissing R 142 Come to them often as you will, they
are ever fresh | James S 1281 couldn't resist m y curiosity, m y anxiety—cah it what you will.
Cf. let: Sh Hml IV. 7.189 Nature her custome holds, Let
shame say what it will | Carlyle F 3.104 M y tongue, let m e
drink as I would, continued dry as charcoal | Butler E R 172
but let m e do m y utmost I cannot force them into m y mental
image of the scene | Quiller Couch M 223 H e had done the
right thing, let follow what might.

12.6s. But in the majority of ModE examples it is
most natural to take the base as an infinitive governed
by the following auxiliary (in some way parallel to the
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construction in "Old as he is, he is a great fool", with
old as predicative to is); there is generahy a relative
pronoun or adverb to introduce the clause after the
base, which m a y have an object, etc.: Roister 78 Slee
else w h o m she wih, by gog she shah not slee mee |
Marlowe J 1604 Doe what I can he wih not strip himselfe | Greene F 6.25 Be what he wih, his lure is but
for lust | Eastw 488 The knight wih i' the Knights-Ward,
doe what w e can | Thack P 2.316 There is some things
I can't, do what I wih, resist | Carlyle S 89 do, what
one wih, there is ever a cursed fraction | Stevenson
D 286 or (cost what it m a y ) I wih denounce you to the
police || Sh H 4 A I. 2.85 For, beare our selues as euen
as w e can, The King wih alwayes thinke him in our
debt | Meredith E 91 human nature comes round again,
try as we m a y to upset it || Sh Ven 79 Looke how he
can, she cannot chuse but Ioue | H 4 A V. 2.12 Looke
how we can, or sad or merrily, Interpretation wih
misquote our lookes | As H . 3.35 Yet this I wih not do,
do how I can | Cor V. 1.61 speed how it wih | Gissing
B 432 it is there, explain it how one m a y || Gammer
106 A candeh shah they haue a-peece, get it where I
can | Marlowe J 1710 goe whither he wih, I'le be none
of his followers | John Bull 150 an Englishman knows
that go where he wih, he is sure tofindan Hotel d'Angleterre || Cowper L 2.394 there are seasons when, look
which way we wih, we see the same dismal gloom enveloping ah objects.
12.66. A shghtly different construction is found in
Gay B P 45 D o ah we can, w o m e n wih beheve us |
Wordsw 84 A n d I must think, do ah I can, That there
was pleasure there | B y D J 1.21 A n d even the wisest,
do the best they can, Have moments, hours, and days
so unprepared.
Though like does not take the bare infinitive it is
found in the same type of clauses; also please: Stevenson M B 217 Vanish as they hke, they all go with a clog
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about thek feet | id M P 113 Try as I please, I cannot
join myself on with the doctor.
12.67. In ah these cases it is stih possible to take
the base as a subjunctive in the present tense, but
this is precluded if the following verb is in the preterit:
here we are obhged to take the base as an infinitive.
Examples: PiersPl. Prol 144 panne gan ahe pe comune
crye ... construe ho-so wolde (the only M E example
I happen to have; examples do not become frequent
till the middle of the 19th c.) | Bunyan P 167 But beg,
and do what he could, he went with m a n y a hungry
behy | Di N 578 he declared that come what might,
he would go to dinner that very minute (very frequent,
also with would) | Ward D 2.293 men would commit
these idiocies, say what w o m e n would | Caine M 207
do what he might to banish the thought of her, she
would have been with him always | Galsw W M 324
It was good to be ahve! Say what you hked, you couldn't
beat it! || Doyle St 205 turn which way he would,
there appeared to be no avoiding the blow || Di Ch 149
doors were shut upon him, go where he would | Black
F 2.100 But look where he might, there was no sign of
Lady C. || Bronte P 116 smile andflatteras he would,
I saw his soul lurk behind his smile | Carlyle S R 89 for,
strive as I might, there was no good running | Stevenson D 17 but, tread as hghtly as he might, his footfalls
echoed in the empty street | id M 32 Peer as I pleased,
I could see nothing | id T 221 since, puh as I liked,
I could not budge the downhaul | Anstey V 39 and then,
search his memory as he would, he could not remember
hailing any cab | Gissing R 141 So it would be, live as
long as one might | Doyle S 2.263 puzzle as I would,
I could make nothing at all of what it meant | Caine
M 198 struggle as he might at that moment, he could
not put out of his heart a passionate tenderness ||
Hardy F 66 the gate would not open, try how he would
|| Austen M 27 inquire where she would, she could not
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find her | Wordsw P 6.776 the ever-living universe, turn
where I might, was opening out its glory.
Had is exceptional: Galsw W M 107 Try as he had to put
it out of his mind, try as he would to laugh if off, it continued
to eat into his sense of security.

The upshot of all this is that after the formal falling
together of the infinitive, the imperative and the subjunctive, a type of sentence has sprung up in full
flower, containing a base-verb fohowed by a clause
containing a small verb that m a y be considered as
governing the base as an infinitive. The meaning of the
whole is chiefly concessional.

Chapter X H I

To-Infinitive as Object

13.li. In some instances the construction with an
infinitive as object of a verb m a y be simply derived
from the use oftotoindicate direction, see 13.27.
Where this idea of direction is clearly discernible, the
verb cannot take the gerund as object, which is otherwise very frequent, as seen in the following sections,
in which infinitives are placed before and gerunds after 11.
With some verbs which ahow both constructions a
distinction in meaning is made, though it is sometimes
diffficult to see w h y one of the constructions is preferred.
The infinitive is generahy placed after the main verb,
but m a y occasionally precede it: Mi P L 8.271 to speak
I tried.
13.12. Let usfirstconsider one group of verbs connected in meaning: love, like, dislike, hate. W h e n th
infinitive is used the imphed subject of the nexus is
the same as the subject of the main verb, exactly as in
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I wish (desire, want) to see. When the gerund is used
this need not be the case, the imphed subject m a y be
the generic person ('one'): the imphed tense m a y also
be generic. Therefore we say:
I hate lying (the vice in general).
I hate to he (in this particular case).
I don't like (I dislike) smoking (I object to the habit;
cp. with the substantive: I don't hke tobacco-smoke).
I should hke to smoke now (thus always after /
should like, would you like?).
Quotations from literature (in which the distinction
is not always observed):
like: in N E D with infinitive from the 13th century;
no quotation from Sh, who however has it (perhaps
only once): Meas I. 1.69 I Ioue the people, But doe
not like to stage m e to thek eyes | Bronte P 135
She hked to learn, but hated to teach || Like
with the gerund is not mentioned at ah in N E D :
G E M m 211 Fred hked play, especiahy billiards, as
he liked hunting or riding a steeple-chase (note the
parallelism with play) | Kiphng J 1.38 None of the
Jungle-people hke being disturbed | Hope C 218 Most
people hke being loved | Kaye Smith H A 179 she
liked making love herself just as much as being made
love to.
love: with infinitive in N E D from 1350 | Sh Sonn 130.9
I Ioue to hear her speake 11 with gerund, not in N E D :
Sh Ven 4 Hunting he lou'd, but Ioue he laught to
scorne.
dislike: he dislikes to be in a hurry || he dislikes being
in a hurry | N E D has a quotation (Black 1873) he
dislikes losing a few shillings.
hate: Sh L L V. 2.355 I hate a breaking cause to be Of
heauenly oaths | McKenna Sh 64 I hate to think of
going back || Fox 2.116 Tennyson hates being honized
| McKenna Sh 63 I hate doing nothing.
abominate and loathe probably always take a gerund.
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13.13. prefer: Di D 475 I might prefer to be alone |
| Thack N 26 Blois, at whose house the young m a n
much preferred to take his French lessons rather than
to receive them under his tutor's own roof || I prefer
walking to bicycling. (Note the different expressions
in the second member).
choose: Tennyson 411 H a d I chosen to wed, I had
been wedded earlier || gerund possible.
elect: Zangwih G 217 I had not elected to die in harness
|| gerund possible.
scorn: he scorned to teh a lie || scornedtellinga he.
13.1'.. In the same class of meaning we m a y put
enjoy (which nearly always has the gerund; N E D has
one example of the infinitive, but stigmatizes it as
colloquial or vulgar).
resent (with ing).
stand: Dreiser A T 2.39 I cannot stand to stay here
any longer (U. S., but in U. S. often stand for -ing
|| I can't stand listening to that noise.
endure: Sh Ado II. 1.362 She cannot indure to heare
tell of a husband.
mind with gerund: Would you mind telling m e the
right time? | I don't mind speaking to you about it.
13.1s. A group of verbs with a somewhat related
meaning comprises avoid, now always with ing (Goldsm
V 1.5 I could not avoid repeating the famous story;
in N E D examples of the obsolete use with the to-infinitive), evade (gerund), escape (the same), decline (both
constructions), forbear, e.g. Johnson R 104 I cannot
forbear toflattermyself | Di D 666 I had long forborne
to encourage him || Di D 549 they begged to forbear
expressing an opinion; help (negatively: Fielding 3.589
I cannot helptellingyou | I could not help laughing;
on / could not help but laugh see 14.34), refuse (to-inf.,
rarely gerund), miss (-ing), resist (could not resist
laughing), shirk (going to chapel), neglect (perhaps
more oftento-inf.than ing).
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Note the obsolete use of refrain: Fielding 4.43 M y
curiosity could not refrain asking him one question
(now: refrain from -ing).
Scruple to do, hardly doing.
13.16. omit: I omitted to lock the door || I omitted
locking the door.
fail: She failed to notice it | Sh H m l I. 2.22 H e hath
not fayl'd to pester vs with message || Swift T 97
none of these prescribers do ever fail providing themselves with disciples | Fielding 4.12 quahties which
could not fail making an impression | Swift 3.345
I failed very narrowly of falhng into their clutches
(both constructions obsolete).
In AnalSynt 16.2 I wrongly analyzed sentences with
fail as having "split subject" (as happen): as it is possible to ask, " W h o failed?" (cf. Sh Mcb. I. 7.59 If we
should faile ? W e fahe ?), the verb belongs here or in 17.36.
13.17. The distinction according to the implied subject of the dependent nexus m a y give us a clue to the
use of the two forms with want, e. g. in "she wants to
mend his coat" (cp. wishes to) and "his coat wants
mending" (someone else is to mend it); to mend thus
has an active and mending a passive meaning.
Examples of the passive meaning of the gerund m a y
be found in 9.23, so here we give examples of the infinitive only: Austen M 41 a spatious house wanting
only to be completely new furnished | Di D 646 he
wanted so much to see Dora ... I want you to know.
Examples of need see above 9.2g and 12.3. For
deserve N E D quotes Emerson: Only those books come
down which deserve to last.
13.2i. The distinction made in what has preceded
according to the imphed subject of the infinitive does
not apply to the following verbs, for the imphed S of
the infinitive is here the subject of the sentence.
Begin (onginnan) was used in O E with the bare infinitive, later so frequently with to that no quotations
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are necessary. With ing it seems to be comparatively
recent, not in Sh and not mentioned in N E D . I print
only a few of m y quotations:
Austen P 7 began scolding (also ib 46 and 387) |
Bronte P 90 she began chatting about the weather and
the town | Carlyle R 2.249 began writing again | Di D o
450 he began pacing the room (id D 471) | Meredith
R 4 her heart began wildly palpitating | Shaw A 162
m y heart began beating hke anything | Galsw T L 135
his heart had begun beating furiously.
Both constructions: Shaw T T 80 if anyone's lower
centres began to talk, the shock would not be worse
than the one Balaam got when his donkey began talking to him | Bates Poacher 100 a dog began barking.
It began to barkfirstin anger and then ....
Begin -ing is probably used only when some kind of
activity is meant, and not in cases hke: I began to be
afraid, to feel dizzy | Stevenson T 142 I began to see
we should have a brush for it in earnest. Begin to sometimes imphes that an action is interrupted or not
finished.
13.22. Commence withto-infinitiveis old in the
language (see N E D ) , but somehow has not found favour
with some grammarians. I have found it, e. g. in Ridge
L 190 she had commenced to detect flaws in the arrangements.
In N E D the oldest quotation for commence with the
gerund is from Coleridge (1797); it thus seems to have
come up in the same period as the same construction
after begin.
Start to run, start running ( N E D no. 24); to m a y be
taken = movement, ing as participle.
13.23. The substantival character of the gerund is
particularly clear after try: try to with infinitive (and
cohoquiahy try and) means 'make an attempt at': Di D
644 the more praise I got, the more I tried to deserve.
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But try -ing means 'to make an attempt with': Coleridge
(in Campbeh X X V ) Both hoped to get money by journalism, but opportunities failed; and they tried lecturing | Di F 816 I tried reasoning, and reasoning failed.
I tried coaxing, and coaxing faded. I tried scolding,
and scolding failed. But I was bound to try everything
| Campbeh Shi 15 Trelawny never learned from experience; he tried killing women, and he tried marrying
them, but ignore them he could not | Maugham Alt 405
I tried drinking three or four whiskies [as a remedy]
.. I tried going to bed immediately after dinner, but
I could not sleep.
The distinction is seen very clearly in Caine C 195
H e had tried everything ... he had tried sohtude ...
H e had tried reading ... H e had tried fasting ... he
had tried prayer.—But in the middle of the same paragraphs: he tried to think of Glory as the Fathers
directed ... But when he tried tofixhis mind on Mary
there was nothing to answer to it.
Try to is not old in the language; Sh does not know
it, there is but one instance in Mi: P L 8.271 to speak
I tried.—On try and see 13.7!.
Attempt is found with both constructions. Difference ?
13.24. Continue and synonyms: Defoe R 168 as the
voice continu'd to repeat Robin Crusoe | if it continues
to rain || Defoe R 169 he continu'd talking to m e |
both constructions in Graves IC 41 and 44 | Keep
smiling | H e went on talking for an hour: as these verbs
arefrequentlycombined with predicatives (see vol. Ill
17.62), it is more natural to take the form in -ing here
as thefirstparticiple than as a gerund. W h e n go on
is combined with an infinitive the meaning is different;
the infinitive then is one of purpose (cf. W h e n he was
working he sometimes stopped to take a few puffs of
his pipe); this is obvious in N P 1930 life began by
treating Leigh Hunt weh and went on to treat him
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rather scurvily. (This is different from: hfe began b
treating him weh and went on treating him in the same
way). Cf. also:
Bronte W 44 I went on to think of his fondness for
H. | W e h s P F 178 H e went on to question m e where
I had been.
Examples with ing see Ch. X X H .
13.2s. After cease the form in -ing is explained in
N E D as having originated in the first participle, as in
Wycl. Ephes. 1.16 I ... ceesse not doynge thankynges
= Vulg. non cesso gratias agens. But now, at any rate,
it is rather a gerund. Examples of both constructions:
Sh Gent in. 1.241 Cease to lament for that thou
canst not helpe | Di D 404 I ceased to be afraid of her
| Stevenson T 7 by this time we had ah long ceased to
pay any particular notice to the song | Bennett R S 231
Henry ceased to cough; he ceased to feel hot || Milton
P L 10.910 with tears that ceas'd not flowing | Thack
P 147 he should cease visiting, for some time at least,
at his house | Stevenson T 5 people would cease coming
there.
13.26. Finish takes the gerund, thus also end, stop,
give up: Have you finished reading the paper ? | Stevenson
V P 176 you have only ended courting to begin marriage
| I havefinished(stopped, given up) smoking | Wells
T M 45 they would soon stop examining me.
In the same sense formerly leave: Sh Gent H . 6.17
I cannot leaue to Ioue; and yet I doe: But there I leaue
to Ioue, where I should Ioue || Sh Ven 899 [she] Bids
them leaue quaking | A V Luke 5.4 when he had left
speaking.—Now leave off, always with -ing: Di D 713
they had left off telhng m e to wait. (Maurier T 14 the
musician left off to smoke = left off playing in order
to smoke).
Have done = 'havefinished'requkes the gerund and
is thus construed differently from do itself:
Sh Gent II. 3.1 'twill be this hour ere I haue done
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weeping | AV Ex 34.33 And till Moses had done speaking with them, he put a vaile on his face | Thack H 9
having just then done growing | Have you done reading the Times?
Rarely (Sc.) be done: Stevenson K 228 W e were no
sooner done eating then Cluny brought out an old,
thumbed, greasy pack of cards.
13.27. Verbs indicating an intention (in which to
has more or less the meaning of direction towards as
in the infinitive of purpose):
intend: W h a t do you intend to do to-morrow (Sh also
infinitive without to; rarely with gerund). Philips L 64
the seed that I intend to sow || Goldsm 629 to say
what I intended doing.
mean: he means to run over to France (with gerund in
the sense 'signify', cf. 11.23).
purpose:to-infinitivemore frequent than gerund.
propose, often withto-infinitive|| Cronin C 221 we
propose sending him out to count bandages.
13.28. Remember: I remember seeing the King (a past
happening, cf. vol. IV 7.8); in the same sense to with
perfect infinitive:
Fielding 3.431 I remember when I was at school to
have heard some verses | Goldsm V 2.28 I remember
to have seen him ... take a brush | Wordsworth P
4.231 Nor less do I remember to have felt a humanheartedness ... | Carlyle R 1.74 Irving's aged grandmother I weh remember to have seen | Di D 125 I can
recollect, indeed, to have speculated on the possibility.
But in speaking of the future: Please remember to
post that letter.
Similarly with forget: You won't forget to post that
letter? | Zangwill G 250 W h e n he got home he forgot
to have his tea || I a m out of practice, so I'm afraid
I have quite forgotten playing (better how to play).
Cf. also Cowper L 1.356 The last sentence puts m e in mind
to tell you ....
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Mention, report, only the gerund: he mentioned (reported) having seen him at twelve.
13.29. Delay, now generahy gerund, but cf. Johnson R
133 he stih delayed to send for m y ransom.
Defer, postpone, put off -ing.
Fear: they fear to die ( = coh. they're afraid to die, or
of dying) | Bennett L R 133 he dreaded going more
than he desired to go.
Regret: I regret to say that she is ih || Di D 404 she
appeared to m e to regret having been a httle nettled
| Gissing H 52 he seemed to regret having invited
me. This resembles the constructions of remember.
I confess to have committed the crime || Austen M
307 I must confess being not always so attentive as I
ought to be.
But also: confess to committing the crime.
13.3i. The close relationship between the two constructions is shown by the fact that writers wih sometimes use one immediately after the other:
Stevenson T 276 At the same time he began quietly
moving northward ... The buccaneers began to leap,
one after another, into the pit | Cather P 90 she turned
away and began looking at the house through the
glasses. H e likewise began to examine the audience |
Austen E 8 James wih not like to put the horses to
... he wih always hke going to R. | Hughes T 2 111
arriving just in time for those who like to hurry. Drysdale never hked hurrying himself | Thack N 611 I like
being in London best ... Y o u think a gkl should like
to be with her mother and sisters best ? | Ruskin C 75
the m a n likes drinking ... the httle gkl likes to be
kind to her canary ... the little boy hkes throwing
stones at the sparrows ... they like doing it | Butler
E R 42 People hke being deceived, but they like also
to have an inkling of thek own deception | Shaw A
95 I hke to be liked. I hke to be loved.—I dont like
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being loved: it bores me. But I do like to be amused |
Stevenson M B 308 Dearly as he loved to talk, he could
not enjoy ... Dearly as he loved eating, he knew not
how to eat alone.
13.32. Sometimes writers seem to use one of the two
possible constructions in order to avoid having two
consecutive ings orto-infinitives:
Franklin 158 I love disputing ... H e had some reason
for loving to dispute | Stevenson T 190 So I must have
lain for hours ... never ceasing to expect death at the
next plunge | Tracy P 130 preferring to put through a
cah from a sound-proof box in the post-office to using
the telephone in the house | Collins W 478 She seemed
to like distressing us both by parting us | Ruskin P
2.100 they seemed to hke having m e with them | W e h s
Blw 68 I was not in the vein just then to like being
watched and judged | Maugham C 91 how it was possible for her to hke being kissed by an old m a n | Di P
609 The fat boy ... was just going to begin eating |
Colhns W 92 I was tempted to begin cleaning it yesterday | Carlyle P 77 To learn obeying is the fundamental
art of governing.
Thus even after a verb which does not otherwise take
a gerund:
Goldsm V 1.107 it is natural for m e to wish putting
m y children forward in the world.
13.33. Besides the infinitive as dkect object we have
sometimes an indirect object: he promised her to go
S V O 1 0(S°I) | he offered m e to pay the whole amount |
I gave him to understand that he must expect no
further payment (cf. vol. Ill 15.3J).
This is seemingly on a par with: H e ahowed her
to go, but there is this very important difference that
the latent subject of the infinitive in this case is not,
as in the former, identical with the subject of the' sentence, so that the formula is S V O 1 0(S8°I) or, more
exphcitly, S V O 1 0(S2°(= O 1 )!. These constructions are
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therefore, difficult to teh apart from those to be considered in ch. XVIII, in which the word standing between
the verb and the infinitive is the subject of the latter:
S V 0(S2I).
While we m a y make either the direct or the indirect
object the subject of a passive sentence (a reward was
promised him | he was promised a reward), this is not
possible with these infinitives; we can say neither "she
was promised to go" nor "to go was promised her",
but with allow it is possible to say "she was ahowed
to go" and (rarely) "to go was ahowed her", because
the subject of the infinitive is clear enough.
13.41. The above hst of verbs capable of having an
infinitive as thek object is not complete. A m o n g such
as m a y take an ordinary substantive as object w e m a y
name:

learn: Maugham PI 3.93 I have learned not to judge of
m y neighbours || he learned boxing 11 hope to be able
to come | think (chiefly if = 'expect'): Sh H m l V.
1.268 I thought thy bride-bed to haue deckt | Stevenson D 20 I thought to have perceived a certain odour
| Di D o 392 I never thought to look at him again |
(q Poutsma) I swear to observe the constitution and
to defend the integrity of the nationalterritory(cf.
promise) | offer, decline, refuse to come again | Field
4.9 W e had travelled a good way, before any one
offered to open his mouth | afford: I can't afford to
miss it | threaten: Swift 3.282 threatening to throw
us overboard.
13.42. Some verbs which cannot take an ordinary
object, but require a prepositional group, are combined
with ato-infinitive.This agrees with the general disinclination to having a preposition before an irifinitive
(see ch. XIV); cp. the similar use of clauses as objects
without prepositions vol. Ill 2.7.
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I long to see you (I long for a sight of you).
I don't care to be famous (I don't care for fame).
Macaulay (NED) Argyle consented to divide his little
army (we consented to his proposal).
W e agreedtoset out the following day | Bentley TI 38
he agreed to play with m e (we agreed on a plan).
13.43. A n infinitive m a y also be the object of some
verbal phrases: Macaulay H 2.6 The Duke of York had
already taken on himself to give orders | Colhns M 158
The Sergeant, with his devilish cunning, took on not to
have noticed them at ah | id 159 Mr. Franklin instantly
took on not to have noticed the girls either | Di P 4
Mr. Pickwick would not put up to be put down by
clamour [now put up with + gerund].
13.44. Thus after several phrases containing substantives: Bronte P 213 he often has it in his power
to give useful information | Stevenson M 106 W i h had
it on his tongue to make a sharp rejoinder (usually: had
it on the tip of his tongue to ...) | Butler E 73 I took
good care not to vex her | Bennett B 183 Once or twice
I have taken the trouble to make a tour of the hotel |
H e was at some pains to account for his absence ]
Maugham PI 2.223 H o w can you have the heart to sneer
at me? 1 H e issued (gave) orders to retke | I am at a
loss to define it | he made up his mind to apply.

Have to
13.5i. A case of special interest is the infinitive as
object of have implying duty, obligation, necessity as
in "I have to go". The two constructions "I have to
say something" and "I have something to say" are
generahy kept apart. In the latter type to say is adjunct
(retroactive) to something which is the object of have
(see 15.32); in the former, on the contrary, to say is
the object of have and has in its turn something as its
object. The formulas thus are
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I have something to say S V 0(1*2(1*)).
I have to say something S V 0(I0 2 ).
Both constructions combined Mannin C h E 189 he
had them to hve for; he had to hve for them.
The difference between the two constructions have
something to do and have to do something is pointedly
brought out in
Trollope A 208 the writer, when he sits down to
commence his novel, should do so, not because, he has
to teh a story, but because he has a story to teh ...
not because he has something which he burns to teh,
but because he feels it to be incumbent on him to be
telling something. Cf. vol. IV 4.4.
Analogous uses of have with infinitive are found in other
languages: Dan. du har at were hjemme kl. 5 (Mikkelsen, Ordfojningsl. 42, cf. 41, O D S at 3), Goth. Kor. 2.11.12 ip
patei tauja jah taujan haba (as a rendering of Greek future);
G er hat zu gehorchen (cf. Behaghel, Deutsche Syntax 2.332 f.);
note also the Romanic future: amare habeo which has become
aimerai, amero, etc., and the later Fr. fai d vous remercier, It.
aveva da preparare, etc.
13.52. As expressions like / have to go seem quite
natural, it is somewhat strange that the English construction, which is so familiar to us from our everyday
speech and seems so indispensable, should have taken
a long time to become at ah common. Neither Shakespeare nor Milton seemstoknow it. The earhest examples
in N E D are from 1579, 1594 and 1596, then there is
none tih 1765. There is, however, an earher one in Ch
C 749 I moot go thider as I have to go.—Dr. van der
Gaaf has one from Cursor Mundi 14194 F. Qua has to
ga any way, gode es pai ga bi the hght of day.
In the other examples given b y W . van der Gaaf, p. 184,
w e have an object, which probably belongs to have, even if it
follows after the infinitive. In A R 72 "Ancre naueS to witene
buten hire & hire meidenes" I take the last four words to be
the object of haued, buten being the adverb (ne ... buten =
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'but, only'). The same analysis I a m inclined to apply to the
only O E example adduced, as containing an intransitive verb:
^Elfric Horn. II. 78 gecyrra5 mi huru-5inga on ylde to lifes
wege, nu ge habba& hwonlice to swincenne (in Callaway without the accent on hwonlice, in v. d. G. with a wrong life inserted). Here I take hwonlice as the object of habbaQ, in the
same way as we have in M o d E "you have not long to live".
O n the examples with have to do see below 13.5,.

13.53. Some years ago, while I was stih acting as
professor in the University of Copenhagen, I had noticed
the scarcity of instances in some early writers (there
were none in thefirstedition of Bunyan P and none
in Wycherley's Plain Dealer, probably only one in Swift
J 422 Dr. Freind, who must needs have to get old Dr.
L. turned out). I therefore asked some of m y students
to count examples of have to and am to in various books.
They found in
have to a m to
Butler Hudibras
3
24
500 pages of 18th cent, novels
(5 books)
2
85
300 pages of Jane Austen P
2
89
300 pages of R. L. Stevenson
1
3
300 pages of Anthony Hope
6
3
300 pages of H . G. Wells
8
8

These statistics are not quite conclusive because the
various modes of employment were not kept distinct.
The two examples from Austen P are: 103 Elizabeth
had only to suffer from the uncomfortable feehngs ...
| 172 I perfectly comprehend your feehngs and have
now only to be ashamed of what m y own have been.
13.54. Nowadays have to m a y be used with ah kinds
of infinitives, including intransitive and passive, as in
Di N 44 the little boys had to be got up to the top
of the coach, and thek boxes had to be brought out
and put in, and Mr. Squeers's luggage was to be seen
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carefully deposited in the boot (thus alongside of was
to) | Conway C 115 money had to be found | ib 168 all
would have to be begun again from the beginning.
T w o examples of the infinitive have to:
Stevenson K 286 the explanation is one that I blush
to have to offer you | Butler W 229 even though the
doing so would make him have to go down from Cambridge.
It m a y be combined with another have:
Black P 2.143 I won't have it [the money] ... But
you'll have to have it | Norris O 110 we wih have to
have some one that's in the know to steer us.
13.5s. The meaning of have -fto-infinitiveis generally obligation, necessity, duty, thus the same as of the
presenttensemust.
There are, however, some exceptions to this. In connexion with yet it expresses the simple future in Butler
Er 279 I have yet to learn that we should model our
conduct on that of the lower animals | Shaw StJ 43
I have yet to learn that he is an able general.
(Cp. / am to'learn in Sh Merch I. 1.5).
Instead of have to (the fuller have got to is frequently
used, see vol. IV. 4.4; in 4.4(3) there are examples of
have got with object and subsquent infinitive; in 4.4(4)
restrictions in the use.
One of the reasons w h y the haveto-combinationis
nowadays used so extensively is the modern restriction
in the use of must, which is not much used as a preterit
except in indkect speech (see vol. IV 1.6 and 11.6) and
which has neither participle nor infinitive. Instead we
have
I had to go.
I have had to go.
I shah have to go (example vol. IV 18.5(1)).
Y o u wih have to go.
Having to go, etc.
In combination with only (or but) have to means the
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same thing as 'need' (as a necessary condition for something else):
Di M 464 he had only to say that he had been sent
to s u m m o n Jonas back, and there was an end of it |
Allen A 230 Years afterwards he had but to repeat the
formula and the scene would rise before him.
13.56. A fixed phrase in which have to has not exactly
the usual meaning of obligation is have to do (deal)
mih — 'have some connexion with', as in
Ch M P 4.234 Algates he that hath with love to done
Hath ofter w o then changed is the mone (Cf. some M E
examples in v. d. Gaaf's paper, p. 185 f.) | Mi P L 6.125
W h e n reason hath to deal with force | Hope C 50 What's
that got to do with it?
Cf. D a n . hvad har det at gore med .. J, G. hat zu tun mit,
Fr. avoir a faire (affaire) avec, etc.

On a later development in which is to do takes the
place of has to do, to do being used as an adjunct (Is
that anything to do with your health ?) see vol. II 15.83.
A few recent examples:
Walpole Cp 248 in things to do with this world he
was now worse than a child | id D W 152 Everything to
do with Seddon Court drew it [the wilder nature] out
of him | Maugham Alt 115 he had an invincible distaste
for anything to do with pens and paper.
Hence also the substantive to-do ( N E D do 33 from
1570 to now) and ado from Scand. at.
O n the infinitive as object of the phrases had better, best,
sooner, etc. see 12.4.

13.57. The same semantic development as with have
to is found in ought to, originally preterit of the verb
O E ah, inf. agan 'owe, possess', which has come to be
the usual verbal expression for the idea of 'duty' and is
now felttobe a present (vol. IV 9.5 (5—6)). It has regularly
theto-infinitive;only exceptionally the bare infinitive:
once in Sh Cses I. 1.3 you ought not walk without the
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sign of your profession; further London V 188 [Amr]
she ought not remain.
In M E oughte also with a dative (him, us, Ch, chiefly when
no inf. follows, but also e. g. G 14 W e l oughte us werche, and
Ydelnes withstonde).

Infinitive as Object of Substantives and
Adjectives

13.6i. If we consider (as I think w e must) the infinitive as object of the verb in / wish (determine, decide,
plan, ...) to start at once, I will start at once, the natura
consequence is to cah the infinitive an object of the
corresponding nexus-substantives (see the similar appreciation of a content-clause in vol. H I 2.16 and 2.35):
M y wish (determination, decision, plan, wih, intention, desire, attempt) to start at once | a boundless
wih to please | his longing (hope) to see her | a
permission to go | Cowper L 2.386 Your plan to surprise m e agreeably succeeded to admkation | Benson
D 61 a sturdy refusal to transgress ... a code which
deals with the most ordinary and commonplace virtues
and vices | Chesterton B 99 a bitter craving to eat
bread | his refusal (reluctance, hesitation, failure)toobey.
Some of these m a y also be construed with of
{at) -ing: I have made no attempt to achieve = ... at
achieving | Galsw Frat 10 the wish to have and the
fear of having, the wish to be and the fear of being |
M a u g h a m PI 3.167 I haven't the least intention of
going | Cronin C 247 thefixedintention of confounding
her.
But power to do ill, etc., are classed with Inf. of Specification.
Note the different analysis:
It was m y wish to start at once s V P(S 2 2 X) S(I 3).
It was m y wish to start at once that surprised him
[s V ] S(S2a X 0(1 3)) [3C] V 0 2 .

13.6s—13.7i.] Object of Substantives and Adjectives.
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13.62. After adjectives and corresponding substantives.
Just as the substantive desire can have an infinitive
as object, so can the adjective desirous as in Macaulay
H 1.115 they were desirous to erect a commonwealth
on the ruins of the old Enghsh polity | Di P 27 though
he is not desirous to have it generally known (also
Thack P 304, Maugham PI 3.152). Also: desirous of
holding ....
This leads to the recognition of the infinitive as object after synonymous adjectives:
Anxious (eager)toget back | Meredith R 252 the
gkls are dying to know you | Conway C 248 burning
to find myself home again | Maugham PI 3.31 she's
crazy to hve in England | Bosweh 2.95 I was curious
to observe how Dr. Johnson would be affected (cp.
Fielding 4.1 I have a surprising curiosity to read every
thing which is almost ihegible) | Austen P 343 she was
wild to be at home | London A 66 Not that we were
wild, exactly, but that we were wild to run wild |
Mackenzie S A 200 H e is rather keen to trot round the
theatres (often keen on -ing) \ ready (readiness) to go.
Cp. for the opposite idea Hope R 26 I was reluctant
to draw attention to myself.
But this analysis wih not be recognized by ah grammarians.
I a m not inclined to call the infinitive the object of glad:
glad to see you, cf. below Infinitive of Reaction.

And
13.7i. In colloquial Enghsh we find in certain combinations and where we should expectto,thus parataxis
instead of hypotaxis (Cf. N E D and 10, Storm E P h
690, Poutsma 1.361). This to some extent resembles the
phenomenon in Danish which I have treated in a paper,
Dania 3 (1895), reprinted with some changes, "SammenJespersen, Modern English Grammar. V.

H
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faldet: og = at" in Tanker og studier 1932 p. 175 ff.;
the Danish development, however, is m u c h more extensive and has phonetic and syntactical as w e h as semantic causes. Parallels from other languages are given in
m y paper.
In Enghsh it is chiefly found after try and mind, but
only if these are used in this form (base, i. e. inf. or
imper.), e. g. (only from the 19th c. on, N E D has one
from Mi): Di D o 73 Try and keep a good heart | Thack
N 55 She would try and know about everybody's
business (often in Thack) | Ruskin U 145 W e wih try
and get a clearer notion of them | G E M m 199 It is
of no use to try and take care of ah the world | Wilde
S 84 w o m e n paint in order to try and look young |
Galsw Ca 172 she never even began to try and understand what she beheved ... rarely did she forget to
try to be good.
The parataxis is marked by the c o m m a in Collins
M 423 W a s the birthday night an exception ? Try, and
remember.
Never and after the inflected forms tries, tried, trying, and rarely after I (you) try: AHuxley Crome Yellow
308 if you try and Mss m e again I shah box your ears.
In Galsw SP 329 Should he speak, or keep silent; try
to console; try to pretend?—it would hardly be possible to write and for to, because after the pause try
would be understood as an imperative.
13.72. Examples of and after mind: Thack N 73
mind and send for m e whenever you want m e | Darwin
L 2,170 Never mind and pitch into me, if you think it
requisite | Kingsley H 300 mind and specify Carthage
and Hippo | G E A 49 you must mind and not lower
the Church | Cronin H 71 Mind and have it boiling.
13.7s. Isolated examples after other verbs in inf. and
imper.: Browning 1.518 Remember and teh me, the day
you're hanged, H o w you affected such a gullet's-gripe!
| Darwin L 2.273 Pray kindly remember and teh Profes-
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sor W y m a n | Browning 1.424 Let us begin and carry
up this corpse | Darwin L 1.296 I will now begin and
go through your letter seriatim | G E S 37 See and get
the money, and pretty quickly, wih you? | Mason N o
other Tiger 52 like a m a n in a shop, when you teh him
to take care and see that your parcel reaches home in
time for tea | G E A 86 she had told Thias where this
linen lay, that he might be sure and reach it out for
her | Ward M 111 I was to be sure and ask you to wait.
13.74. After verbs of movement to denotes purpose
more distinctly than and: Come to see m e ! | Come and
see m e ! — G o and be before and are often nearly insignificant, see especiahy the last quotation, a common
colloquial phrase: Darwin L 2.337 For God's sake, do
not go and get your throat cut | Thack V 324 what
have you been and given Pitt's wife ? | Smedley F 1.280
you've been and gone and won the race.
13.75. I cohect here a number of related examples
showing an American shpshod use of and + the infinitive after an ing—it resembles, but is not quite
parahel to the Dano-Norwegian "ellers bhver jeg her
staende og snakke", Tanker og st. 202: Hemingway Sun
also r. 45 I a m going up the street and eat (also ib 116
and 233) | Lewis M A 324 I'm going back and teh Terry
and Gottheb they can go to the devil | Dreiser A T
2.356 she was going to the principal ministers of Auburn
and see if she could not secure a church.
For want of a better place I print here a few very irregular
instances of infinitives:
Norris P 27 I don't see w h y he don't marry the young lady
and be done with it [as if he had begun shouldn't instead of
don't] | H a y B 176 There won't be a train leave or come in
for the present (Oxford friends told m e that colloquially one
might say: there won't be anybody pass here for the next hour).
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Chapter XIV

Infinitive Governed by Prepositions

14.11. As a rule prepositions cannot govern an infinitive, but require the gerund instead. Enghsh in this
respect differs from m a n y other languages, where we
have, e. g., ohne zu warten, uden at vente, sans attend/re
senza aspettare, etc.
Exceptions with an infinitive as regimen of a preposition, are:
(1) to itself (on the rivalry between to 4- infinitive
and to + gerund see ch. X V I ) .
(2) for to, see 14.12.
(3) about to, see 14.2.
(4) but, except, save in certain cases, see 14.3.
(5) instead of in special use, see 14.4.
14.1s. For to (cf. above 10.28) originally expressed
purpose, but was used extensively in M E as a simple
equivalent oftowith the infinitive (Cf. Bock, Anglia 55,
186 ff.). It had become comparatively rare in literary
Ehzabethan, but survives to some extent in dialectal
and vulgar speech to our own days. Examples:
A R 238 betere is uorto polien purst pen uorto beon
iattred [ Ch A 3112 [storie] worthy for to drawen to
memorie | ib 4135 Loo, heere our silver, redy for to
spende | Marlowe T 34 Therefore tis good and meete
for to be wise | ib 105 a foe ... That dar'st presume
thy soueraigne for to mocke | Sh Wint I. 2.427 Forbid
the sea for to obey the moone | A V Mat 27.6 it is not
lawfull for to put them into the treasurie | Walton
A 174 the baits good for to catch the bream | Goldsmith
661 by the laws, m a m m a , you make m e for to laugh |
Phillpotts M 43 I should dearly wish for to see him
married | Bennett A 50 I'm sorry for totellye | ib 65
I shah want for to see him (in other places for with
bare infinitive, which is hardly correct).

14.2i—14.2s.] Infinitive Governed by Prepositions.
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See also Hittmair, Do 59, Bogholm, Bacon 142, Sh-Lexikon
438, Sarrazin, Sh's Lehrjahre 37, Joyce lr 51.

14.2i. About to means 'at the point of, just going to,
beginning to'. Examples after be: More U 26 And as
I was abowte to answere h y m : 'see you thys man?'
sayeth he ... | Sh H m l I. 1.147 It was about to speak,
when the cock crew | ib II. 1.50 what was I about to
say? B y the mass, I was about to say something (cf.
Franz § 622) | Gibbon M 213 North had lost, or was
about to lose, a majority in the House of Commons |
Di P 1.36 Mr. Snodgrass was about to offer an historical
account of the circumstances, when he was suddenly
checked | Kingsley H 74 Philammon was about to
fohow them, when Cyril stopped him | Quiller-Couch
M 189 as I was about to say | Kiphng L 167 I was
about to go bhnd | Swinburne L 209 I a m not now
about to preach to you.
Examples of about to without a preceding am, etc.:
Wordsw P 6.608 and something evermore about to
be | Di D o 45 she looked as though about to swoon |
Maugham PI 3.183 when your friends see you about
to make a terrible mistake | Strong B 31 John, at first
about to deny it, invented a story.
For the use of about to take place, etc., as adjuncts,
see vol. II 15.89.
14.22. In the same sense wefind,though more rarely,
about with the gerund:
Congreve 218 I a m about making hard conditions to
come abroad | Trelawny R 100 the old palace, which he
was about giving up ... the Hunts too were about
moving to the same destination | Carlyle (in Fox 2.28)
I a m about writing upon Ohver Cromwell—stih about
it; for the thing wih not stir from the spot | Thack P
242 he was about addressing him in his cheery hightoned voice, when he caught sight of the boy's face |
Di F 686 Lavinia was about replying to her honoured
parent | Hawthorne 1.293 I a m about taking a walk.
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This, of course, is different from the same construction in
"he talked about moving" | Maugham Alt 259 he set about
putting things in order—where w e have the usual combination
of preposition and gerund.

14.31. A class of prepositions that are often combine
with infinitives comprises but, save, except,towhich m a y
be added besides.
In "I cannot but a d m k e his courage" admire is felt
as dependent on can, as it is = I can but (adv.) admire,
I can only admire. Sh Meas V. 1.7 our soule cannot
but yeeld you forth.
In such a sentence as "she does nothing but cry",
the bare infinitive m a y similarly be considered dependent on does. Similar examples with various forms of do:
Sh H 5 V. 2.59 as souldiers wih, That nothing doe,
but meditate (indicative?) on blood | Di P 428 just before the psalms, when the people have got nothing to
do but look about 'em | W a u g h W 79 with nothing to
do with thek day but spend it | Stevenson K 88 there
was nothing to do but listen and wait | Galsw E C 568
there was nothing to be done but wait and see j Meredith R 381 what have I done but make every soul I
know wretched about m e ? | Shaw I W 328 Napoleon
often mooched about for a week at a time doing nothing
but play with children or read trash | Walpole F 95
I've been in a nasty state, doing nothing but just brood
|| Locke G P 143 W h a t had she done for her father save
leave him at thefirstopportunity? || Quiller Couch M
277 I have done nothing except send for the constable |
W a u g h W 41 Fanny had nothing to do except go to parties
and give them | Maugham PL 2.112 I've done everything
in m y power to show you except say itrightout (Bennett
W 2.116) | McKenna Sh 63 I hate doing nothing except
spend money and pretend I'm enjoying myself 11 Hughes
T 2 I hardly remember what I did besides read | Oppen-
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heim Prod. Monte C 177 What does he do in the world
besides gamble?
Ere ( = before, rather than) is rare: Sh R 3 in. 4.40
he wih lose his head, ere giue consent.
14.32. Sometimes in similar sentences wefinda finite
verb instead of an infinitive:
A R 120 ne deo heo bute peoteS | Ch B 2121 Thou
doost nought ehes but despendest tyme | Mi A 39 W h a t
does he therefore but resolvs to give over toyhng |
Spect 73 though he has done nothing but stalked across
the stage | Meredith H 213 W h a t does she do, Mr. Harrington, but begins praising you.
Here but m a y be apprehended as an adversative conjunction.
14.33. A frequent combination is cannot choose but
with a bare infinitive:
Dekker F 1412 a lady w h o m e you cannot choose but
hate | Sh Ven 79 Looke how he can, she cannot chuse
but Ioue | T p H . 2.24 | Bronte V 377 I looked long at
that picture, and could not choose but look | Stevenson
T 196 I could not choose but suppose ....
14.34. In the same sense we have cannot help but
with infinitive (= cannot help -ing, 8.2!); this is not
confined to U. S., but is also found in British writers:
Walpole W 26 W h o could help but be devoted to
the old Duke ? | Cronin H 444 W e cannot help but hear
the news and bruit of the town at Levenford House |
Williams N 294 these passions could not help but besiege poor Pamela hotly.
NED has one quotation (from Hall Caine) without remark,
and one for help to + infinitive (from Kingsley), but m a n y
examples of the gerund. Krapp says: 7 cannot help but think,
believe, etc., is crude and unidiomatic English for I cannot
help thinking, believing, etc. Fowler does not mention the construction. Curme S 480 defends it, but the whole of his treat-
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ment of similar constructions p. 479 f. is full of gratuitous
suppositions of unnatural ellipses.

14.3s. Otherwise but requires theto-infinitive:W e had
no choice (no alternative, nothing else for it) but to
submit | W h a t could she expect but to be despised? |
There remains no more but to thank you for your
courteous attention (NED, but) | Stevenson T 6 A h the
time the captain made no change whatever in his dress
but to buy some stockings from a hawker (purpose?)
| Bennett H L 379 There is nothing to do but to go
back to the Orgreaves.
Except with ato-infinitiveis seen in M a x w e h S 42
One can do nothing—except to make hght of the incident | Maugham PI 2.218 Y o u want nothing very much
except to be amused | Allen A 215 R u m had absolutely
no effect upon him except to embalm his body and to
heighten the eloquence of his falsetto.
In all such cases to is used exactly as if there were
no preposition before it.
14.4. After instead of w e have a bare infinitive in
the following sentences, in which it is parahel to the
preceding infinitive:
Di D 43 a word of encouragement might have made
m e respect instead of hate him J Priestley F 471 they
had watched the stormy weather ebb away instead of
gather force | Lewisohn St. Escott 226 she asked m e
whether I wanted to cook instead of write.
Similarly ato-infinitiveparahel to another to:
Ruskin S 194 as if the cross was only a thing to be
carried, instead of to be—crucified upon | Shaw M 191
a person who proposes to enrich the c o m m o n fund instead of to spunge on it | Sinclak Goose-Step 424 the
way to confute error is to understand it and teh the
truth about it, instead of to he about it and repress
it by force.
To belongs to both infinitives in Mannin C h E 46
they needed sons if they were to .. . own their land
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instead of rent it | Fox 1.233 teaching them to speak,
instead of write their thoughts.
But ato-infinitiveis used iftoexpresses purpose (in
thefirstquotation we see also the usual gerund after
instead of):
Shaw I W 116 One more example of how your taxes
m a y be used to enrich profiteers instead of to do you
any service ... to allow them [profiteers] to make all
the shehs instead of having them made in national
factories | id in N P 1934 they will use their power to
rationahse Capitalism instead of to destroy it | (NP)
he went there to gain money instead of to spend money.
As to n o w requires a gerund, but formerly it might be followed b y an infinitive: North 254 For as to destroy thy natural countrie, it is altogether vnmeete.

Chapter X V

The Infinitive as Secondary
The Infinitive as Adjunct
15.li. The use of an infinitive as secondary in a
junction (as adjunct) was dealt with in vol. II 15.8.
Here I shall give a short summary of this with
typical examples arranged according to the form—
active or passive—but I single out for separate treatment those that are active in form but in vol. II were
said to be passive in meaning; these I now term retroactive, see 15.2.
Active: in time to come | she is not the kind of girl
to do such a thing | thefirstto come and the last to
leave | there isn't a girl in London to touch her | that
has (is) nothing to do with your life | concerning the
meeting about to take place.
Passive: the next thing to be considered | matters
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to be gone through | Dombey was a man to be known
| a remnant about to be put up to auction.
15.12. I add some supplementary examples: Mason
Ch 20 H e has got six years of his sentence still to run
11 Galsw Ca 464 she was never one to be afraid | Maugham
H B 369 I'm one to keep myself to myself. I'm not one
to go about with anybody —
I'm not thefirstone
to have a baby | N P 1934 he is one of the five white
m e n to have penetrated to the shrine of Ordam Padshah.
Mason Ch 106 Bachelors are the people to run houses.
— W i t h imaginative perfect: M a u g h a m F P S 42 She was
not the w o m a n to have hed about her age.
Locke St 114 Perhaps she was a wicked w o m a n to
try to come between a gkl and her happiness [ = since
she tried].
Di O T 29 darned cotton-stockings of the same colour,
and shoes to answer | Bennett E C h 218 Mr. L. had a
fat and prominent nose, a body to match.
(This m a y be used predicatively: Stevenson M 158
the others are probably to match).
A V Gen 2.5 there was not a m a n to till the ground
| Stevenson K 138 there were few to make remarks
and fewer to teh tales | Russeh F O 58 on this latter
question there was worse to fohow.
Austen P 151 With ah these circumstances to favour
an attachment, and nothing to prevent it, a m I wrong
in indulging the hope ... ? | Shaw 2.120 this is a pretty
sort of asylum for a m a n to be in, with no one but you
to take care of him! | Golding S D 295 he's bound to
get up on his feet again with you to back him 11 Collins
W 433 and, without a hving soul to wish them weh at
parting, the two took their w a y into the world alone
Butler Er 309 without even the m o o n to cheer us |
Trollope B 459 without her to manage for us I do not
know how we should get on.
Bentley T 129 That man's calm was just deadly—
I never saw anything to beat it | Shaw T T 140 seeing
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nobody to attend to him he raps loudly on the counter
with his stick.
15.13. Passive: Caxton R 110 I a m no byrde to be
locked ne take [ = taken] by chaf | Bacon A 41.24 observations in urine and bloud not otherwise to be seen
| Sh H 4 A II. 4.451 a question not to bee askt | Swift
P 14 pedants who affect to talk in a language not to
be understood | Cowper L 2.394 contemplate the trees
so soon to be stript | W a u g h W 26 The majority of
people looked on an income as something to be earned.
H e looked on it as something to be spent | Shaw T T
96 to many soldiers a w o m a n is no more than a jar of
marmalade, to be consumed and put away | Mayne
Byron 2.59 she was at present the mistress, quickly
to be discarded, of Byron.
Lyly E 39 although there bee many things in Naples
to be iustly condempned, yet there are some things of
necessitie to bee commended | Sh H m l I. 1.130 If there
be any good thing to be done | H 4 B V. 5.28 as if there
were nothing els to bee done, but to see him | Osborne
146 there is a great advantage to bee gained in resigning
[ Defoe G 70 there is no good to be expected that way
| Fielding 5.553 Is there nothing neat or decent to be
had in this horrid place? | Austen M 71 there was
nothing to be done but for Mrs. Grant to ahght | Kingsley H 68 There was no time to be lost | Stevenson K
234 there is something to be said upon m y side | Maugha m Alt 101 There were fortunes to be made here ||
Cf. after seem: Merriman V G 136 There seemed nothing,
indeed, to be said || With a preposition: Shaw P 11
There is the reading of the will to be gone through
|| Spectator 592 Sir Roger's servant was gone to cah
a coach ... the footman returned with no coach to be
had | Hewlett Q 25 silently, without a cry to be heard.
15.14. Russell F O 80 labourers were hired out to
anyone who had work to be done—means 'had work
that should be done by others' and is thus different
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from "had work to do" (where they themselves were
to be the active workers).
15.1s. The inf. m a y be separated from its primary:
Maugham Alt 211 it was hard to see what there was in
him to arouse love | ib 2811 tried to see what there was
in her to have excited in Lawson such a devastating
passion 11 Williams N 94 Not even a grandchild remained
to take an interest in her | Allen A 25 if only he were
not there to spoil her dream!
15.le. In vol. II I did not mention the fohowing
adjunctal infinitives.
Well to do = 'weh off, hving in easy ckcumstances'
is often preposed, generahy written with hyphens: a wellto-do farmer. The opposite is rare:
Phillpotts M 12 they are terribly ill to do.
Well to live (Sh Merch n . 2.55) is obsolete, though
N E D has an example (preposed) from 1897.—How is
the infinitive in these combinations to be explained?
15.17. Some remarks m a y here be made with regard
to this survey in connexion with other uses of the infinitive. The adjunctal use has some points of similarity
with the infinitive of specification after adjectives, etc.
(see ch. X V H ) . But what is more important is the
relation between the adjunctal infinitive and the construction we are to consider in 15.4, the infinitive as
predicative after is: a time is to come: the time to come \
this house is to let: a house to let,—exactly as a thing
on view: the things on view.
In Wordsw P 8.401 »With this last relic, soon itself
to fall" and similar literary expressions the probability
is that the writers had in mind a full relative clause
like "which was soon itself to fall".
The passive form, " A letter that was to be sent to
the ladies" leads to the adjunctal use in Goldsm V
1.146 copy of a letter to be sent to the two ladies at
Thornhih,—above 15.1s.
Also the preposed infinitival adjunct is probably due
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to the construction is to + infinitive: "this incident is
never to be forgotten" leads to "a never to be forgotten
incident". A rarer, and hardly colloquial, construction
is seen in a letter from Lowes Dickinson in Forster 216
a satisfaction that will abide underneath the never to
cease dissatisfaction which belongs to life.
Retroactive Infinitive
15.2i. W e n o w come to deal with those cases in
which an active infinitive was said to have a passive
meaning (vol. II 15.841 ff., 88). N o w (as in AnalSynt
17.4 and 5) I think it better to look upon the infinitive
as active and as governing a preceding item as its object (its "implicit object", as N E D says, toll c). Note
that in grammars of other languages in which similar
phenomena occur (examples in AnalSynt) such infinitives are not said to have a passive import. The
formula for thefirstthing to settle thus is 21(0*) 2(1*),
the two stars showing the relation between thing and
the infinitive. Analogous "retroactive infinitives" wih be
found under Infinitive as Tertiary (ch. X V I and XVII).
The reason w h y Enghsh grammars consider the active
infinitive here as having passive meaning is that Enghsh
in contradistinction to other languages in such cases
often uses a passive infinitive form. This usage in English is connected with the rise of is to with an active
and with a passive infinitive (see 15.3), and with the
abandonment of earlier English constructions corresponding to "er liess sie toten", "han lod hende dra3be",
"il lafittuer", where also the passive form is n o w used
in Enghsh: "he let her be killed, caused her to be
killed". All this m a y be termed an outcome of a rationalizing tendency which m a y also be observed in other
parts of English g r a m m a r : here the passive infinitive
has seemed to the native speech-instinct more logical
than the active. B u t full consistency has not been
achieved.
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15.22. The construction in which a transitive infinitive refers back to something preceding it which is
notionahy its object has its roots far back in the history
of the language. I shah give some O E examples with
m y comments.
After seek we have an interesting O E example in
Mat. 2.13, where the Vulgate (as Bock points out,
Anglia 55.167) expressly indicates the double relation
of the object to the main verb and the infinitive:
"Herodes quaerat puerum ad perdendum eum", while
the O E translation has only " H . seed paet cild to forspihene". To has its local meaning! Bock thinks that
such combinations lead to the later use of the infinitive
as dkect object of seek (seeks to destroy the child) and
similar verbs—an interpretation which it is tempting
to apply to the other O E examples quoted ibd., because
an object is often in O E placed before an infinitive
(pa pe secab mine sawle to fordonne | seceb hine to
fordonne = quaerit mortificare eum). With regard to
the passage in Mat. it should, however, be noted that
later translations, in accordance with the Greek and
Latintext,have two objects: A V : for Herode wih seeke
the young childe, to destroy him,—and even more explicitly in 20th Cent.: for Herod is going to search for
the child, in order to put him to death.
15.23. A n illustrative example is A S Chron. 874 py
ilean geare hie sealdon anum unwisum cyninges pegne
Miercnariceto healdanne 'in the same year they gave
a foohsh thane of the king the kingdom of Mercia to
hold'. Here to healdanne is an infinitive of purpose, but
its imphcit object is M. rice, which is the object of
sealdon. In the same way when we say "you must
give him some bread to eat" some bread m a y be said
to be the object of both give and eat, or w e m a y analyze
some bread to eat as the object containing the infinitive
as adjunct and referring back to its object: S V O 1
0(1(0*)2(I*).
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Modern examples (which might have been placed
with the infinitive of purpose):
A V Gen 28.20 If God ... wih giue m e bread to eate,
and raiment to put on | Di D 396 [he] inquked if I
could give him anything to eat | Shaw T T 82 you gave
m e books to read | Maugham Alt 111 She gave him
her lovely hps to kiss.
Hence after a passive:
Goldsm V 2.151 much has been given m e n to enjoy,
yet stih more to suffer | Austen M 18 the living would
have been given to some friend to hold tih he were old
enough for orders | R u F 100 thek hves given into your
hands, to save or to destroy | Stevenson T 291 he was
given a lodge to keep | Butler E 67 he intimated that
I should shortly have something brought m e to eat.
15.24. This leads to his to keep = 'his, so that he
m a y keep it':
Sh T w I. 5.200 what is yours to bestowe, is not yours
to reserue | A V Mark 10.40 [it] is not mine to giue |
Johnson R 51 this is your own to waste or to improve
| Lang T 123 if he won it thrice it would be his to keep
| Locke C A 320 If her heart was hers to give, it would
be ah yours | Wells N 520 N o human being is his own
to do what he likes with | Norris S 233 she was his
now, to have and to hold, to keep, to protect, and to
defend | Maxweh F 94 Fernande was his to do what
he pleased with | Parker R 267 ah I have is yours to
dispose of.
15.2s. Retroactive after other verbs than 'give':
Bacon A 10.5 his noble free offers left us nothing to
aske | Maugham PI 4.157 you're leaving m e very httle
to say | Thack V 60 The gardener who was picking
fruit to send to market | Collins W 113 The letter itself I shah keep here, to show to Sir Percival as soon
as he arrives | Maugham Alt 525findingin the bitterness of her heart wounding things to say. Cf. also
without a verb Shaw T T 135 W h a t a thing to say!
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15.26. It is very important to remember that a
verbal phrase consisting of a verb + a preposition or
a verb + its object and a preposition is treated exactly
like a single verb and thus in its entirety can take an
object: think of something = consider something, care for
someone and take care of someone = love, walk with =
accompany, etc. (Note the possibility of passives like:
she was cared for, she was taken care of, etc.). The symbol
of such verbal phrases in AnalSynt is W , the infinitive
Iw. Examples:
Russell F O 318 Seeking for slave territory to annex,
President Pierce thought that Cuba afforded, a suitable
opportunity | Maugham Alt 481 the gkl ... w h o m he
was looking for to make his wife | Shaw T T 81 he
shoots an innocent policeman because he can think of
nothing more interesting to do.
15.27. Miscellaneous examples of retroactive infinitive adjuncts:
Sh Ant V. 2.305 that kisse Which is m y heauen to
haue (with other quotations vol. Ill 11.65) | Stevenson
J H F 3 It was a nut to crack for many, what these
two could see in each other | Hope Q 263 her opinion
was not one to neglect | Benson D B 88 whohy enchanting, a m a n not to fear, but to love | Mackenzie S 1.330
W a r isn't anything to admire in itself | Maugham Alt
228 That's something to know | W a u g h W 19 The great
thing to remember is this j Christie in B D S 347 W a s his
story of photographs to develop a he ... ? | Allen A
143 Compared to this [wine] all else to drink was milk
or water | Russeh F O 78 the degradation of the peasantry
was a heavy price to pay for more scientific agriculture
| Myers M 234 He's the one to thank | Christie L E 86
she was child's play to manipulate | Mannin C h E 113
he inquired- for the sake of something to say.
15.28. Examples of verbal phrases:
Stevenson V 37 a young lady eats nothing to speak
of (with other quotations given vol. II 15.842) | Di D
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516 he was a m a n to feel touched in the contemplation
of | Berkeley Vane Mystery 210 We're nasty people to get
into the hands of | Maugham Alt 873 R. was not a very
nice m a n to get on the wrong side of | ib 472 [he] hankered too now for chairs to sit on and a bed to sleep in.
15.3i. Typical examples of retroactive infinitives are
frequent after expressions of mere existence: there is
(are), have (existence in regard to the subject), with
(= having), without (— not having), and want (= have
not):
There is: Ch D 477 ther is na-more to telle | Sh Caes
IV. 3.227 there is no more to say (also Swinb L 137,
etc.) | Mandv 47 there is no watre to drynke | Scott
Iv 298 there was nothing to fear for his guest's hfe |
Ward E 277 There is nothing to forgive | Benson D
2.236 there was no time to lose | Vacheh H 228 There's
nothing to see | Wilde D 63 there is reahy not much
to teh | Walpole C 31 you'h find there's a good deal
to arrangefirst| Plunket Greene E 53 There wasn't
only myself to consider. There was also Lady Odeh |
Bronte V 388 there was a crow to pluck with him |
Maugham Alt 176 when sentimentality is joined with
scepticism there is often the devil to pay || Aumonier
O B 103 There seemed nothing further to say.
The same in relative clauses:
Ward M 47 You've not yet seen what there is to see
here ( Hart B T 15 a lawyer who knows everything that
there is to know about wihs and trusts | Phillpotts G R
85 I'll teh him everything there is to tell | Galsw F S
348 he understood nearly all there was to understand
| Borden A S 18 They could see everything about him
that there was to see.
I w : There is nothing to rejoice at, but also nothing
particular to complain of | Mason Ch 148 I ... must
laugh when Ifindfriends to laugh with ... Even though
there is very little to laugh at.
15.32. In some of the examples with have the verb
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has its full meaning 'possess, be in possession of, bu
in others the meaning is weakened, thus especiahy in
fixed phrases such as "I have a crow to pluck with
you". In "you have your bread to earn" the meaning
m a y even be "you have no bread now", so that the
saying refers to the future and more or less distinctly
imphes an obhgation. The various nuances of these
phrases in M E have been carefully investigated by W .
van der Gaaf, ESts 13.176 ff. (1931), to which the
reader m a y be referred. Cf. vol. IV 4.4.
Cf. also Bock, Angha 55.164 ff., w h o mentions that
O E has only instances with transitive infinitives, in
which the object can be referred both to the finite verb
and to the infinitive (fela ic haabbe eow to secganne |
ic hsebbe pe to secganne ures godes aerende | drincan
pone cahc pe ic to drincanne haebbe), and that the use
with intransitive infinitives is of later growth. See on
this .13.5!.
15.33. Modern examples of have: Sh John H . 1.183
I haue but this to say That ... | Defoe R 2.18 They
had no more to do then | Cowper L 2.295 he must
have a handkerchief for himself, to wear about his neck
on Sundays | Austen M 224 you wih have nothing of
that sort to endure | Quincey 30 H e stih had his dying
to do: he was in arrear as to that | Bronte V 148 you
have your way to make and your bread to earn | Di
D 394 "... if I were you, I wouldn't lend him anything". " M y dear Copperfield, I haven't got anything
to lend." | Pennell L 17 With the cat itself I had no fault
to find | Nothing can be done with a corporation, because it has neither a soul to save nor a body to kick
| I have a bone to pick with you.
With phrases: She has no one to care for | he has
no one to walk with | H e had much to struggle against
and much tofightfor j Marlowe E 794 I haue ioyfull
news to teh thee of | Sheridan 351 I have something
of importance to speak to you about | Stevenson K
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36 I had myself to look tofirstof all | Maugham PI
3.192 I have m y self-respect to think of.
15.34. "He has money (time) to spare" leads to the
frequently used phrase enough and to spare, as in A V
Luke 15.17 ... haue bread inough and to spare |
Bunyan P 5 there is enough and to spare | Zangwill
G 186 There was matter and to spare for the papers
the next day (cf. spare as a pre-adjunct: a spare room).
Can further, far, somewhere be considered the object of have?
(Note that Bunyan does not otherwise use have + inf.).
Bunyan P 55 I knew I had further to go | Bronte V 38 I
had not very far to look | Mannin C h E 206 Ah, but now if
this war should come to pass he had somewhere to go.

15.35. In the instances quoted above the wordorder is have -+- obj. + inf., but as already remarked
in vol. II 15.851 there are cases in which for some reason
the object is placed before the verb, as in Sh Cy IV.
2.124 W h a t haue we to lose? | Mi P L 1.567 Awaiting
what command their mighty chief H a d to impose (interr. pron.) | ib 2.920 Pondering his voyage: for no
narrow frith H e had to cross (poetic diction). To these
may be added:
Vices and V. 27 A h bat $e habbeb to donne | Sh
H 4 B Epil. 5 W h a t I have to say, is of mine owne making | Tp III. 3.86 Of m y instruction hast thou nothing
bated In what thou had'st to say | Devil E 524 some
busines that I have to doe | Shaw T T 275 W h a t have
you to say?
For M E examples see v. d. Gaaf, p. 183 f.
15.36. As want is = 'not to have', or 'desire to have',
wefinda construction which m a y be said to correspond
to the difference between have something to write and
have to write something:
She wants someone to love.
She wants to love someone.
Shaw T T 84 I want something sensible to do | Maugha m Alt 494 H e fearfully wanted something to smoke.
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Also after the substantive want: for want of something to do.
15.37. With or without: Di D o 2 married to a lady
with no heart to give him | Merrick C 27 a young
professional m a n with nothing to do | W a u g h W 293
She ought to marry a young m a n with his way to make
| Moore E W 29 The father's drinking left the Saunders
family with httle to eat || without anything to do (for
lack.of anything better to do) | Collins M 369 For the
first time ... I found old Betteredge in m y company
without a word to say to me.
With a phrase (Iw): With no relatives to fah back
upon | Bennett A 131 I wonder you find time to notice
it—with ah this place to see after | Shaw A 189 Marry
some sentimental hog or other with lots of money, and
a thick pair of lips to Mss you with and a thick pak
of boots to kick you with | Wells J P 506 W h y be faithful with no one to be faithful to?
(Cf. also Ch A 234 ful of knyves A n d pinnes, for to yeven
faire wyves.)

15.38. Let us return to theoretical considerations:
In justification of the view found in m a n y grammars
that the active infinitive here termed retroactive is
passive in meaning, it m a y be said that when w e leave
out there in "she did what there was to do" (Hewlett
F 131) it is necessary to say "what was to be done".
Note also the sentence quoted in vol. II 15.88 Ward
E 20 "there was so much to see at Florence. No—pardon me!—there is nothing to be seen in Florence"—
and the contrast between "I have no husband to irritate m e and no children to bring up" or between "he
was left with- only his daughter to care for him" and
"he was left with only his daughter to care for".
Cf. also Chesterton B 1 O n the subject of Browning's
work innumerable things have been said and remain to
be said; of his life, there is httle or nothing to say.
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The paradox remains that though to lose and to be
lost generahy are contrasts, they mean practicahy the
same thing in there was no time to lose and there was
no time to be lost. In some cases a distinction m a y be
made, though it is not always clearly observed: there
was nothing to do there (— nothing to occupy us),
there was nothing to be done there (nothing that
should (or could) be done) | there was nothing to see
there (nothing worth seeing), there was nothing to be
seen there (nothing that could be seen, nothing visible)
| on this subject there is something to say at this point
(something that m a y be said), on this subject there is
something to be said at this point (that ought to be
said).
If we say that such infinitives are taken in the passive sense, w e are involved in difficulties in some cases:
"there is nothing (we have nothing) to fear"; if to fear
is here considered = 'to be feared', what then about
the synonymous expression "there is nothing (we have
nothing) to be afraid of" ? W h a t is the passive of be

afraid?
15.39. Sometimes we find various constructions combined (cf. vol. H 15.86): Di O T 36 The boy had no
friends to care for, or to care for him | Carpenter P 61
one of the veryfirstthings to do, and to be done at
once | Stephen L 20 I have one person less to beheve
in m e and one person less to reverence | Plunket Greene
E 216 A w o m a n hke Brenda must have someone: someone to love her, and someone to love | Mackenzie S 621
[tennis] there were always four little boys to pick up
the bahs and at least three dozen bahs to be picked
up | Gordon God's Remnants 23 There was no one to
ask, no one to guide him; there was nothing to be relied upon save the elusive mockery of chance | Salt
Joy 174 There was the letter tofinish.And after that
there was nothing to be done | Mannin C D 103 there
are good things yet to do, and good things to be seen.

